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PREFACE

What Is Lean Performance?

Lean Performance is a project management methodology for lean implementation that starts with existing processes and develops process performance improvements and measurements. By developing process workflow standards of what work must be completed and then utilizing the process workflow standards to determine how to do the work, Lean Performance produces process work instructions for training to ensure continued process quality. Lean Performance also manages multisite projects by identifying common processes and prioritizing assignments. The methodology develops process performance measurements and continuous Lean Performance where information technology has already been implemented or as the implementation methodology for new projects.

Lean production is the philosophy and practice of eliminating all waste in all production processes continuously. Manufacturing workers may apply lean principles, tools, and practices successfully to continuously improve production processes, but usually information technologies do not readily enable continuous improvements in management decision processes, information/support processes, and linkages to lean physical processes. Methodologies for information technology installation, such as reengineering and process or system innovation, do not facilitate the use of lean thinking to improve management decision and information/support processes and their linkages to lean physical processes. Until now, lean thinking has been narrowly focused on physical processes, but this limited approach has several serious shortcomings:

Process improvements driven by information technology are not always linked to management strategies and objectives.
Management decision processes do not support lean physical processes.
Physical process lean improvements are not supported by or linked to information systems.

The Lean Performance methodology presented in this book suggests a solution. Lean Performance uses lean principles, tools, and practices to improve and then continuously improve management decision and information/support processes and their linkages to the lean physical processes. The methodology trains and empowers the in-house experts, process owners, and customers, while employing the best of the process and system innovation and reengineering tools (from a lean perspective) to achieve system integration. Lean Performance develops or enhances a company culture of continuous improvement by recognizing the strength of the business: the people and processes. Lean Performance integrates strategy, people, processes, and information technology into a project management methodology that applies lean thinking to all processes, utilizing eight implementation and training modules.

**Why Is Lean Performance Important?**

Today's manager is faced with the dilemma of managing emerging cross-functional and cross-enterprise business processes such as e-commerce and the new supply chain management processes utilizing information technology in a business enterprise with an increasingly empowered team culture. All too often, traditional information system development based on methodologies such as reengineering and system or process innovation is woefully inadequate for use in an empowered team culture. Even in more traditional business environments, process analysis and system development projects run and performed by business or information technical "experts" often deliver miserable results, especially from a quality standpoint. Delivered systems either do not work technically or do not fit the process as the user performs it today or could best perform it tomorrow. In contrast, great results have been obtained by harnessing the power of all enterprise team members through methodologies that employ lean philosophy and thinking, such as Total Quality Management (TQM), kaizen, and continuous improvement. The Lean Performance project management methodology presented here incorporates lean philosophy and thinking in a task structure that, when executed, implements lean management decision processes, information/support processes, and information linkages that support lean physical processes and provides the structure to improve physical processes. The methodology performs best in the empowered team business environment, utilizing vendor-supplied, unmodified software packages for manufacturing
such as enterprise resource planning (ERP), supply chain management (SCM), operations planning system (OPS), manufacturing execution system (MES), and customer relationship management (CRM).

A successful business process improvement or redesign approach considers inputs from the two hemispheres of management that typically are in conflict:

- Departmental, politically based management practices
- Emerging information-based management practices

In many companies, established politically based management practices rely on an individual, power-oriented management style that leverages power gained through controlling a "stovepipe" departmental structure and the flow of information (work) residing within that stovepipe. These structures are dependent on internal management alliances to manage the business through a process of negotiation, compromise, and accommodation. Emerging information-based management practices are fundamentally different in that the information that is held hostage in the stovepipes of an old-style organization is open in the empowered team workplace. In fact, opening up this information flow and designing work around it (workflow) is the real (and perhaps only) reason to consider information-technology-enabled process improvement or redesign. With open information, old alliances are not necessary, and team-based decision making can take place. Departmental structures are no longer efficient and are replaced by product- and process-based structures.

Obviously, these structural changes can be very threatening to old-line (stovepipe) managers, and they resist them. When an information technology specialist is introduced into the mix, numerous complications occur. The lack of a common language between power-style managers (who translate their information requirements into newer and better stovepipes) and technically adept information technology/data processing experts (who do not have the business process expertise of the people already performing the existing processes) leads to enough confusion to sink many business process improvement efforts. If the process owner is not the process designer, nonvalue-added tasks will dominate a new stovepipe at the end of the project. This collision of dysfunctional styles is a fundamental impediment to success in the information age, much as office-based manufacturing engineers of the mass industrial age were an impediment to success in the factory, leading to their removal by the originators and practitioners of lean production. Lean Performance defeats the nonvalue-added process constraints imposed on processes by well-intended, technologically adept but misguided individuals who presume they are experts in processes that they themselves do not perform.
Applying the Lean Performance methodology to a business process improvement or redesign project focuses the efforts on a common approach that uses common principles, tools, and practices. This approach promotes successful dialog among the managers, information technology specialists, and emerging computer-literate knowledge workers or team members, who in many cases are already in the workplace but generally not (yet) in a position of management. Lean Performance leverages the expertise of existing internal process owners and customers to design processes in terms of what needs to be done to produce value (product or service) for process customers immediately downstream. All methodology tasks are structured to "pull" process redesign/improvement activities from the point of view of the external customer so that optimum customer value is provided.

How Does Lean Performance Work?

Lean Performance identifies and deploys lean management business policies and strategies during software implementation, process improvement, and lean transformation projects by integrating lean thinking and process-oriented management at the management decision, information/support, information linkage, and physical process levels through the use of an integrative project and management practice: the Lean Performance Analysis. The methodology then utilizes business process reengineering techniques to design the process architecture. Lean Performance employs lean practices to develop Lean Performance teams of process owners and customers. These Lean Performance teams eliminate waste from existing management and information processes while developing value-added information linkages to support lean physical processes and improve the physical processes. Additionally, Lean Performance employs system innovation techniques from a lean perspective to provide a project management workplan and toolkit to integrate the information system (ERP, MES, SCM, OPS, CRM) and to provide an ongoing continuous improvement tool after implementation.

Who Is Lean Performance For?

This book is geared toward the 21st-century business manager, a new type of manager who is developing in the lean workplace and manages with technology, rather than simply managing technology. I propose that there is a critical difference. These new managers will have used information technology for most of their careers and will readily agree that
most information technology projects fail or deliver poor results and require extensive after-project rework. These managers may already be chief executives or chief operating officers, engineering or operations or materials managers, or continuous improvement or lean coordinators. They have probably served as project managers at some point or now employ project management approaches to team management. Project managers who have been exposed to lean production are a ready audience for this book. These managers are or have been successful employing lean methodologies in their current or previous assignments.

Information technology professionals, on the other hand, may not see the relevance of the methodology. Many information technology professionals may be all too familiar with the failures of previous projects and methodologies; however, seasoned information technology professionals who are ready to try this more comprehensive approach will immediately hone in on the most obvious reason for information technology to support Lean Performance: Lean Performance puts the responsibility for a successful implementation or transformation squarely on the shoulders of the process owners and customers. The typically noninvolved system user of the past cannot function successfully in a Lean Performance environment.

Why Did I Write This Book?

I wrote this book in part because it expresses my theoretical interest in business process and performance improvement methodologies and incorporates what I have learned about them by trial and error. In my career in manufacturing management and consulting for a variety of domestic and international companies, I have had the opportunity to try out various approaches to business improvement and project management. Lean Performance is the result of my attempts to develop a methodology evolved from classical business consulting approaches but viewed through a lean-thinking lens. Perhaps most importantly, I have had the experience of being a project manager subject to Murphy's First Law of Project Management: about the time you know enough about the project to write a comprehensive project plan, you don't have time to stop managing the project and write it. For this reason, I wanted to develop a project template for myself and other project managers to apply to our projects before their weight becomes all we can carry.

As fond of information and other technologies as I am, I believe that the more complex and, therefore, more valuable (and costly) elements of business processes are tasks that are people based. When we deemphasize technology and introduce the concept of managing the office and linking the office to the factory with processes, in much the same way as we
manage the factory, then introducing lean principles, tools, and practices to the management, information/support, and physical processes becomes possible. While my preference is to emphasize manufacturing, the broader methodological concepts are appropriate to computer-based process management and all business processes, regardless of service or industry. Also, the transition into the 21st century has revealed performance gaps in many new systems that will benefit greatly from applying Lean Performance.

In conclusion, management and information/support processes and information linkages to physical processes are not ineligible for continuous improvement. The Lean Performance methodology is a process-oriented approach that provides a project management structure for applying lean thinking to the entire enterprise, with an emphasis on the management, information/support, and physical processes.

Application of lean thinking in the factory has resulted in the elimination of some portion of direct labor while maintaining the same or greater productive output from fewer workers. The application of lean thinking to the office results in a reduction of management layers, with a corresponding higher output flowing from the same or fewer knowledge workers. The real challenge to the enterprise in applying these lean principles, tools, and practices is to recognize that, above all, lean is a growth strategy. Management cannot expect workers to continuously improve their way to the unemployment line. New challenges must continuously be presented to today's Lean Performance teams by modern managers who manage with technology.

Brian J. Carroll
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INTRODUCTION TO LEAN PERFORMANCE
A rigid mass production system leads to a highly structured, centralized, and inflexible command and control management system. The management hierarchy in a mass production environment is generally several levels deep. Approvals for changes have to flow up and down this chain of command. Departmental boundaries, not process requirements, determine where processes initiate and terminate, resulting in processes being chopped into inefficient subprocesses. Examples of this phenomenon found in most mass production environments include the processes of maintenance, quality, procurement, design and engineering, customer service, scheduling, shipping, and invoicing, all of which snake their way through department after department, in-basket after in-basket, paper queue after paper queue, until they are handed off to completion. While all of this is going on, orders, projects, purchases, and deliveries are being expedited, requiring various search missions for papers, negotiations for priority, and the occasional compromise. Managers in the mass production environment are usually more concerned with their departmental objectives than with organizational objectives which results in the dissipation of energy and resources as departmental objectives are achieved at the expense of organizational objectives.

When rigid production systems in the mass environment grow into static organization structures and management systems, the resulting emphasis placed on maintaining the status quo chokes off innovation. Competitive, low-bid purchasing systems lead to adversarial relations with suppliers that virtually eliminate the incentive to improve anything, except cost. Customer
service is a secondary consideration, limited to fulfilling contracts and warranties. Customer service usually does not employ any mechanism beyond the stated goal of desiring or seeking customer feedback on their needs, product improvement, effective new-product development, ongoing customer relationships, or effective linkage to production. Customer relations management is technology driven and often is only a vehicle for pursuing customers, not for retaining them through better service. Innovation is focused on product development, not process development. This results in the introduction of products that cannot be efficiently or effectively manufactured with existing production and/or information systems.

In the mass environment, systematic improvement is a staff activity, not a worker responsibility, and is generally performed by industrial and systems engineering technologists which results in elimination of a major source of process improvement: the process owners. Quality standards that are set to be readily achievable and are not continuously improved lead to low standards that are easy to attain and maintain, thus perpetuating the process conditions that caused such low standards to be set initially. Functional areas have little or no incentive to work together to establish cross-functional processes, eliminate delays, improve work flows, balance and synchronize operations, or treat departments receiving products or services as customers.

Operating systems and reporting structures follow departmental lines of authority. This makes interdepartmental cross-functional processes difficult, if not impossible, to design and operate effectively. Systems and operating procedures are not well documented because of the inherent advantages of not documenting (e.g., job security). If systems and procedures are viewed as not changing, why write them up? We can just do it the way we always have. Without a documented, standard way of operating, not being held accountable becomes easier. In many cases, standard ways of operating have not been established because the transition from craft industry to mass production was evolutionary and not explicitly designed on a company-wide basis. In many companies existing at the time of transition, it was more a matter of introducing an assembly line in the production area and adjusting to its impact. In other words, an explicit process design never existed, and generations of emulation and stagnation have devolved the processes in the mass production workplace even farther from optimum.

Interestingly, the lack of standard operating procedures may be the ultimate impediment to the one seemingly successful mass production strategy: the cost mechanics of volume achieved through interminable mergers, acquisitions, and takeovers. Without standard processes being understood and documented?the apparent cost savings of eliminating personnel in the target company are often negated by the elimination of expertise, followed by reductions of the very profitable results predicted by the takeover financial strategists.
Many of the mass production practices developed during the transitional period of early adopters of the Ford and Taylor schools of mass thinking are still predominant today. The absence of standard ways of operating leaves the workers in charge and seems to empower them, but is not in the best interests of the company. Management's failure to facilitate change derives from the desire to project the idea that the way we have always done it is the standard.

Performance measures in the mass production environment primarily reflect departmental and individual outputs, not process performance (except as part of departmental performance). Performance measures are generally focused on outputs; not inputs or throughputs; on cost, not quality (except in meeting minimum standards); and after-the-fact activities (rework), not preventive measures (supplier quality). Management controls are set to maintain operations within preset limits (i.e., achieving what we have already demonstrated we can achieve). In this way, the need to improve by looking for root causes is eliminated, as is the need to train workers in problem-solving techniques.

Mass production systems incorporate management decision and information/support processes that operate within departmental stovepipe boundaries, not as cross-functional and cross-enterprise processes operating across departmental and company boundaries. Cross-functional processes requiring lean improvement in most mass production environments include quality management, maintenance?new product introduction, and design and engineering. Cross-enterprise processes are just beginning to be recognized as the information technologies necessary for their execution emerge. The need for effective design of these processes is apparent in the early meltdown of many of the dot.com pioneers and the continuing struggles of the "click-and-mortars" that are reinventing themselves for the digital age.

Finally, the negative characteristics of mass production are mutually reinforcing and interlocking. Owners and top managers in these firms have a vested interest in maintaining the status quo. Middle managers and employees follow suit. They are not given the support, training, or motivation to improve or "lean"; operations. Relentlessly, the global competitive beast pursues and, increasingly, leaner is swifter to market and stronger in profit and growth.

THE ORIGIN OF LEAN PRODUCTION

The Industrial Revolution (beginning roughly in 1750) marked the emergence of the foundations of lean thinking in operational practices, such as standardization of methods and materials, interchangeability of parts, specialization of labor, large hatch operations, and dedicated machinery.
However, these operational practices were used only in manufacturing processes for high-volume products (e.g., rifles manufactured by Eli Whitney). The lean practices were in a very rudimentary state, and craft-based manufacturing practices dominated industry. The now-recognized cultural and transformational principles of lean were not codified. The lean enterprise was still a long way off — in fact, about 200 years into the future.

Henry Ford provided the first industrial firm that can be accurately called lean: his 1913 automobile assembly plant, which was a very limited case of lean operations and retained many mass characteristics. For 12 years no product changes occurred (e.g., the Model T from 1915 to 1927). Only the main assembly line and key subassemblies were lean, and then only with respect to some of the eventually defined lean transformational principles of value, value-added, and flow. Other operations (e.g., parts machining and fabrication) were still job shops. Cohorts of middle management and emerging staff positions (e.g., industrial engineers, tooling engineering, maintenance) plus a large clerical staff controlled operations. Nonmanufacturing operations, such as accounting, were grudgingly considered necessary by Ford and received very little attention. Limited as the lean operational practices were, the Ford Model T plant was a value-added flow process that revolutionized manufacturing. Ford later expanded upon his lean achievement by developing the Rouge River plant, long considered the inspiration for the Japanese lean manufacturers, who toured it extensively. Perhaps most critically, Ford did not incorporate the essential lean cultural principles of process orientation and ownership later adopted by the lean manufacturers. Ford workers were primarily unskilled and uninvolved! reduced to "a pair of hands." For all that, Ford's mass production methods were widely emulated and viewed as the crowning achievement of U.S. industry in 1955, the peak of their dominance and success.

After the 1950s, the limitations of mass production practices became increasingly evident. Mass economics dictated that mass production practices include long production runs. Expensive tooling requiring longer and longer setup support and dedicated machines were economically feasible from a return-on-investment (ROI) perspective only by utilizing ever-expanding economic order quantity (EOQ) production lots. Large finished-goods inventory resulted from pushing product (be it automobiles, televisions, or refrigerators) down the pipeline and could be found at several stages of distribution, including at the dealers. Mass production inventory management practices were not responsive to changing customer demand, and inventory build-and-drain cycles did not respond well to fluctuating or shrinking customer order patterns. Low quality standards and large equipment sunk costs and reduced incentive to adopt new technology. High wages and rigid work rules began to dominate increasingly contentious labor/management relationships.
In contrast to the operational practices of Ford and other mass producers, lean emerged as a new way of organizing and operating industrial firms. Lean was pioneered at Toyota in Japan by Eiji Toyoda and his production genius, Taiichi Ohno, primarily after World War II. They began a series of experiments and innovations that has sparked nothing less than a global transformation in manufacturing that accelerates each year. The success of Toyota and other lean automotive assemblers did not go unnoticed in North America and Europe, although unshakable faith in U.S. mass manufacturing practices made it difficult, if not impossible, for some mass producers to learn from the lean pioneers and survive. By the early 1980s, it became clear that something had to be done.

One key response in 1984 was formation of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) International Motor Vehicle Program at its then newly formed Center for Technology, Policy, and Industrial Development. A broad study of emerging manufacturing practices was undertaken (Womack et al.):

> We [the authors] felt that the most constructive step ... would be to undertake a detailed study of the new Japanese techniques, which we subsequently named "Lean Production" compared with older Western mass-production techniques, and to do so in partnership with all the world's motor vehicle manufacturers.

In all, 90 automobile assembly plants worldwide were included in this study. Table 1.1 provides some results of making a successful lean transformation.

**WHAT IS LEAN PRODUCTION?**

*Lean production* is the name given to the management theory comprising the assorted lean practices documented by MIT during a 5-year study of automotive assemblers and suppliers worldwide (documented in the book *The Machine That Changed the World* by Womack et al.). Even before their groundbreaking study, literature about the emerging Japanese manufacturing practices had begun to observe that lean producers had superior manufacturing methods, especially in the overriding lean manufacturing phenomenon of continual or continuous improvement in the physical process workplace driven by the production workers themselves. Some felt that such worker involvement in the continuous suggestion and implementation of cost-saving and quality-improving practices was something that should

---

he copied, and one of the several useful ideas adopted as a result was Total Quality Management. Others felt that involvement of the workers was a cultural phenomenon that could not be implemented in the U.S.

In essence, lean production is the philosophy of eliminating all waste in all system processes continuously. The system is the complete set of processes required to produce the product. In lean production, every action taken to improve processes is planned, implemented, and evaluated in terms of the overall goals of the system. To be lean in production is to eliminate waste in all its forms, including, but not limited to:

- Operator time
- Materials
- Techniques
- Inventory
- Methods/time/motion (MTM)
- Space required
  - Facilities required
  - Cycle time
- Equipment
- Rework/rejects/scrap
- Tooling and fixtures
  - Setup
  - Waiting time
- Downtime
- Distance traveled by a part

Most lean firms have already implemented any number of lean operational practices, including:

---

Table 1.1 Lean vs. Mass\(^a\) Production

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>General Motors/ Framingham</th>
<th>Toyota/Takaoka</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cross assembly hours per car</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted assembly hours per car</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly defects per 100 cars</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly space per car (ft(^2))</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventories of parts (average)</td>
<td>2 wk</td>
<td>2 hr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Lean vs. mass rather than Japanese vs. U.S., as both systems have spread globally.

Cellular production
U-shaped cells
Cell design and layout for flow
Single-minute exchange of die (SMED)
Internal vs. external setup
Work group/team error proofing
Zero defects (ZD)
Station and operation process control
Sending only what is needed
Error proofing (poke–yoke)
Part conveyance between stations
Takt time
Kanbans
Level loading
Small lot production
One-piece flow
Balanced flow-
Synchronous flow
Mixed flow lines

Lean firms have also implemented lean human resource practices, designed to eliminate the conflicts that emerged between mass production wage systems and lean operational practices, such as:

Pay-for-performance wage systems
Productivity group bonus systems
Payment for ability
Developing and rewarding multiple-skill operators
Multifunction operations and skills matrices
No-layoff job sharing and hours-available practices (work sharing)

Any number of terrific books have been published on these topics and on applying lean principles, tools, and practices to the physical processes. It is not our purpose to reinvestigate these topics. Rather, we are going to discuss the use of the principles, tools, and practices of lean to implement processes enabled by information technology and examine a lean methodology designed to enable the virtual lean enterprise.

**WHY AREN'T MORE FIRMS LEAN?**

After over 40 years, many of us still do not believe that Japanese industry developed a production system superior to our mass production system; however, we have become willing to grant that Japanese quality, until
recent U.S. industry improvement, was superior to that of the U.S. Unfortunately, many of us also believe that rigorous applications of lean quality practices have passed the point of diminishing returns, but quality remains an expensive obsession for some. Others of us believe that quality is always improved at the expense of productivity and that we can keep our mass production system and still improve quality. To some degree, even in the emerging lean U.S. operations, we have.

Some of us have tried to meet ISO 9000 requirements, even though we feel that it is just more bureaucratic red tape — the latest flavor-of-the-month gimmick of top management — and we have treated it that way, expensively documenting procedures that most of us would agree represent only how we would like to do things, not how we actually do them. We have felt that quality is an option, not a necessity, and that "making production" is the ruling motto of our production world. As a result, we have often pursued superficial improvements in quality without a thorough and critical review of our production systems.

The way we have received and used information from Japan has not helped the situation. We are picking up such information in bits and pieces, a lean tool or lean practice at a time. We hear about the results, not the process, of using these tools and practices in various circumstances and cultures. Then, to make matters worse, U.S. consultants often give the Japanese approach their own spin, thus losing the key ideas in the translation. U.S. management and engineering schools continue to focus on U.S. mass production practices, with only a passing reference to the lean approach. In some instances, lean practices such as flow or cellular production or Kanban signaling have been implemented by industrial or manufacturing engineers, who see these practices as the harvest of lean thinking. What they are not seeing is that the origin of these practices (and their effective application in any environment) is found in the underlying power of the cultural principles of process ownership and respect for the knowledge of the worker. As a result, we pursue superficial improvements in production or expensive investments in technology innovation, again without a thorough and critical review of our production systems, including our management decision and information/support processes.

Prior to the MIT International Motor Vehicle Program study referred to previously, we did not have a comprehensive, in-depth understanding of the lean production system. In fact, Womack et al. did not publish The Machine That Changed the World until 1990, over 40 years after Toyota began its journey toward becoming lean. As a result, many firms have taken a superficial approach to becoming lean, primarily by applying lean practices such as statistical process control (SPC), just-in-time (JIT), etc., again without a thorough and critical review of their production systems.
But now this tactical approach to lean is inexcusable, as we know what it really takes to become lean.

Formidable barriers to lean thinking in most U.S. firms include a not-invented-here attitude that asks how lean firms could have better production systems than what is being used now. Many of us still believe that the lean principles, tools, and practices are gimmicks that cannot possibly yield such great results. Our management performance measures retain a fixation on mass production, volume-cost thinking that includes results-centered analysis and decision making without process awareness or understanding. We revert to a quick-fix attitude at a moment's notice, especially when that notice is a layoff slip. We retain an emphasis on machine utilization, only sporadically focusing on zero inventory, pull, JIT, or any number of other lean practices that rarely work when implemented in isolation from the principles and tools of lean. We cling to the belief that other countries use low-cost labor, government aid, sweatshops, or exploitation, anything but superior lean production systems. Occasionally, we express a widespread feeling that management has the answers, not the employees. In the recent low-unemployment labor market, we decided that no good people were out there anymore to hire. Many of us share the belief that loyalty is a thing of the past. Following are some other self-defeating beliefs:

- Lean may be good, but I know of some fat firms that are making tons of money.
- Computers are the real answer.
- We want to get lean but our union won't let us
- I would only be eliminating my own job.
- What I know is my job security.
- All these improvements add up to zilch; our real problem is [fill in the blank].
- We have always done it this way, why change now?
- Relax; this is just another one of management's flavors-of-the-month.
- What we are doing is good enough.
- It never hurts to have a cushion.

The main philosophical points that we hope to make in this book are these:

- Lean principles, tools, and practices can and should be applied to all processes.
  Utilizing the tools and practices of lean production without adopting the lean cultural and transformational principles is analogous to painting over rust — you really haven't changed anything; things just look nicer (for now).
WHAT IS REQUIRED TO BECOME LEAN?

It is an appropriate baseline to assume that many manufacturing firms are familiar with the principles, tools, and practices of lean production. Many firms have some lean physical processes, but getting lean requires that everyone participate. Most lean firms are struggling to transform both their information-based processes and the physical processes supported by information into lean processes. At the same time, other companies are learning to use lean principles, tools, and practices to transform themselves into lean enterprises. They are learning that getting lean requires fundamental adjustments in thinking, attitudes, and behavior; it is not simply a matter of acquiring another set of tools and practices. Getting lean also requires the adoption of a new set of transformational and cultural principles. The lean transformation is a continuous, never-ending, incremental process. The project approach presented here is no more than a good start.

First, here are some standard but often ignored factors necessary for a successful lean transformation:

- Management commitment to becoming lean
- Involvement and participation by all employees
- Team approach
- Long-range view (a year or more, for starters)
- Assigning responsibilities and tasks to teams on a project basis
- Incorporating lean assignments in each employee’s job on a daily basis
- Education and training at all levels

Second, a major change in attitude is necessary to realize that the lean approach embodies utilizing a set of diagnostic tools as well as an integrated and systematic approach to using those tools to operate a business built on the foundation of cultural and transformational principles. Last, but not least, the company's lean vision, mission, strategies, and policy deployment, as well as the processes, systems, and standards, must incorporate lean principles and practices.

Because they receive the initial focus, the physical operations processes generally become leaner in emerging lean production systems and lean companies than do the management and information/support processes. From a Lean Performance perspective, a company can be considered lean when it is designed, organized, and operated according to the cultural and transformational lean principles.

The lean cultural principles presented here are derived from the lean literature that is the foundation of Lean Performance, especially Imai, M., *Kaizen: The Key to Japan's Competitive Success* (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1986) and *Gemba Kaizen: A Commonsense, Low-Cost Approach to Management* (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1997) and include:

- Management commitment to becoming lean
- Involvement and participation by all employees
- Team approach
- Long-range view (a year or more, for starters)
- Assigning responsibilities and tasks to teams on a project basis
- Incorporating lean assignments in each employee’s job on a daily basis
- Education and training at all levels

- The process owner is the process expert.
- The next process is your customer.
- Loyalty to people enables continuous improvement.
- Process data and measurements drive process continuous improvement.

The lean transformational principles presented here are an adaptation of those presented by Womack and Jones in the follow-up to The Machine That Changed The World, the 1996 publication Lean Thinking: Banish Waste and Create Wealth in Your Corporation (Simon & Schuster, New York, pp. 15-26):

- Precisely specify value by product or family.
- Identify the value stream for each product.
  Make value flow without interruption.
- Let customer pull value from process owner.
- Pursue perfection.

The Lean Performance methodology is primarily directed at those organizations that are well along the path to lean in the physical processes and perhaps in some cross-functional processes as well. Changing a mass production system to a lean production enterprise requires three things:

1. A comprehensive leaning of processes based on recognition of processes within process areas
2. Leaning of the cross-functional process organization of the manufacturing enterprise
3. Leaning of the cross-enterprise process partnerships of the extended or virtual enterprise, the lean supply chain

In order to get started on the journey toward a lean enterprise, you must know where you are now. If your firm embarks on a Lean Performance project, the key tasks of the planning phase are to identify all company process areas, all processes within those process areas, all process owners and customers, cross-functional processes and linkages, and cross-enterprise processes and linkages. We will provide a comprehensive structure for performing these tasks and the tasks that follow in the remainder of this book.
IMPLEMENTING LEAN CROSS-FUNCTIONAL PROCESSES

Early adopters who applied lean principles, tools, and practices primarily to production/operations physical processes were successful in large part because the barriers to lean improvements in these process areas are contained within only one or possibly two "stovepipe" bureaucracies. The cross-functional processes that have undergone lean improvements in some companies implementing lean production systems include:

- Quality management
- Maintenance
- New product introduction
- Design and engineering

Employing lean principles, tools, and practices in these processes has provided an opportunity to apply lean principles within processes as well as link several processes in a lean flow. Often, however, even companies that experience success in transforming these first four cross-functional processes to lean may not be providing effective support of information systems, or the information systems supporting the lean processes are not based on integrated systems and control data. We will discuss these processes further in this section, defining the requirements for these processes from a lean perspective. We will eventually assign the task of improving these processes to specific cross-functional teams.
In a lean system, the focus is on transforming the organization into a set of interlocking, interdependent lean processes. Without an organization-wide lean process perspective, any lean process can be rendered inefficient and ineffective by being linked to or constrained by upstream or downstream processes operating with traditional mass production (non-lean) design. The next challenge on the path to achieving a truly lean enterprise, then, is attaining lean linkage and flow between all organization processes, including management, information/support, and physical processes. Implementing such lean cross-functional processes is essential to completing the lean transformation at the organizational level in a manufacturing firm and points the way to developing lean processes across the supply chain — the cross-enterprise lean processes.

Two important objectives are accomplished by developing and implementing lean cross-functional processes. First, this activity leads to an understanding of how mass production principles impact organizations, and, second, such an activity helps the manufacturing organization develop a perception of the organization as a set of lean-able processes contained in definable process areas, such as design, engineering, etc. Advocates of continuous improvement may ask at this point why we need to move to these other levels of analysis. Why can't we just continue at the individual process level that seems to be working well so far?

There are three major reasons for a broader approach to the leaning of cross-functional and cross-enterprise processes, especially those enabled by information technology. The first reason is that the design and operation principles of mass production are so deeply imbedded in our manufacturing firms at all levels that they preclude a successful lean transformation unless eliminated. Second, lean processes do not and will not automatically link themselves in a lean production system operating on a company-wide basis. These cross-functional linkages, operating systems, organization structures, and external relationships all must be improved from a lean perspective. Finally, lean processes do not easily link themselves in a lean production system operating on an enterprise-wide basis. These cross-enterprise linkages, operating systems, organization structures, and external relationships are the final frontier of the lean transformation.

To identify the primary lean requirements of cross-functional processes, several problems must be overcome. These processes span organizational units (divisions, departments, sections, companies) but require improvements that reinforce lean principles and practices unfettered by organizational units. Leaning these processes requires changes in operating systems and organization structures. Cross-functional processes pose several other design problems for firms attempting a lean transformation in that they require a new approach to external relationships (primarily suppliers and customers) and realignments of managers, staff, and workforce.
In order to expand the application of lean principles, tools, and practices more widely in an organization, cross-functional processes require explicit elimination of two barriers that are much easier to overcome in the narrow stovepipe of production operations (not that the obstacles encountered here are necessarily easy to overcome). The first barrier includes the impediments to a lean operation caused by organizational boundaries (divisional, departmental, or company). Examples of this barrier include interruption of flow (paper, data, information, administrative "turf battles," wailing for authorization, nonconformance to standards, bottlenecks, scheduling problems, lack of training, and lack of feedback among and between processes. The second barrier incorporates the process "linkage" issues — that is, how processes are linked through a set of operating policies and reinforcing mechanisms, such as transfer of personnel, cross-training, location, information flows, and physical equipment such as tote boxes or flat trucks.

**LEAN QUALITY MANAGEMENT**

As mentioned earlier, in spite of the barriers several cross-functional and cross-enterprise processes have been "leaned in emerging lean enterprises. Chief among these processes is quality management. Quality is often defined as the meeting of standards (specifications or tolerances) at an acceptable level of conformance. This acceptable level is variously defined — for example, as zero defects, according to the six sigma, or as the number of defective parts per million. Quality management, not quality control or quality assurance, is the appropriate term to convey that the goal of achieving and improving quality is an area of management concern and responsibility. Most companies with lean production systems have developed quality management systems by following three lean business policies:

- Pursuit of quality is a strategic company goal.
  - Top management is committed to and actively involved in achieving quality objectives.
  - A permanent, organized, company-wide effort to continuously improve product process quality, including training and measurements, is maintained.

An essential component of lean quality management is an understanding and acceptance of quality as a central tenet of the organization’s lean business policies and strategies. Managers, staff, and workers in a lean organization are trained in lean quality management tools and practices, including the lean diagnostic tools of the 3MUs (*muda*, *mum*, *muri*), 4Ms
(man, machine, material, and method), 5Ss (sort, straighten, scrub, systemize, sustain), and 5W+1H (who, what, where, when, why, and how). Workers are considered process owners, and the cultural principles of lean have been adopted, at least as they relate to quality.

In a lean production system, both the standard and acceptable levels of conformance are continually improved. In a lean enterprise, lean quality management practices are implemented across the entire supply chain to continually improve the standard and acceptable levels of conformance to quality standards. In a lean supply chain, quality applies to inputs, throughputs, and outputs of all processes. Incoming goods are certified by the supplier, not inspected at the receiving dock. Essentially, the quality of these goods becomes the supplier's responsibility. During the production processes (throughput), interim outputs are operator monitored for quality (for both machine and manual processes), not just after completion. Output is always monitored for quality to determine if and how a process produced defective product, not merely to identify acceptable product and weed out or rework defective products. In the Lean Performance project, leaning the quality management process is assigned to the Operations Team.

**LEAN MAINTENANCE**

In many lean production systems already functioning in Western companies, maintenance processes are designed, organized, and managed according to lean principles and practices, and empowered physical process workers use lean diagnostic tools to continuously improve the maintenance of their own process and process enablers. In concert with engineers, supervisors, and machine experts, these cross-functional maintenance processes (including operator-oriented preventative maintenance practices) eliminate production problems such as unscheduled machine downtime, process failure to meet quality standards, and machine failure or other mechanical trouble that causes an operation to fail to meet process capabilities and requirements.

In a lean production system, maintenance processes are also considered in equipment, new product, and process design decisions to ensure that maintenance problems do not contribute to inefficient and ineffective operations during later production operations. It is not enough to simply regard maintenance as being necessary for the smooth functioning of production. Maintenance is a major cost center in manufacturing firms and has a major impact on quality, cost, and delivery. So, why wouldn't we concentrate on the quality of these processes? In a lean production system, maintenance processes are identified and standardized and are the responsibility of production personnel. As an extension of the lean diagnostic tool of 5S, machine operators are trained in how to use their
machines properly and how to clean, oil, paint, and otherwise maintain the equipment according to maintenance, operating, and quality standards.

Lean maintenance processes allow maintenance problems to be detected and addressed as quickly as possible through preventive maintenance as well as operator inspections based on cumulative run time or a periodic schedule. In lean maintenance processes, maintenance and performance records are kept on all major pieces of equipment. These records are used routinely and cross-functionally by maintenance and production management and periodically by top management to ensure lean operations. Records maintained include Lean Performance standards, such as lost time, defects caused by maintenance issues, safety, delays, and breakdowns. In lean maintenance processes, all maintenance activities are scheduled, whether they involve routine maintenance or major equipment overhaul. Schedules are observed to ensure minimal unplanned, emergency, and reactive maintenance (all more costly and disruptive to customer delivery than scheduled downtime). These lean practices result in a smooth flow of production that incorporates planned downtime coordinated with production schedules. One challenge for the Lean Performance Information Team will be to examine the information system maintenance responsibilities from a lean perspective. In the Lean Performance project, responsibility for leaning the maintenance process is assigned to the Operations Team.

**LEAN NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION**

A lean new product introduction process includes all activities that contribute to new product development: marketing, research, development, design, product engineering, process engineering, procurement, and operations, as well as suppliers, distributors, and customers. This process is the lean cross-functional and cross-enterprise frontier in many emerging lean environments, because the use of enabling information technologies has driven a corresponding need for the establishment of standard protocols of data transfer, interface, and management.

Benefits of a lean new product introduction process include increased communication, better teamwork, and concurrent vs. sequential (“over the transom”) development of products. These lean practices result in reductions in costly reengineering, limit off-target product development, and discourage process disconnects and turf battles during the development of products for increasingly brief product life cycles. Other benefits include increased productivity and improved quality through better manufacturability of products that have been designed through an inclusive approach that incorporates the knowledge of all team members, with both production capabilities as well as production constraints factored in. One of the
important tasks for the Lean Performance Engineering Team will be to examine the opportunities present to apply concurrent practices within information support processes based in the project information technology enablers, as they are assigned the responsibility for learning the new product introduction process.

A lean new product introduction process generally requires assignment of personnel to the product development project for as long as development of that product continues. A lean new product introduction process requires a career ladder based on new product development and performance evaluations that use specific development tasks to evaluate and assign personnel. These tasks relate to factors beyond the responsibility of individual departments or functions and rely upon an individual's contribution to the product development projects. A lean new product introduction process is not ultimately controlled through a coordinator, committee, departmental manager, or matrix management (although these organization techniques may prove useful as support mechanisms); rattler, the lean new product introduction process is generally “owned” by a new product development manager who has full authority and responsibility over the life of the project. Lean Performance steering committee responsibilities during the project and Lean Performance management responsibilities after the project include the definition and administration of human resource policies and structures that recognize and support the requirement of lean process management.

LEAN DESIGN AND ENGINEERING

A lean design and engineering process maintains products that have been designed and engineered for the processes that produce them. It should be obvious (but is not always accepted) that products designed and maintained without attention to manufacturing capabilities cannot be produced efficiently or effectively. Product and manufacturing engineers must be cross-trained in their respective capabilities. Rather than being a sequential linking of discrete processes, a lean design and engineering process consists of concurrent (overlapping) discrete or subordinate processes in research and design, product engineering, manufacturing engineering, and manufacturing operations management.

A concurrently linked lean design and engineering process provides a vast number of benefits. First, the usual errors based on faulty assumptions or misinformation about downstream capabilities are detected as the product design progresses. Downstream processes are empowered to prepare for new demands on their capabilities in a timely fashion, because they are included in the planning early on. Necessary changes, including equipment or tooling, can be incorporated in subordinate
processes before production deadlines prevent an effective deployment of new capabilities, many of which are factored into the cost justification for the product introduction itself. Intended operations efficiencies that are not realized when the product is manufactured can cause profit targets to be missed.

Mass production design and engineering processes often lead to an approach of "we'll learn how to make it as we go, and then we'll make our money back." Of course, this does not work very well in a global competitive marketplace where product life cycles are short. A penalty of relying upon mass processes in a short-cycle world is that if your design and engineering process has a mass, "throw it over the wall to production and we'll figure out how to make it there" cost dynamic, even with a successful product, the product life may not be long enough to make your money back.

Implementing a lean design and engineering process demands that all tasks be examined from a team-based lean perspective, because design and engineering staff traditionally operate with a degree of autonomy. The full range of processes necessary to fulfill the customer order (including cost, quality, and delivery realities) are not always uppermost in their minds. Lean principles and practices viewed as good for the plant are not necessarily viewed as applicable to engineering. Professional objectives may take precedence over company objectives. The introduction of information technology into these processes and the need for these process owners to support an enterprise system can also be problematic. Engineers may prefer to build their own systems, in isolation from the processes and data relied upon by the rest of the enterprise. Not only does this cause difficulty in maintaining data integrity, but these separate systems are forever on a different and often highly modified or customized development and support path.

A lean design and engineering process effectively links design and engineering to other process areas. This linkage ensures that problems with communication, information transfer, and coordination of schedules are minimized or avoided altogether. A lack of cross-functional inputs for maintenance and operations processes and equipment purchase planning and installation can be avoided altogether with great benefit.

When design and engineering processes are monitored by top management from a lean perspective to anticipate and avoid delays in production, the primary benefits are the detection of product specifications that cannot be met by production processes, elimination of product features that are not required by customers, and avoidance of the corresponding time delays necessary to incorporate those specifications or features. The design and engineering processes are assigned to the Lean Performance Engineering Team for lean improvement in the project.
LEAN PERFORMANCE
METHODOLOGY

WHERE CAN LEAN THINKING BE USED?
It is the premise of this book that it can be used on any job, in any process, in any manufacturer or service sector firm, in any economy, regardless of the size of a firm, level of technology, operator skill, or professional staff employed. In lean production, the system is the complete set of processes required to produce the product in the producing company. A company is lean when lean principles, tools, and practices are applied to all processes in the company.

In their 1996 publication, *Lean Thinking*, Womack and Jones (two of the authors of the original Massachusetts Institute of Technology study discussed in Chapter 1) describe the phenomenon of applying lean production principles to all processes in a company and to all processes in the chain of companies involved in producing a product. The concept of lean enterprise extends the process definition to include all processes required to produce the product in all the companies that play a role in producing the materials, components, supplies, etc., for that product. We are reminded in *Lean Thinking* (p. 239) that “the machine that changed the world relies upon "Toyota's interconnected ideas about Product Development, Production, Supply Chain Management, and Customer Relations systems [italics added]."

When lean companies are linked in a business activity to produce product together, they are a lean enterprise. When lean companies are linked in a business activity to produce product together and are enabled by the Internet and other information technologies, they are a virtual lean enterprise. Lean Performance project methodology is designed to enable
a virtual lean enterprise to draw upon the proliferation of information technologies that are stabilizing in the e-commerce marketplace right now.

The computer is a processor of data and supports other system processes (in the lean enterprise sense, not just the information sense) by providing information. These system processes include the management decision and information/support processes (including the cross-functional and cross-enterprise), as well as the physical processes themselves. Notice the minimized role assigned to the computer. The computer is not the process, and the processes are not in the computer. At best, the computer is a central processing unit (CPU) of data that supports and enables lean processes across the virtual enterprise. First and foremost in achieving the lean virtual enterprise must be the recognition that the technology is only the enabler of lean processes.

The lean enterprise has a number of recognizable characteristics. It is process managed or product team managed, not department or hierarchically managed. The lean enterprise utilizes teams and empowerment. All three types of processes (management decision, information/support, and physical) are identified and continuously improved. All cross-functional and cross-enterprise processes are subject to lean principles, tools, and practices. Continuous improvement activities identify and eliminate waste in all processes, continuously.

**WHY SHOULD OUR ENTERPRISE BE LEAN?**

Why get lean? The four important reasons for doing so are:

1. To survive among lean competitors
2. To gain a strategic advantage
3. To meet customer expectations
4. To respond quickly to opportunities and threats

Recent studies show that lean production is the primary strategy used by U.S. manufacturing firms to improve their global competitiveness. This is generally so because lean manufacturing focuses on the entire business of production, resulting in inventory reductions, productivity gains, and greater product introduction and customer order fulfillment flexibility (TBM Consulting Group, *APICS Performance Advantage*, April 1999).

Does lean have a payoff? The stock prices of companies that had effective lean programs outperformed control groups by 44% in a recently completed 5-year study by the Georgia Tech School of Management (*APICS Performance Advantage*, April 1999). This study included 600 publicly traded companies that had won such awards as the Shingo and Baldrige prizes. A control group by size and industry was also constructed. The
award winners experienced not only 44% higher stock price returns, but also 37% higher sales growth. They also outperformed the control group in operating margins, employee growth, and asset growth.

It is safe to assume that "business processes are almost always in need of improvement or redesign" because "processes evolve over their lifetimes. When initially created ... they are usually quite simple and straightforward. ...As time goes by ... changes become more complex [and] begin to erode the effectiveness of the process" (C.B. Adair and B.A. Murray, *Breakthrough Process Redesign*, AMACOM, New York, 1994, p. 6).

In the early reengineering days, it was recognized that "a process' inputs, outputs, and goals must be easily understood by anyone in the organization," but, unfortunately, reengineering was also built on the premise that "each process should focus on goals and measurable outputs, not on activities and methods" (M. Hammer, *The Reengineering Revolution*, Harper Business, New York, 1995, pp. 18–19). This approach is fundamentally shallow (or arrogant) and is one source of the reengineering "problem." How can you possibly improve the flow of work when all you concentrate on is the output and not the processes that produce the output? Doing so is analogous to focusing on the cake and forgetting that the ingredients have to be mixed properly or, in the case of deploying information technology to support a reengineering effort, like focusing on the oven and not the cake itself. No wonder so many reengineering efforts have spent a lot of money on newer and better "ovens" but have failed to improve the cake. Focusing on process results (goals and measurable outputs) is exactly the opposite of what lean theory espouses.

In lean theory, improved processes equal improved results. You cannot manage the result, but you can manage the process, and this is best done at a task level by the process owner in consultation with the process customer. The best time to redesign processes for Lean Performance is when processes have acquired extra steps (such as redundant and check steps), especially at barrier handoffs. Another good time is when processes have responsibility divided among multiple owners or co-owners and no one is identifiably responsible for process outputs and quality. In a process in need of Lean Performance, downstream processes are not supported fully; approval steps are numerous, and specialists have emerged in functional silos (departments). No one has the authority to correct his or her own process and restore it to effectiveness. Queues are lengthening at various tasks, and process time is increasing.

**WHAT IS LEAN PERFORMANCE?**

Lean Performance is a management strategy that recognizes and leverages the fundamental strengths of any business: the people and processes. The
goal of Lean Performance is to produce lean processes by determining the value-added process tasks in the process and then defining the use of vendor-supported, unmodified software as the process enabler. In Lean Performance methodology, management policy deployment aligns lean policies and strategies with the decision and action processes that execute tasks, including those enabled by information technology. Lean policies and strategies regarding the company's mission, markets, products, and services are deployed to a process level. These decision and action processes include all primary processes, as well as discrete processes at a task level. When information technology is involved as the process enabler for a task or group of tasks, such subordinate, data-level processes are also improved.

Lean Performance is a synthesis of the three dominant business improvement methodologies being utilized by business consultants today:

1. Business process reengineering
2. System innovation
3. Lean

Lean Performance is a *business process reengineering* methodology in that it utilizes the best techniques of business process reengineering to identify and implement lean business strategies. Lean Performance is also a *system innovation* methodology in that it provides an information technology project management workplan and toolkit with the task list necessary to implement information technology projects. Finally, Lean Performance is a proven *lean* methodology that develops Lean Performance teams of process owners and customers. These teams perform value-added *lean* process improvement and eliminate waste from existing management decision, information/support, and physical processes, as well as facilitating development of information processes that support lean physical processes (Figure 3.1).

The final result of the Lean Performance project is an ongoing, continuous improvement process resident in the enterprise that manages the process of managing processes after the initial project is successful. Above all, Lean Performance is a methodology of lean business process improvement and system implementation that integrates information technology innovation with lean principles, tools, and practices to improve the performance of information/support, management decision, and physical processes. The philosophical inspiration for Lean Performance is found in this comment from one of the giants of lean management, Masaaki Imai: “When western management combines *Kaizen®* with its innovative ingenuity, it will greatly increase its competitive strength” (M. Imai, *Gemba Kaizen*, 1997) (Figure 3.2). The Lean Performance methodology develops process
performance measurements and continuous Lean Performance where information technology has already been implemented or acts as the implementation methodology for new information technology initiatives, including enterprise resource planning (ERP), manufacturing execution system (MES), operations planning system (OPS), customer relationship management (CRM), and supply chain management (SCM) systems implementation. The output of Lean Performance is lean processes that deliver added customer value, have no waste remaining to eliminate (until next time), can be measured, and can be continuously improved.
HOW DOES LEAN PERFORMANCE IMPROVE PROCESSES?

Lean Performance begins by asking these questions:

- What constitutes maximum value to the customer, either the external product customer or the internal process customer?
- How can the process owners and customers be effective in a project of process improvement?
- How can we identify areas and processes for improvement?
- How do we implement information-technology-enabled process changes successfully?

Lean Performance works with existing processes and develops process improvements that adapt the enabling information technology to the business, not the business to the information technology. The Lean Performance team begins by deploying lean business policies and strategies to the management decision, information/support, and physical process levels. Next we identify process owners and customers — all of the process owners and all of their processes. Following development of the project plan, we complete lean value-added process analyses for all the processes identified, utilizing a lean standardize/do/check/act (SDCA) process for each, followed by a plan/do/check/act process (PDCA) of continual improvement.

During the project, teams produce process standards that include process workflow and work instruction standards and document information/support and management decision processes, as well as the physical processes they manage, inform, and support. Lean Performance teams will learn and utilize practices that apply unmodified vendor-supported software to leverage standard software packages such as ERP, MES, SCM, or OPS, also following the project workplan task definition. Teams analyze and close process and system gaps and establish process-oriented performance measurements to verify the changes necessary to improve process measurements of cost, quality, and speed. Finally, the team introduces a practice that continually deploys management policy to identify and implement new opportunities.

During the project, management decision, information/support, and physical processes are improved by integrating "disconnects" and by eliminating non-value-added tasks at process boundaries (checking, counting, verifying). The enabling software is applied so that it provides greater information visibility, availability, accuracy, and timeliness throughout all the processes. The objective is to develop flow in all processes by eliminating batches and queues, with particular emphasis on developing information/support processes that support lean physical processes, including "pull" information for one-piece flow. The goal is not to execute a "perfect"
implementation, where every process is supported at a 100% optimum level by the software; rather, the team is constrained by the capability of the software employed and is moving so quickly that it does not have time to wait for modifications. Solutions to "missing" features are developed over time and may include manual work-around where necessary.

**WHY LEAN PERFORMANCE IS THE BEST LEAN METHODOLOGY**

Before we begin, let's back up a bit and compare the lean methodology to previously existing methodologies. Process redesign is the activity that changes processes by changing process enablers. Some examples of process redesign methodologies mentioned earlier are business process reengineering, process innovation, and system innovation. In experience, process redesign methodologies often fail or deliver poor results that negatively impact customer quality. Internal customers lack critical information, and external customers encounter undesirable impacts on cost, quality, and delivery performance. Often, a process redesign may turn out not to be a process performance improvement at all. To be considered a process improvement, an improved process must be capable of being implemented where the firm is today, not where the firm proposes to be after a reorganization, merger, acquisition, return of the dot.coms, or [your situation here].

Often, process redesign is driven by the desire or perceived need to add a feature to a process. The addition of a feature to a process that does not add value from the customer perspective is a process redesign but is not a performance improvement. This phenomenon often results from an approach of having technology solutions in search of problems to solve. Such an approach generally creates more problems than it solves, and any problem solving occurs later and more expensively than planned. This partially explains the dot.com meltdown. There were not enough paying customers who needed all that neat stuff. When there were enough customers, the lack of product to ship drove them away, often never to return.

The impact of information technology methodologies now in use was reported by 16,000 corporate computer executives surveyed by the Cutter Information Corporation (APICS Performing Advantage, April 1999). The results showed that information technology workers spend their time as follows:

- 31% developing improvements to existing programs
- 34.6% developing new programs
- 34.4% fixing bugs in existing programs
As reported by Grant Thornton LLP in 1998, of U.S. manufacturers with annual sales between $20 million and $500 million, only 36% described their information technology infrastructure as being well integrated and only 11% had an ERP system (APICS Performance Advantage, April 1999). Of those with ERP systems, many reported positive results:

- 50% had reduced inventory
- 43% had reduced order cycle times
- 36% had increased production capacity

Grant Thornton LLP also reported that of U.S. manufacturers with annual sales between $501 million and $1 billion, only 29% had an ERP system. The fact that 1997 revenues for ERP, SCM, and PO or MES application software companies exceeded $14 billion (AMR Research, April 1998) indicates that there is a lot of software out there, and most companies are not overwhelmed with its performance (APICS Performance Advantage, April 1999).

Let's return to our discussion of methodology, especially the methodologies that underlie the less-than-optimum deployment of all the software referenced above. The evolution of traditional business management theory coupled with the emergence of information technology resulted in business process reengineering. In this methodology, process redesign is performed from the top down in the organization, based on recognition of four core processes. As has been demonstrated at numerous sites, this approach can work on management processes but generally requires extensive custom software development for use in manufacturing.

The evolution of information management theory resulted in a process innovation and systems innovation (RAD-JAD) approach based on recognition of 9 to 18 core processes and relying on a process where system design takes place before process design. Generally, this deployment methodology requires extensive custom software development, and, again, its success has not been widely demonstrated (.com, anyone?). Neither of these methodologies develop lean processes or culture, and they are difficult to utilize in an enterprise that is getting lean.

Each of these approaches is supported by a number of methodologies, many of which mix terminology, tasks, and steps freely. The common assumption that reengineering and process or system innovation share is that by changing the process enablers you can change the process. Lean Performance is the only process redesign methodology that proceeds from the assumption that a process redesign can be successful using new systems enablers only after we know what the value-added process is, according to the process owner. The process redesign (what needs to be done) must precede the system design (how to do what needs to be done).
Process and system innovation are not really business process redesign methodologies, because they redesign underlying data processes, not the management decision and information/support business processes themselves. The data processes redesigned by these methodologies are not utilized to perform the operations that produce products or services, although they may enable them. For example, a grinding process is utilized in a boilerplate company to prepare their product — boilerplates in various shapes and sites — for shipment. The enabler of the process is a grinding machine utilized by the grinding process owner to grind the individual boilerplates. The enabling process performed by the grinding machine is to rotate the spindle of a shaft to produce a circular motion on a wheel attached to a holder on that shaft that is held against the boilerplate by the process owner. This is analogous to a data process performed by computer that provides data to the customer order entry process. The process of grinding itself includes the tasks performed by the operator: select which boilerplate to work on next, lift and position that boilerplate, place or move the boilerplate against the grinding wheel, and turn and shift the boilerplate against the wheel in whatever series of movements the process owner (who performs this task several hundreds of times each day) has determined to be the sequence that best grinds the boilerplates.

The customer order process is similar in that a process owner (who performs the process multiple times each day) utilizes an enabling data processor to “grind” the data. The process owner's tasks for completing the customer order entry process include selecting the orders to be entered and in what sequence, as well as addressing the specifics of each order according to the vagaries of each customer. The process owner performs these duties according to experience picked up over days, weeks, months, or years of experience.

The data processes support the discrete management decision and information/support processes of the company but should not be mistaken for them. Process and system innovation work well on the data processes, but not so well on the actual processes of the business, where the value-added work really happens. An ERP, MES, OPS, CRM, or other system installation project masquerading as a process or system (innovation) redesign is likely to be a failure. This recipe for disaster can be identified by the project investment emphasis. The project budget will emphasize hardware, systems, technical consultants, and business experts rather than team-based value-added analysis training and activities.

Reengineering has a different problem. Properly executed, reengineering assumes that we can write as much software as we need. The sometimes complex business process redesign is almost always completed by experts from outside of the affected business, and only then are ideal data processes programmed with enabling code (but who can afford that?)
(Figures 3.3 to 3.8). Because lean manufacturing is so successful, and technology-driven improvement and implementation methodologies are
not, it is about time we started to apply lean thinking to all processes in the enterprise.
Lean thinking is value-added thinking from the perspective of the process owner or customer. The evolution of Total Quality Management
has resulted in lean theory and lean thinking. Lean thinking uses process orientation and team development as the bases of change. Lean thinking is usually employed today on physical processes, but Lean Performance assumes any process is eligible. Lean thinking develops lean processes and culture. Lean thinking is not often applied to management decision and information/support processes, primarily because of the difficulty in identifying the processes to be improved (as opposed to physical processes, which can be readily observed and are obvious). A process architecture is prerequisite to applying lean thinking to information/support and management decision processes, as is an information technology infrastructure.

To be competitive, today's successful business must have timely and accurate information about customer demand and internal supply. It must increase capability to service customers with a quality response at a competitive price and must rapidly improve processes to meet or exceed changing customer requirements. The processes that any organization uses to meet customer requirements must be visible and readily adaptable to customer changes, including information-based processes and physical processes dependent on or linked downstream from information-based processes. Increasingly, processes are tightly linked to both customers and suppliers.

Many companies successfully apply lean principles, tools, and practices to continuously improve production processes; however, information technology does not readily enable improvements in information/support and management processes. Information technologies do not readily or easily allow for process focus or orientation. As a result, many information technology projects and the information systems that result from them have two recurring problems: Business strategies are not implemented by the system installation, and the resulting processes cannot be readily adapted to changing customer requirements.

Business strategies may be defined at the beginning of information technology innovation projects, but they are usually forgotten in the maze of project details for two reasons: They are not deployed through the project methodology, and they become secondary to deadline and budget pressure. Today, businesses are being organized around business processes, but information technology projects often install technologies focused on data processes. This introduces a "disconnect" between the actual business processes and the information system and produces a data system and processes that do not adequately support the actual business processes that are the customers of that data. As already mentioned, these data processes usually cannot be readily modified to keep up with a customer's changing needs. The data processes and the management decision and information/support processes they enable are usually not
documented, and no standards exist. Information systems are heavily customized, and it can be difficult, time consuming, and costly to improve them. Standard vendor-supplied and -supported software is not leveraged to the best benefit over the long term.

Many business process reengineering, system innovation or process innovation, and other process redesign and process improvement projects fail due to poor project methodology. Methodologies are not really redesigning the process as the process owner understands it. Experienced project managers often are thrown at a project without a complete task list (workplan). New project managers are also fed to the lions and are susceptible to repeating old mistakes in new, creative, and faster ways. Other process redesign methodologies are technology driven, not process oriented. They put the technology first, then discover that the data processes do not fit the business processes. Ideally, process workflows (standards) should be documented by process owners and customers to identify the work that must be completed, and then this work should be mapped to the software to determine how best to do the work. Major software modifications to vendor-supported software often result and complicate later support when these tasks are reversed. In summary, then, information technology projects must implement business policies and strategies. Information technology systems must be business process oriented, and information technology improvement projects must utilize a project workplan with a complete project task list. All business processes that result (management decision as well as information/support) must be documented and have process standards. Unmodified vendor-supplied software must be leveraged to the long-term benefit of the business.

The Lean Performance methodology provides a solution to the usual project chaos. The methodology we are about to discuss here implements business strategies and is business-process oriented, not data-process oriented. The methodology utilizes a project workplan with a complete task list. It produces and uses process standards (workflows/value-added process analyses) to identify the work tasks that must be completed. It relies on the 95% principle; that is, standard software should accomplish 95% of our process requirements. The methodology value-maps workflows to the software to determine how to do the work and produces process standards for all process redesigns using unmodified software packages. The Lean Performance methodology demonstrates that lean principles, tools, and practices can be utilized to improve existing management decision and information/support processes and to provide support to the lean physical processes. The Lean Performance process approach empowers process owners and customers while developing process workflow standards of what work or tasks must be completed in the process. Finally, by value-mapping the process workflow standards to determine how to
perform the work or tasks utilizing the enabling information technology, this approach produces work instruction standards to provide for training and to audit continued process quality. The implementing lean enterprise can then utilize these process standards to enable ongoing, continuous improvement (Figure 3.9).

The output of the Lean Performance methodology is lean processes that deliver added customer value and can be measured and continuously improved. Lean Performance completes the journey begun by Total Quality Management: "...delivering customer value in everything a company does ... not just through products and markets, but through business processes: the integration of functions, departments, and even suppliers, customers, and competitors into a company's strategy" (C.B. Adair and B.A. Murray, Breakthrough Process Redesign, AMACOM, New York, 1994, p. 6).

Why is the Lean Performance methodology readily applicable to management decision processes? Because of the widening scope of standard vendor-supplied software, these processes are becoming further enabled by information technology. The term information/support process will disappear as management decision processes become supported by information technology to a greater extent. Only decision and action processes will remain, and they will be enabled by information technology, not defined by information technology (Figure 3.10). Process design will drive
object-oriented computing when (and if) case tools and software objects replace software packages. In this scenario, the better the software object, the better the software functionality. The better the software functionality, the better the enabling of the process. The better the enabling of the process, the better the process. The better the process, the better the software object. (Repeat as needed.) Building a new information technology system before improving the management decision and information/support processes is like building a new production facility before improving the flow of the physical processes. You could end up with walls where you need doors. Lean Performance performs bottleneck engineering on management decision and information/support processes.

Lean Performance supports an overall strategy to attain a lean enterprise. It builds from the same attitudes and disciplines as lean production, with management preparing the organization and demonstrating commitment. Lean Performance is also a growth strategy, just like lean production. Because people never get fired for improving their processes, we need to grow into our "leaned capacity by utilizing resources freed up by lean improvements. Finally, Lean Performance is necessary because management decision and information/support processes often are not value added, are not integrated with other processes or process data, and do not adequately support lean physical processes already continuously improving in the workplace. The output of Lean Performance is lean
information/support, management decision, and physical processes because these processes:

- Deliver added customer value
- Have no waste remaining to eliminate (until next time)
- Can be measured and continuously improved

*Proposed:* Following the Lean Performance methodology is necessary in order to provide the framework, initiative; culture change?and process focus that are prerequisite to transforming a manufacturing company into a continuously improving lean enterprise.
LEAN CROSS-ENTERPRISE PROCESSES

WHAT IS LEAN COMMERCE?

The emerging characteristics of time-based competition in manufacturing include a heavy emphasis on information integration and sharing, especially across the Intranet and Internet. Manufacturing companies striving to reduce cycle time are flattening organizational layers and leaning processes to take out non-value-added tasks and to minimize queues and inventories wherever possible. Information technology is becoming the enabler of quick response and supply chain management (SCM) by providing rapid communication of material requirements and current information about these requirements wherever and whenever that information is needed, as well as computing planned component availability using just-in-time (JIT)-triggered pull mechanisms in the production processes. The accuracy and timeliness of information are measurable quality attributes. The turn-around time from initial data gathering or input until the information is available to be acted upon is a key factor in determining the ability to respond quickly to customer requirements.

The top priorities for time-based competition involve learning processes for which any improvement will be noticed and appreciated by customers. Important among these priorities are customer relationship management and production scheduling processes. Highest on the list, however, is the shipping process. Getting positive feedback from your customer is always possible when you are able to ship what the customer wants when the customer wants it (and it is also nice to ship it where the customer wants it shipped). The lean commerce model presented here links selling and
distribution as fully integrated parts of the entire production system that provide accurate information to all processes in the lean supply chain. This integration synchronizes the entire virtual lean enterprise, creating significant benefit and competitive advantage for all the virtual partners. The lean commerce model also addresses the implications of web retail and B2B markets by integrating information systems in the management of the lean supply chain. Management decision support systems are included if they are employed in management decision processes tied to central enterprise resource planning (ERP) system data. The lean commerce model deployed through the Lean Performance methodology merges lean process improvement with lean supply chain integration.

The foundation of the lean commerce model is lean production, a manufacturing system that has reduced throughput times and improved product quality. These improvements are achieved through the use of focused product-oriented manufacturing cells, volume paced to customer demands, and flow of production sequentially mixed (scheduled) to provide a smoothed demand on internal and supplier resources. Lean production is characterized by an extraordinary flexibility to shift the mix of products manufactured. This capability is supported by forecast and production smoothing processes to provide for smooth material and production flow.

Lean commerce builds from this foundation by improving the information flow in the enterprise process to include the direct (Internet, BDI, XML, or manual) input of customer forecast and order data into a master production schedule (MPS) process that utilizes a central database and shared information access to present a dynamic flow of customer requirements. The lean commerce model (Figure 4.1) as designed will allow open access to the sales and operations plans as well as daily changes in customer requirements, along with the ability to input MPS agreements into appropriate periods to facilitate capacity and material planning.

The transition to lean production requires a commitment to change as well as a strategy to accomplish change. Extending the use of lean principles, tools, and practices across the lean enterprise and into the virtual lean enterprise requires no less. Lean production systems have been implemented in many Western companies based on the Toyota production system (TPS) model. These companies have proven that lean principles, tools, and practices are transferable to any manufacturer who chooses to employ them in pursuit of a continuously improving enterprise. Many emerging lean companies and their supply chains are successfully employing a majority of the practices of lean production, but they are still being whipsawed by previous mass-production thinking in their order entry, scheduling, and production processes, especially the information/support processes that are dependent on accurate customer demand.
data. While many production facilities have become lean, the ERP-based planning and ordering processes of customers continue to be highly cyclical, including periods of classical mass-production inventory build and drain. Rapid short-term shifts in the mix of products are still required, even when total demand is predictable.
The lean commerce strategy is to use the characteristics of *pull* and push whenever appropriate. Prior to applying or developing applications in the planning, forecasting, and scheduling processes, companies striving to achieve a lean enterprise should consider the characteristics of lean production in their own manufacturing processes. We have learned, the hard way, that you cannot produce to the plan and too often you cannot ship to the schedule. Material requirements planning (MRP), MRPII, and ERP notwithstanding, the customer never pulls to the plan, and the customer’s customer doesn’t either. As a consequence, the manufacturing processes struggle with an ever-changing schedule, especially in regard to changes within lead time. Until there is a fundamental shift in the approach to selling and distribution to one that incorporates a lean pull of customer-order-driven requirement planning, these cycles will remain and our planning and scheduling processes must accommodate them.

Lean commerce is designed to extend the advantages of lean manufacturing forward through customer relationship management and back through the entire material requirements and production scheduling processes. The fundamental purpose of lean commerce is to understand and respond to customers’ time-based demand expectations. The lean commerce model is designed to provide a rate-based flow of customer-focused requirements to facilitate the overall lean production system.

A lean manufacturing enterprise requires lean process improvement of processes within all process areas (i.e., marketing, production, etc.) and across process area functional boundaries, in addition to lean process improvements across enterprise boundaries. An emerging lean enterprise model that extends the use of lean practices across the supply chain is demonstrating that companies can work together in a virtual lean enterprise if they all adopt lean principles and tools to develop lean practices in their processes. Transformation to a lean enterprise in the e-commerce and e-business supply chain must not only include aspects of Internet-driven customer relationship management but it must also do so in a lean model. Either the emerging lean enterprise model must leverage existing ERP systems, which have come to dominate planning, forecasting, and scheduling, or new software enablers must be created and implemented.

The lean commerce model utilizes a direct Internet and EDI link to customer orders and forecasts, as well as production smoothing (leveling), and provides information to assist mixed production scheduling techniques to facilitate a balanced flow of production. This capability is developed by the overall model, where customer orders are the primary demand source. In lean commerce, the MRP module of existing ERP software packages is used to develop production and supplier schedules, with mixed-model scheduling utilized to balance or smooth the final assembly schedule and upstream production flow.
The primary design objective for the model has been to meet today's customer requirements while supporting a company transition to lean production and participation in the emerging virtual lean enterprise. The model is not perfectly lean, however. Elements of push or mass production remain in the lean commerce model as a result of the continuing demand fluctuations and short order-delivery requirements of some customers. This mass production push can be observed at several points in the model, wherever inventory is bought, manufactured, moved, or stored at an earlier time or in larger quantity than is actually demanded (pulled) by the customer. Lean environments, even the TPS, utilize production smoothing (heijunka) to forecast production of parts for which the production cycle (which includes suppliers) is longer than the order lead time from the customer. In the context of production planning and scheduling, a perfectly lean system would be one in which customer demand pulls (via order and forecast) the system at a balanced rate, so that a flow of customer orders would replace the planning forecasts, with no significant unplanned fluctuations. To continue the production analogy, when an imbalance exists in a production process, either a queue of components waiting to be processed or an excess supply of component inventory will exist somewhere in the process to provide a steady production. It is these imbalances that we strive to eliminate through the continuous improvement process on the factory floor. Correspondingly, when an imbalance exists in the planning and scheduling processes, an excess (or inadequate) supply of planned purchase or production orders will exist. These orders require management and data manipulation continuously. The balance between this planned order flow and the wasteful work and cost necessary to juggle them is improved using the lean commerce model.

The lean commerce model is based on lean principles but with a clear recognition of information technology systems development and operations and financial considerations that must be made in the cross-functional and cross-enterprise process areas of customer relationship management, supply chain management, and production and operations management. The model can be used with the capabilities of most elite ERP suites, or as part of a strategy embracing the best of breed in CRM, APS, SCM, MES, etc. The lean commerce model supports the overall transition to the lean enterprise while still accommodating today's customer, who is not always providing a lean order pull. The lean commerce model as it is designed, however, will support a company transition to lean. As customers become lean producers, with a correspondingly smoother and more balanced flow of delivery requirements, the model will accommodate them by enabling a customer order/forecast (smoothed) pull on production and material requirements. The lean commerce model will accommodate today's mass production customers and, as they become lean producers, the processes
will already be there to accommodate them. At the same time, customers who are already lean producers, who provide a stable flow of planning forecasts, and who pull their deliveries JIT are also provided for in the lean commerce model. This is especially important during this era of transition to lean production, as quality and delivery performance are the measurements that will ensure future orders from these customers. When lean customers are lost, companies are left with the remaining mass producers as their only customers, and these customers are looking more and more like endangered species in the (lean) global production base. If they become extinct, so do you.

In seasonal markets, consideration must also be given to the classical ideas of inventory build and drain. Unless an enterprise is willing (and able) to pay for the short-term capacity needed to service shipments in a seasonal consumption market (think Christmas sales), inventory will remain in any e-commerce model. Developing information/support processes based on the lean commerce model supports the overall transition to lean production by developing material and production schedules from the customer demand pull while supporting production smoothing techniques to level production. A primary characteristic of the lean commerce model is the pull of demand from the downstream process to the upstream supply process. A truly lean production system is balanced so that no unneeded materials exist in production. A truly lean supply chain would contain no unneeded materials. The primary assumption of the lean commerce model is "You can't get a schedule from an ERP system, but you can get a pull-able plan if you do it right." Delivering in small lots directly from a supplier process to a consuming process, with no buffer inventories to account for quality or planning imbalances, is rare. Buffer inventories continue to be required in the supply chain, and the lean commerce model accommodates them. Also, under the lean production model truly lean information/support processes of planning and scheduling would contain no unneeded manufacturing or supplier orders. In this context, successful management occurs in MRPII when supply is resolved with demand, aggregate planning is translated into detailed planning, and planning and execution are linked together via a two-way flow of information (the closed loop). A vendor partnership is required to provide support to pull customer requirements, and a vendor-supported MPS module is utilized for production smoothing. While the lean commerce model approach supports these activities, it is primarily an enabler of customer-focused planning and scheduling activities and in this way adds value to the lean production system. Leveraging the information/support process architecture through the application of continuous improvement techniques can and should produce continued information/support process improvements as the lean enterprise evolves.
Lean commerce processes span two or more organizational units (divisions, departments, sections, companies) but rely upon process designs that reinforce lean principles and practices unfettered by organizational units. These processes require changes in operating systems and organization structures (including realignments of managers, staff, and workforce), as well as a new approach to external relationships (primarily suppliers and customers). Lean commerce processes require explicit elimination of barriers to lean operations created by organizational departmental, corporate, divisional, and enterprise boundaries. Such barriers might include interruptions of workflow caused by management decision making, circuitous information flow, and administrative "turf battles" that result in waiting for authorization, bottlenecks, and a lack of feedback/feed forward and communication in general.

The lean commerce model is being proposed because level customer demand pull is not the norm. Internet-based customer relationship management processes are driving the transition to e-commerce and e-business, so lean enterprise transformation is not possible without an Internet-based production smoothing approach that allows existing ERP technologies to be leveraged. As illustrated in Figure 4.1, the lean commerce system is driven entirely by customer requirements. Customer requirements are loaded into the planning or push cycle at the top of the model and are used to pull the manufacturing processes at the bottom of the model.

These customer requirements consist of customer orders obtained from a variety of sources, and perhaps managed by a variety of system enablers in most information technology environments, although the elite ERP systems suites including or integrated with best of breed CRM, APS, SCM, and MES can accommodate this design. As the model illustrates, the requirements are delivered via EDI/XML order sets, by EDI/XML release or planned order sets, and via manual order entry, necessary for orders or plans received by fax, snail mail, phone, or otherwise. The production smoothing process that is possible with lean commerce is simple. Rather than continuously manipulating the planned, firm planned, and released orders in the typical system, it is proposed that the mechanic? of MRP, driven by the push of customer orders, forecasts, and internal SOP demand smoothing, be allowed to function as designed by the MPS/MRP designers. Loading and smoothing the demand data on a daily or more frequent basis provides an invaluable resource to the entire lean chain. The planned order output shows all eligible viewers exactly what is going to happen, based on all best available data and input, smoothed through best flow guesses. The order pull from the customer that is fed to the pull point at the shipping location is the trigger for all square, signaling, two-bin, or kanban lean visual management in the factory. The demand data, smoothed through the SOP and MPS processes and calculated by MRP, is
also available for APS or line scheduling and balancing. The flow of manufacturing orders that constitutes the major maintenance burden in most manufacturing systems is basically ignored, other than to use order records to flush inventory. The same order records, as described next, can be used to generate kanban tickets, if desired, at BOM stocking points, although it would be preferable to call these BOM "release" points. The processes involved in implementing the model are discussed next.

**LEAN CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT**

Mass production led to mass marketing, which eclipsed the importance of individual customers. This has been partially recognized in the many belated attempts at customer service and, more recently, customer relationship management. Because the primary lean production objectives include customer focus (with market-driven products and improved customer service paramount), the shift to Internet-based customer relationship processes is very appealing in the virtual lean enterprise. Lately, a lot of "buzz" and "hype" have surrounded the emerging point-and-click possibilities of Internet-based customer order management. A lot of dot.coms have learned that point-and-click is useless without pack-and-ship. Click-and-mortar is the emerging model, but even the mortar is not enough when it does not contain the inventory ordered by the customer. The latest lesson learned in e-commerce is that the emerging virtual supply chains that support new Internet-based customer relationship management must be linked to enable the production of the correct goods in time to support impatient e-customers.

The primary objective of lean customer relationship management is to maximize revenues from a customer over the long term, not the entire market in the short run. In the lean enterprise, the ever-changing customer requirements picture must be available to all process owners and customers who are affected by it, including suppliers. Information about customer requirements must be consistently updated throughout all planning and scheduling processes. The aggressive selling system employed by Toyota in the TPS (obtaining orders directly from the customer and pulling production with them) has led to the success of heijunka (production smoothing). Production smoothing keeps the total volume of production as constant as possible. In turn, the volume of business to suppliers is steady. Short-notice order changes are rare. The lean customer relationship management process forms the front end of a lean production system that is pulled by the requirements of the customer and still enables the factory to operate with less inventory, higher quality, lower costs, and quicker response to the customer.
Leading lean practitioners (such as Toyota in the North American marketplace:) are now focused on a form of lean customer relationship management that uses Internet-based information technology. For Toyota, this has produced the ability to build a car to order and deliver it in 10 working days or less. Toyota announced the "10-day build for Corolla's in 1999. The close coordination of customer relationship management, vehicle assembly, and suppliers appears to be the next major piece of the TPS, and it will be improved utilizing continuous improvement (kaizen) after initial implementation is complete. In some respects, it will resemble the information-technology-based, supply-chain-logistics management processes developed by American retailers such as Wal-Mart and emulated by emerging click-and-brick enterprises such as Amazon.com, but it will be leaner. And it will keep getting leaner.

The Toyota lean customer relationship management process includes mass customization that allows customers a wide assortment of order-level product options. This information-technology-enabled process allows greater standard model penetration of the market and will broaden the cost and performance gaps between the lean producers and their competition (the remaining mass producers) as a result of continuous planning demand fluctuations and short-order-cycle delivery requirements of some customers. Toyota is perfecting a direct selling system that does not depend on dealer inventory and allows the assembly factory to operate on a build-to-order basis; however, this system still relies on frequent contact with former and future customers to generate a great deal of forecast information for longer range production smoothing. The key process result is linkage of the information gathered by customer planners (manual orders and forecasts) as well as the information provided directly from customers (EDI orders and forecasts) to the entire supply chain as quickly and efficiently as possible, eliminating any and all bottlenecks.

A lean customer relationship management process interface with production must include the ability to manage contact with the customer before, during, and after the product is booked and shipped. This continued contact allows the collection of data on customer needs and preferences on a continuous, order-driven basis; the data are then fed back into the new product development process to aid in identifying market trends. Lean customer relationship management processes require intensively trained personnel and multiskilled teams trained in all aspects of the products, order processing, and customer profiling — that is, one-stop (one-person) selling, product specialists vs. professional salespeople, team cooperation vs. individual competition, and standardized pricing vs. negotiation. A lean customer relationship management process is based on the pull of customer orders (not production to stock), minimal distribution channel inventory,
and short delivery cycle (e.g., 10 days at Toyota compared to 6 to 12 weeks for U.S. automakers).

**LEAN SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT**

In the supply chain management model, suppliers are viewed as forming a chain of linked processes. The concept is derived from the need for each producer in the chain to have its lower-tier supplier provide process inputs at the right time, in the right quantity, and to the right quality. If this is not done throughout the chain, the supplier delivering to the last link (e.g., original customer) cannot meet the final producer requirement. Pioneering lean manufacturers have demonstrated that the key to a competitive supply chain is to be found in the way shippers work in cooperation with their suppliers. Shifting the burden (and cost) of inventory down the supply chain has often been the driver behind sourcing of components with more frequent (just-in-time) deliveries. Suppliers are expected to maintain the capability to deliver, no matter how the schedule fluctuates. Inventory is used to buffer inaccurate schedules. However, shifting the burden (and cost) of inventory down the supply chain does nothing to improve the performance of the chain, and the lean enterprise is nothing more than a lean supply chain. Lean commerce processes extend a lean supply chain into a virtual supply chain.

In the lean enterprise, relationships between a supplier and customer (producer) are viewed as a set of reciprocal obligations, based on a commitment to lean principles and practices (see Table 4.1). Lean supply chain management relies on long-term cooperative vendor relationships, not adversarial relationships among several suppliers or multiple suppliers, each with a small slice of the required order. In lean supply chain management, the purchasing department is a team member in the new

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Producer Obligations</th>
<th>Supplier Obligations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feasible production schedule</td>
<td>On-time delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level loading, balanced flow</td>
<td>Capacity to meet expected demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistance with supplier’s lean</td>
<td>Assistance with customer’s lean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transformation</td>
<td>requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable relationship</td>
<td>Sharing continuous improvement benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality-certification program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance with quality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pull-based production</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
product introduction process and contributes to continuous improvement by coming up with new materials, services, equipment, and product ideas. Lean supply chain management utilizes multiple vendor selection criteria, not just cost. These criteria include the willingness to partner, sharing cost information, and a commitment to lean practices and continuous price reductions over the life of a part. In the lean supply chain, suppliers are expected to deliver according to lean practices, utilizing a pull-driven, continuous flow of incoming materials, with quality certified goods delivered according to just-in-time scheduling. There are no supplier-required inventories upon delivery; instead, delivery lot sizes are based on customer specifications.

**LEAN PRODUCTION SMOOTHING**

The lean commerce model requires time fences in the master production schedule. A time fence is equal to a certain period of time corresponding to a specific (selectable) demand source rule that determines the demand accumulated to drive the demand input to the calculation. The lean commerce model requires demand source rules that are selectable (hierarchical) at the system, product family, or part level and allow selection of input from a variety of sources and levels of input, with only one input source per period as defined in the production smoothing process. For mixed-model scheduling, the lean commerce model requires a calculation driver $T$, where $T$ is equal to a period of time that is selectable (hierarchical) at the system, product family, production line, or part level and represents the length of time over which customer orders are to be considered as the demand driver to the calculation.

During the evolution to MRPII and ERP, the processes of forecasting, production planning, and (later) sales and operations planning (SOP) were improved to include regular meetings, usually monthly, of senior managers from all functions of the company. The SOP team makes decisions on how to allocate resources when projected demand and supply plans are out of balance, resolve any other issues (holiday or shutdown planning etc.), and agree on a single operating plan. The SOP process is utilized in many lean production environments to update a company's operating plan, project future demand, and analyze the company's resources and capacity. In lean commerce, rate-based demand and production planning leverage the existing MPS process to provide a flow of projected demand. By continuing the SOP management process performed today, an agreed-upon level of planned production can be established. Creating a seamless handoff from existing SOP processes to the lean production smoothing process, with the information being delivered just-in-time, can be accomplished through lean commerce.
In order to use a lean production smoothing process successfully, lean production processes must be in place and operating effectively. Lean production processes are designed to operate on a pull basis, whereas most U.S. production planning systems are push systems: ERP or MRP; production and inventory control systems with complex internal smoothing tools that include buffers, safety stocks, and workstation queues; and in-name-only JIT systems. ERP/MRP systems do not require lean production processes. Most lean producers have experienced difficulty mating the mass production push basis of MRP with the pull mechanisms of lean; however, ERP/MRP systems can work much more effectively in lean pull production environments than in mass production push environments because standardized production processes in lean production remove the variability from planning parameters. Setup and run time and compliance with quality specifications eliminate lot sizes and overruns that cover for scrap or rework. Production planned on process flow design complements the production input/output controls of MRP.

Lean supply chain planning systems do not replace ERP/MRP systems. ERP/MRP systems perform several higher level planning processes required by lean systems, including master planning, material (and other inputs) requirements planning, and capacity planning; however, several of the assumptions of ERP/MRP must be analyzed in light of how far lean has been implemented in a given firm — for example, in the areas of safety stocks, lot sizing, work-in-process inventories, large batches/long production runs, and overruns for scrap/rework. The fundamental purpose of MRPII is to establish a process that links projected demand plans to supply plans in order to anticipate demand and to plan and schedule resources in a manner that supports a company's strategic and financial goals. In an ERP architecture, the MPS is the primary tool available for production smoothing; however, linking the MPS in a lean production smoothing process to the flow of customer demand data, including both orders and forecasts, allows even greater visibility and flexibility. This approach can be utilized to drive the planning or longer lead-time buckets of the model. As newer forecasts and eventually actual orders are received, production schedules can be fluctuated up and down by product through mixed scheduling in response to daily requirements.

It is important to separate planning issues from scheduling issues. Planning involves putting in place the correct level of resources; while scheduling attempts to optimize the resources available now by relying upon timely information about the continually changing customer requirements. The planning process is essentially a push driver to the manufacturing supply chain and to the manufacturing processes. It has larger time buckets and a longer horizon and deals with products on an aggregate, usually family, basis. The scheduling process has daily time buckets and
a short time horizon and deals with finite products and resources. The lean production system developed by Toyota, (TPS), is based on the principle of producing only what the customer orders when the customer orders it. In TPS, the production smoothing process begins with a forecast developed at the assembly plant that is the basis of material and capacity planning. This build plan is also given to suppliers, with revisions provided every 10 days. As customer orders come in, heijunka adjusts the build schedule to make the specific car the customer wants. With smoothed forecasts in place, and considering the production lead-time advantages of decades of TPS, when the customer order is received, production is pulled through the production system quickly. Used in conjunction with the time fence and demand source capabilities of most ERP-based MPS modules, the lean production smoothing process is more customer-focused, which helps provide alignment between MPS planning orders and the (eventual) customer-driven production requirements. The consumption rates developed through the lean production smoothing process provide supply chain forecasts and schedules that are more in alignment with customer requirements pulled through the system. Rate-based planning also helps align upstream component schedules. Mixed-model scheduling techniques are supported to allow line and shift prioritizing of production in light of actual customer pull requirements and buffer component and finished good inventories. Product rotation and changeover based on production efficiencies are also supported, and common information about such requirements is available at both the planning and scheduling levels of the model.

In summary, the three elements of lean production smoothing are: (1) customer requirements demand pull, (2) rate-based production smoothing, and (3) mixed model production scheduling. These elements work to support (and in turn are supported by) the other lean production techniques. Lean production smoothing techniques improve the volume and pacing characteristics of demand flow manufacturing by including three rate-based elements: (1) rate-based demand and production planning, (2) rate-based order management, and (3) rate-based materials management. Rate-based order management provides a link between order promising and production scheduling through the use of an existing ERP system tool, the available-to-promise screen. Finally, mixed-model scheduling (smoothing) of the production sequence enables flexible balancing of the demand flow manufacturing processes and ensures a level demand pull across component lines and through the supply chain.

**SUPPORTING A LEAN FACTORY FLOW**

While these process improvements should provide an immediate benefit to customers, several other process areas can also be further improved
by utilizing lean commerce. In the lean commerce model, the planning and production scheduling strength of rate-based MPS, MRP, and mixed-model scheduling processes is coupled with the pull execution of kanban techniques, including supplier broadcast (Internet messaging or EDI or XML fax) material pulls. Existing ERP database and master files are utilized to produce kanban tickets in support of mixed-model scheduling. Providing kanban dispatching capability produces a visual control for authorizing production, leveraging the existing work order or orderless-based records. Kanban, a powerful production control technique, is not a planning technique. The kanban can communicate to the workshop what to make, when to make it, and how much to make, but only in the current time period. Kanbans cannot predict what materials or how much of them will be needed in future time periods within the cost and operational efficiencies of MPS/MRP processes. However, when used within the lean commerce approach, kanbans provide significant benefit to production balancing efforts and corresponding quality improvements. Kanbans can be triggered by MRP-based buffers and "fudge factors" or on a straight zero-inventory basis at all bill of materials (BOM) levels of production in a lean environment. These system kanbans can then be utilized to pull the supply of components, subassemblies, and assemblies to buffers or stocking or feeder lanes.
LEAN CULTURAL PRINCIPLES

Process-Oriented Thinking Means What before How

When we say process-oriented thinking means what before how, we mean that understanding *what* work needs to be done comes first and is the key to determining customer value. Understanding how to best do the work with a new machine or tool comes next. Exploring how to use new enablers is one way to improve processes. When process performance is improved, the process result is improved. Ignoring the process reduces the chance for improved results, and ignoring the results runs the risk of missing near ideas and innovations.

Product Quality Results from Process Quality

When we say product quality results from process quality, we mean that improved process quality must be the focus of all innovation, including information technology innovation. Information system quality means meeting or exceeding process customer requirements. All improvement projects are a management activity and must use process standards. All projects must be focused on and collect data about specific processes, not just technologies.
Every Process Requires a Process Standard

Every process requires a process standard because process standards facilitate communication. Without a process standard, how can everyone agree on what the process is? Process standards connect process owners and customers with technologists. Process standards provide a basis of understanding that allows insights for improvement. Process standards make it possible to recognize downstream process requirements for timely and full availability of information, decisions, and material. Without a process standard, how would anyone know when cost, quality, and delivery parameters have improved or what to measure against? Process standards are used to stabilize a process by establishing process control and checkpoints for measurement and improvement. Process standards ensure the long-term success of an organization by protecting the company's knowledge base, by recording and preserving the company's expertise, and by facilitating cross-training. Where process standards do not exist, processes are unstable, maintenance costs are high, and improvements are not attempted or are unsuccessful.

The Process Owner Is the Process Expert

Process owners being process experts implies that today's processes are as value-added as the use of current tools and enablers allows and that process owners are doing the best job they can. When processes are identified, process owners and customers are all able to help in improvement if they are empowered. The process experts know what work must be accomplished in the process. The process customers know what they want from the process output, product, or service. Process experts design and implement process Lean Performance improvements. The process doer is the process owner, and the process owner is the process expert; therefore: the process expert is the process doer.

The Next Process Is Your Customer

By believing that the next process is the customer, every team member has the obligation to never pass on inaccurate data, information, decisions, or material. It is not okay to fix one's own process by breaking another's (or to meet the standard by sending scrap to the next process).

Loyalty to People Enables Continuous Improvement

Loyalty to people enables continuous improvement, because in a lean enterprise we do not blame; we improve. We do not judge; we fix. Mistakes are opportunities, and we challenge the obvious. In a lean enterprise, it is okay to fail in the pursuit of goals. We try because failing is okay and
not trying is not okay. Using Lean Performance in a culture of cement heads does not work very well. Cement heads are people who will not consider or learn anything beyond what they already have in their heads: the set-in-concrete ideas of their own past experience and learning. Lean Performance is new learning and ideas based on experience outside of the mass production paradigm. In Lean Performance, no one gets fired for improving a process, even if that improvement eliminates the task that person performed. If we fire everyone who is good at improvement, who do we have left? Lean Performance requires commitment to lean cultural principles; the true test is when things get tough.

Process Data and Measurements Drive Process Continuous Improvement

For process data and measurements to drive process continuous improvement, we must always begin with a process standard. As stated above, without a standard, the process cannot be understood by anybody. The vast chasms that exist between the various styles and abilities of people involved in the deployment of enabling process technologies, the process owners who will employ those enabling technologies in their processes, and the process customers who must approve of the outputs of those processes are obvious to all who give the matter even a moment's thought. To deploy management policy using measurable objectives, management must have a task-based measurement of the baseline results of the process as it is currently performed. Process continuous improvement is based on measurable and identifiable process inputs, tasks, and outputs, not in opinions about them. In Lean Performance we ask questions until all the questions are asked, then we try to answer them; a new question is always the most important item. Only after asking our questions do we measure the current process results at a task level to determine existing cost measurements, quality measurements; and speed and/or delivery measurements.

**LEAN TRANSFORMATIONAL PRINCIPLES**

Precisely Specify Value by Product or Family

Precisely specifying value by product or family means focusing any analysis or improvement on only the product or service that the process customer would specify as being what he or she needs as the output from a given process. It is measured by what he or she is willing to pay.

Identify the Value Stream for Each Product

To identify the value stream for each product, it is necessary to identify the sequence of tasks that produce the output that the customer is willing to pay for. Note that we have not referred to the sequence of data. The customer is generally not interested in paying for data that support a process and are only a necessary presence (but necessary only when reducing cost, improving quality, or speeding delivery). Value-added tasks can be identified within the value stream by taking the role of the customer and asking, "If I am the customer of this process, would I be willing to pay for it?" Value-added changes are changes to a process or task that customers perceive as being changes that make the process or process output more valuable to them. The change may be at the customer’s request, or it could be a legally mandated requirement or proposed by the process owner, staff, or management.

Make Value Flow without Interruption

To make value flow without interruption is simply to develop uninterrupted movement of a product through the steps in a process and between processes. Now, think about the paper and data processes; do they flow in your enterprise?

Let the Customer Pull Value from the Process Owner

To let the customer pull value from the process owner, the signal to initiate a process must come from a downstream process and ultimately the customer. In a Lean Performance project, team members develop improvements by working backward (pull) through all processes to identify customer requirements in the value stream.

Pursue Perfection

To pursue perfection, maintain and continuously improve the elements of the four preceding principles at process task level.

LEAN DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS*

3MUs

Up to this point we have discussed the use of the lean diagnostic tools almost exclusively in the physical processes, and we will consider the use

* This section is adapted from Imai, M., Kaizen: The Key to Japan’s Competitive Success (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1986) and Gemba Kaizen: A Commonsense, Low-Cost Approach to Management (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1997).
of these tools in the management decision and information/support processes later in this book. For now, though, it should suffice to let your imagination play over the cultural impact of using these tools in the office environment, especially in the information systems "workshop."

Any discussion of the lean diagnostic tools must include the 3MUs:

- **Muda**: waste in all its forms; at a deeper level, any activity that does not add value
- **Mura**: an irregularity, discrepancy, or interruption in the flow of work, the operator's job, or the production schedule
- **Muri**: any condition that causes strain or stress for workers, machines, and work process

5S

Another lean diagnostic tool is the use of the 5Ss:

- **Sort** by classifying all items in the workplace as necessary or unnecessary. When this is done, teams can then remove all unnecessary items.
- **Straighten** by classifying necessary items according to their use and then arrange these items in such a way as to minimize search time (“a place for everything and everything in its place”).
- **Scrub** by cleaning the work environment and everything in it, including machines, tools, floors, walls, storage areas — everything. Eliminate the cause or source of recurring stains, spots, and/or debris.
- **Systematize and sustain** the sort, straighten, and scrub components by developing and using checklists in a systematic way as part of the daily work routine and worker discipline.

5W$-$1H

The 5W$-$1H lean diagnostic tool focuses the effort of lean improvement on answering the who, what, where, when, why, and how questions at the process level. These tools are utilized during value-added process analysis activities.

4Ms

The 4M checklist focuses team efforts on the man, machine, material, and method issues of value-added process analysis. While these points obviously apply to physical processes, we will explore how they can also be useful in value-added analysis and improvement of management decision and information/support processes.
LEAN PERFORMANCE PRACTICES

Management Policy Deployment

In Lean Performance methodology, lean business policy and strategy drive management policy deployment. Management defines lean business policies, and lean project strategies are defined by management, key users, and project team members. Project objectives are then defined by the Lean Performance project team members, including process owners, process customers, and information systems personnel. A Lean Performance analysis determines those processes for which policies can be deployed and benefits measured, in addition to identifying software or other process enablers in need of improvement in order to meet project objectives. Modification to current systems, machines, or other process enablers are only approved when payback can be demonstrated and for processes for which the process owners are able to define performance measurements by concentrating on the three lean measurements of quality, delivery, and cost. Processes are then implemented and performance is measured by the process team, with results monitored by management. The Lean Performance analysis is then utilized to continuously deploy the lean business strategy.

Some examples of lean business policies that can be deployed include:

- Process focus and process thinking
- Putting quality first
- Total system thinking
- Support of world-class manufacturing
- Support of lean manufacturing
- Support of global standardization of processes and systems

Lean business policies are achieved in the project result by deploying lean project strategies to the team and process level. Lean project strategies communicate the business and systems strategies expressed in the business and strategic plans and are identified by the second echelon of management, the level below the policy formulators. The process of deployment continues to the manager or middle-manager level, where project objectives are developed by applying the knowledge of managers and team members to determine processes where lean project strategies can be achieved. Finally, information technology deployment is performed by information systems engineers applying their software capability and knowledge.

The process of deploying the lean business policy in support of lean manufacturing unfolds in this fashion (Figure 5.1):

- Lean project strategies:
  - Support improvement of agility and reduction of lead time.
  - Reduce storage of work-in-process and staged materials.
Lean project strategy selected:
- Reduce storage of work-in-process and staged materials.

Project objective:
- Reduce or eliminate the returned-goods storage room.

Technology deployment:
- Implement on-line credit capability of ERP software.

**Lean Performance Teams**

In the Lean Performance analysis, the Lean Performance teams complete a process workflow standard for each process, identifying in their process if a gap exists in meeting the deployed policy. Process or system gaps are defined as a functionality sought or needed by process owners and customers to achieve the project objectives. The Lean Performance teams document process solution or gaps and the benefits to be obtained by implementing the new process or another solution, including a software modification. A process workflow and work instructions are completed for every identified process, and the teams define Lean Performance measurements for each deployed policy/process combination. Lean Performance teams include and empower process owners and customers to take responsibility for Lean Performance. The team-based activities enable process owners, customers, and information technology engineers to improve communication and "speak with data." This synergy eventually enables shopfloor improvement initiatives to have an impact upstream. If we begin with the assumption that 85% of cost is upstream from the shopfloor, why would we concentrate our improvements only on the shopfloor?
Cross-functional Lean Performance teams are then formed to identify common processes across multiple sites and to facilitate the eventual completion of tasks necessary for implementation of enabling software. Multiple-site teams working on common or similar processes communicate and share process workflows and work instructions. With an effective prioritization and handoff of process documentation (process workflow standard and work instructions), teams at each site can more readily determine what works best in that particular process at that site and revise process standards accordingly. The cross-functional Lean Performance Teams (to be discussed below) are:

- Finance Team
- Engineering Team
- Materials Team
- Operations Team
- Information Team

To plan the project, management completes a number of tasks (discussed further below):

- Confirm lean vision
- Identify and deploy lean business policies
- Identify and deploy lean project strategies
- Develop the project mission statement
- Develop the project scope statement
- Identify and deploy project objectives

To prepare for the project, the Lean Performance project team thinks cross-functionally about how processes affect internal and external customers. Team members determine what their processes are, who their process customers are, and what their customers value as the process output and then deliver it.

**Visual Management**

Visual management facilitates communication between the project team, process owners and customers, company engineers, including information technology engineers, and the steering committee. Extensive use of visual management tools in the project includes:

- Project summary bar chart
- Project organization chart
- Process areas overview diagrams
The use of visual management is as much about pushing tasks to completion as it is about using visual tools to communicate. Among other uses of visual management is the discovery and documentation of the process architecture of the firm, beginning with the assumption that processes are generally found in the areas of a manufacturing firm illustrated in Figure 5.2.

A process overview diagram is developed for each implementation site that identifies process areas according to the Lean Performance team. Figure 5.3 illustrates the process overview developed by a team at an international site.

Site-level Lean Performance teams are then defined and illustrated by the site-level Lean Performance team diagram. All processes have a process owner and customer(s) identified. The team is developed according to the process structure. Figure 5.4 depicts the team developed at the international site illustrated in Figure 5.3.

**Lean Performance Analysis**

After site leaders and Lean Performance teams identify the processes in each of the process areas for their sites, business process listings are
Figure 5.3  Current Process Activity Overview (International)
Figure 5.4  Lean Performance Team (International)
developed for each site. Common primary processes and site-specific primary and subordinate processes are identified, if the project is multi-site. In a single site or multi-site project, the processes are listed in a sequence that defines the priorities best for the project. This is illustrated in Figure 5.5.

The policy deployment activity includes the opportunity for the information team to identify opportunities to utilize new technologies with which they are familiar in order to implement the policies deployed. Next, the Lean Performance teams identify the process that best addresses the policy and technology that the Lean Performance analysis technology deployment identifies. An example is shown in Figure 5.6.

Process standards are completed for each process identified, if that process survives the improvement activities. Process standards include workflows and work instructions. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 illustrate the type of documentation that should be developed to support the team efforts.

Teams will identify GAPS, solutions, benefits, and performance measurements during the project and then continuously as the central instrument of continuous improvement. This is accomplished by using a lean practice called the Lean Performance analysis. To complete Lean Performance analysis throughout the enterprise, the Lean Performance project and project teams will:
Lean Principles, Tools, and Practices

Figure 5.6  Lean Performance Analysis: Process and Team Identified

Figure 5.7  Workflow Diagram Template
This brief introduction does not cover all of the visual management techniques nor the entire policy deployment or project process. The body of the text that follows contains a full explanation.
MANAGEMENT IN THE LEAN PERFORMANCE PROJECT

Management in any company, in any stage of development, carries out its responsibilities through a role-set, whether it is consciously selected or is thrust upon them by the prevailing situation and organization culture. A role-set is a set of expected behaviors performed by the role player and formed over time by the interaction between the role player and the group, organization, or institution of which the role player is a member in response to the tasks pursued by the role player. Thus, managers can be viewed as role players. In fact, they may play several roles, as required (or as they perceive them to be required). A few examples of managerial roles in a Lean Performance project include:

- Advocate
- Champion
- Sponsor
- Communicator
- Motivator
- Team builder/team player
- Educator/developer
- Change agent
- Facilitator/coach/catalyst
- Mediator/negotiator
These are some of the many roles that managers (individually and as a group) can and are expected to play in a Lean Performance project. The common denominator in all these roles is the function of articulating expectations. Most people respond to concrete examples and explanations rather than plans, policies, and procedures. Let's take a closer look at the expectations for each role:

Advocate: The advocate makes clear that becoming lean is the direction the company should take; assumes the role of supporter when the company is deciding whether or not to accept the challenge of becoming lean.

Champion: The magnitude of the challenge of becoming lean leads to the emergence of a champion, a person that might be characterized as "leading the charge." The champion motivates, leads by example, and persuades with optimistic action.

Sponsor: Management provides legitimacy to the process of becoming lean and makes it possible by providing resources and authorizing or approving changes in methods, equipment, personnel, and processes.

Communicator: The role of the communicator is to eliminate the tangle of barriers to communication caused by organization structure and specialization. This person will establish new communication links and use them continuously to direct, inform, and motivate and will be the key communicator in the Lean Performance project.

Motivator: Becoming lean ultimately requires an individual commitment to lean principles and practices (i.e., thinking lean); however, this is not a self-initiated process for most individuals. Management must initiate and sustain the motivation necessary to become lean through its leadership and its own commitment. Management must persuade all employees of the advantages of becoming lean and their part in the Lean Performance project.

Team builder/team player: Working through committees and projects has become commonplace, but forming and sustaining Lean Performance teams is not so common. Lean Performance teams function at the task level and at the change level in the company. It is not easy for most managers and employees to operate in this mode. Management must become the team builders and themselves the team players.

Educator/developer: The concepts of education and professional development in the workplace usually refer to individual education and development or career enhancement, not a united effort to change the company. Education in a Lean Performance project means acquiring the principles, tools, and practices that the Lean Performance project requires and learning the responsibilities and roles
that each must play. Management has the twofold task of educating themselves and the rest of the organization in lean thinking.

*Change agent:* Active change agent intervention influences whether, when, where, and how a change occurs. It would be a stretch to say change agents control the change process, or even to say they manage it, although they may certainly try. The change process often results in unexpected consequences, such as too many or too few resignations to offer early retirement options. Even more important, changes are, in large measure, in the hands of the Lean Performance teams. In spite of all of these limitations, management must make it happen. They have the role of orchestrating the change process, even to the point of changing players on the Lean Performance teams if necessary.

*Facilitator/coach/catalyst:* Lean Performance teams require assistance and guidance to make changes. It is not enough to educate, empower, and encourage. Knowledge of and interest in the action on the field, as well as providing advice and solid direction when appropriate, are necessary. Management must cause action without entering the action. As a facilitator, management helps individuals or teams pursue their objectives or solve the problems before them.

*Mediator/negotiator:* Conflicts, turf problems, and misunderstandings are inevitable when undergoing major, rapid, or sustained change. Stress and tension gradually build before exploding into polarized viewpoints. Ideally, management should be able to anticipate and diffuse these situations, but when they are not able to do so, then they must be prepared to mediate or negotiate the conflict.

A successful Lean Performance project is predicated on effective human resource management. It is basic to all of the preceding management responsibilities and roles. Among the considerations that influence application of these roles and responsibilities in a given firm are many often-held but stunningly obsolete management assumptions regarding employees. Here are some of the most prevalent (and potentially most damaging to the process of becoming lean):

- Employees are not stakeholders in the company.
- Employees are not expected to make major contributions to the improvement process.
- Employees should focus on the jobs they are given.
- It is up to management to make improvements.
- It follows, then, that employees do not need education/training to solve problems or make improvements.
Empowering employees to participate in the Lean Performance project entitles them to commitments that the company does not want to make. Human resource management becomes too problematic in a lean enterprise.

The union does not want employees to participate in a Lean Performance project. We can carry out the key points of a Lean Performance project without employee involvement.

Before a management team undertakes a Lean Performance project, it must assess the extent to which they believe in these obsolete concepts. Unless members of the team are willing to discard them, little hope exists for a successful Lean Performance project. In short, lean human resource management begins with management’s self-assessment and continues by adopting a set of positive assumptions. A good way to begin is to recast these obsolete assumptions in a positive light:

- Empowering employees to participate in the Lean Performance project empowers them to propose commitments the company may want to make and provides a forum for improvement.
- Employees are stakeholders in the company.
- Employees are expected to make major contributions to making improvements.
- Employees should focus on their processes and make improvements in their processes.
- Employees need education/training to solve problems or make improvements.
- Human resource management is essential in a lean enterprise.

The union will support employee participation in a Lean Performance project.

We will be successful in the Lean Performance project only with employee involvement.

Employees can and should participate by identifying, developing, and implementing process improvements based on lean principles, tools, and practices.

Employees can and should participate by making continuous improvements in their processes.

Employees can and should participate by upgrading current and acquiring new work-related skills.

Employees can and should participate by contributing to their Lean Performance team.
Becoming lean is no small accomplishment. It is the result of a major effort on the part of the entire organization, during which both teams and individuals make significant contributions that should not go unrecognized. All individuals involved should celebrate milestones. These need not be big events, and large monetary rewards are not necessary. In fact, some companies do not give money at all.

COMPLETING THE LEAN PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

The objective of the Lean Performance assessment is to consider the factors necessary to complete a successful Lean Performance project. The following is an assessment tool that includes questions about these factors. Administer this assessment with the management team that is or will be implementing a Lean Performance project in your firm. At the conclusion of the assessment, we will discuss how to use the information collected to plan the Lean Performance project. A Lean Performance project is a project cycle designed to manage implementation of the lean principles, tools, and practices at the process, management, and organization levels of a company. The Lean Performance Assessment Checklist gives participants a comprehensive understanding of their company's need for, opportunity to benefit from, and ability to undertake a Lean Performance project. It will also provide participants a means of obtaining prerequisite information in their company to develop a Lean Performance project plan tailored to their company.

To achieve the objectives, those responsible for the Lean Performance project in their firm should fill out assessment instruments, discuss points of disagreement, and reach a consensus when differences are significant. An assessment is an evaluation, a weighing of the evidence necessary to make a decision or determine a course of action (in this case, a project plan). An assessment can also be the evaluation of an activity in progress — for example, using objective measures to evaluate a lean transformation process already underway by using clearly stated assessment criteria and quantitative performance reporting. The Lean Performance assessment provides a basis for determining the scope and feasibility of undertaking a Lean Performance project by determining the extent of a company's readiness to begin. The assessment, thoroughly administered and completed, helps the management of a company decide whether or not to even begin the lean journey. The assessment also helps a company avoid formula approaches that assume all companies are alike.

As much as these assessment factors may seem like nothing more than common sense, they are all too often ignored. The results are lean transformations that are limited in scope, unnecessarily disruptive, and short-lived. Avoiding, or at least minimizing, these and other negative consequences is well worth the time involved in an initial assessment.
LEAN PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

The Lean Performance Assessment Checklist has been designed to assist the management team in evaluating the company's readiness to complete a successful Lean Performance project in four critical areas:

- Company readiness
- Opportunity to make lean applications
- Company capability to become lean
- Lean Performance project constraints

Company Readiness

1. **Assess the company's need to become lean** (check as many as applicable):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Reasons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>To meet or beat the competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To be able to reduce prices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To keep delivery promise dates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To reduce new product development cycle time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To improve quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To implement a continuous improvement program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To respond faster to customer orders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To respond flexibly to customer orders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To reduce costs, improve operating efficiencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To improve process design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To redesign processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To improve process operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To reduce the workforce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To improve production planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To develop a continuous flow process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To develop a production pull process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To improve production support processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To improve administrative processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>To match/beat the competition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. **Identify your company's current position with respect to lean** (check position or positions closest to that of your firm):

- Company has general but limited knowledge of lean principles, tools, and practices; thinks it may be useful in this location and wants to learn more before trying it.
- Company has minimal knowledge of lean principles, tools, and practices but is ready to get started; will commit resources as required.
Company has begun to get lean in selected areas but does not know how to move from a process to an organizational level.

Top management views lean as a shopfloor tool that does not require their involvement.

We are midway through a lean transformation in the plant.

We have experienced some problems of implementation.

We have experienced some differences of opinion with the union.

We expect to move into administrative and support processes.

We have completed a lean transformation in the plant.

We are now going through a lean transformation in administrative and support processes.

Management supports the use of lean principles and practices throughout the organization.

Other/comments

3. What other programs/approaches are you using or considering that impact the goals of lean thinking (consider their impact on the Lean Performance project):

- TQM
- SPC
- JIT
- MRP/ERP
- Computer-integrated manufacturing
- Supply chain management

Other/comments

4. Assess the potential to apply these lean principles or level of application of these lean principles in the firm (check as many as applicable):*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential/Level</th>
<th>Principle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precisely specify value by product or family.</td>
<td>Precisely specify value by product or family.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify the value stream for each product or family.</td>
<td>Identify the value stream for each product or family.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make value flow without interruption.</td>
<td>Make value flow without interruption.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Let customer pull value from process owner.</td>
<td>Let customer pull value from process owner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuously pursue perfection.</td>
<td>Continuously pursue perfection.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other/comments

For a more detailed analysis, visit the management, information/support, and physical processes in the workplace. Analyze a process or processes in each area in terms of these lean transformational principles:

**Precisely specify value by product or family:**

1. Can you clearly identify the process?

2. Has an up-to-date process standard (bills of materials, routing, procedure, work flow, work instruction) been identified for all process tasks/steps?

3. Could anyone in the company perform the process, after some training, based on the process standards?

**Identify the value stream for each product:**

1. Are there any tasks performed in the process that are not included on the standard?

2. Do these tasks provide customer value and would customers pay for them if they knew we were doing them?

**Make value flow without interruption:**

1. Does the process have any built-in interruptions or delays?

2. Any there any side journeys for work in process (which includes paper)?
Let customer pull value from process owner:

1. Is the process directly connected to the customer?

2. Does the process owner deal directly with the end customer? If so, does the process owner review the process with the customer regularly to ensure customer satisfaction?

3. Is the process customer internal? If so, does the process owner review the process with the customer regularly to ensure customer satisfaction?

Continuously pursue perfection:

1. Is there a regular review of the performance metrics (cost, quality, delivery) of the process?

2. Is it okay for the customer to suggest improvements to the process?

List the task for which the lean transformational principles could be applied to improve your process (i.e., more value-added):

Identify any recent improvements and indicate whether they met the goals of the lean transformational principles:
Other observations:


5. Assess the potential to apply or the current level of application of lean diagnostic tools in your firm (check as many as applicable):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential/Level</th>
<th>Lean Diagnostic Tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>3MUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>5Ss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5Ws–1H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4Ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other/comments

For a more detailed analysis on the presence of muda in the workplace, send teams out to visit the process areas and then fill in this part of the assessment:

Waste (muda) in the Workplace

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Waste (muda) in the Workplace</th>
<th>Where Observed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overproduction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repairs/rejects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manpower</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technique</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jigs and fixtures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production volume</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Way of thinking
Layout
Distance traveled per part
Down time
Cycle time
Lead time
Queue time
Setup
Equipment utilization
Maintenance
Safety
Material flow
Standards
Work measurement
Storage areas
Quality assurance
Control points
Housekeeping
Other observations

For a more detailed analysis of the opportunities that exist for the application of the 5Ss, send teams into the process areas to investigate and then complete this part of the assessment:

**Guidelines for sorting (5Ss):**

Select a designated portion of the work area that can be worked on immediately:

Limit the area to allow visible results of an intensive, thorough sorting (do not make a superficial sort of a particular item over a large area); remove anything from the work area that will not be used within 30 days. List those items here:
If in doubt about the necessity of an item, red tag it and decide later; list red-tagged items here:

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

If an employee thinks a red-tagged item is necessary, have the employee demonstrate its necessity and document the item here:

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Find out why unnecessary items have accumulated (for example, determine what kind of ordering system is in place); list reasons given here:

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

What kind of scheduling system is in place?

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

*Guidelines for straightening (5Ss)*:

Classify items by use; list classifications here:

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Arrange items to minimize search time and provide the arrangement scheme here:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Designate a permanent place for each item and the volume necessary to keep on hand, if multiple units are required; list the items and their quantity, and locations here:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Mark floor space for designated items and indicate those items here:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Provide wall boards, bins, etc., as needed for required tools, fixtures, jigs, parts, maintenance equipment, etc.; indicate here how many were placed and where:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

When this part of the assessment has been completed, abnormalities in the locations of items should be readily apparent; is anything still out of place? ________________________
Guidelines for scrubbing (5Ss):

Clean everything: machines, tools, floors, walls, containers, racks, etc.; list here what got cleaned:

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Be observant as you clean and look for any malfunctions or other problems (e.g., oil leakage, cracks, loose fasteners); provide your findings here:

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Red tag all malfunctioning items and follow up to ensure action; list those items here:

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Paint walls and machines and list everything here that was painted:

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Paint floor lines designated in the straightening step and list those locations here:

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Guidelines for systematizing (5Ss):

Develop a systematic approach to sorting, straightening, and scrubbing, including:

What to check

What action to take

Who should undertake which tasks

When these tasks should be done

Identify all items that are part of a specific job:

Identify supervisory and managerial roles and responsibilities:

Guidelines for sustaining (5Ss):

How will you make the preceding four steps a way of life?

How will your company adopt these changes as a way of working?
How will your company continually improve based on constant reevaluation by workers, supervisors, managers, and members of the continuous improvement group or unit?

How will your company recognize and reward both group and individual efforts through the evaluation and compensation system?

For a more detailed analysis of 5W–1H, send teams into the process areas to investigate and then complete this part of the assessment:

5W–1H focuses the effort of Lean improvement on:* 

Who
Who does it (usually)?
Who is doing it?
Who should be doing it?
Who else can do it?
Who else should do it?
Who is doing the 5Ss and muda identification in this process or area?

What
What is supposed to be done?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What is being done?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What should be done?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What else can be done?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What else should be done?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What 5Ss and muda identification are being done?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Where**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Where are we supposed to do it?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where is it being done?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where should it be done?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where else should it be done?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where are the 5Ss and muda identification being done?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**When**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When are we supposed to do it?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>When is it done?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When should it be done?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What other time can it be done?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What other time should it be done?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Why**

Why is a particular employee supposed to do it?

Why do it?

Why do it there?

Why do it then?

Why do it that way?

**How**

How are we supposed to do it?

How is it done?

How should it be done?

Can this method be used in other areas?

Is there another way to do it?
For a more detailed analysis of the 4Ms (man, machine, material, method), send teams into the process areas to investigate and then complete this part of the assessment:

*Man (operator)*

Does he/she follow standards?

Is his/her work efficiency acceptable?

Is he/she problem conscious?

Is he/she responsible (is he/she accountable)?

Is he/she qualified?

Is he/she experienced?

Is he/she assigned to the proper job?

Is he/she willing to improve?

Does he/she maintain good working relations with co-workers?

Is he/she physically able to do the job?

*Machine (facilities)*

Does it meet production requirements?

Does it meet process capabilities?

Is the oiling, greasing, or lubrication adequate?

Does it often shut down operations because of mechanical trouble?

Does it meet precision requirements?

Does it make any unusual noises?

Is the layout adequate for the machine?

Are there enough machines for the facility?

Is everything in good working order?

**Material**

Can you observe any mistakes in volume?

Can you observe any mistakes in grade?

Can you observe any mistakes in brand name?

Can you observe any impurities mixed in?

Is the inventory level adequate?

Can you observe any waste in the use of material?

Is the handling of material adequate (safe, sanitary)?

Is the handling of the material wasteful?
Is the work in process visible?

Is the layout adequate?

Is the quality standard appropriate or achievable with the material provided?

**Operating method**

Are the work standards adequate?

Is the work standard up to current standards?

Is it a safe method?

Is it a method that ensures a good product?

Is it an efficient method?

Is the sequence of work adequate?

Is the setup adequate?

Are the temperature and humidity adequate?

Are the lighting and ventilation adequate?

Is there adequate contact with the previous and next processes?

Other/comments

6. **Assess the potential or current level of applications for the following lean tools and practices in the firm** (check as many as applicable):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential/Level</th>
<th>Lean Tools and Concepts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>High</strong></td>
<td>Cellular production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U-shaped cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cell design and layout for flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preventive maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMED (single-minute exchange of die)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal vs. external setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Station and operation process control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sending only what is needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Error proofing (poke–yoke)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Work group/team error proofing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ZD (zero defects)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cycle time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Takt time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kanbans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Part conveyance between stations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mixed flow- lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level loading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Small lot production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Balanced flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One-piece flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low</strong></td>
<td>Synchronous flow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other/comments

---

**Opportunity to Make Lean Applications**

7. **Assess the potential or current application of value-added process analysis to your processes** (check as many as applicable):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Value-Added Process Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Analyzing sequential processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Time-based activity analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Analyzing concurrent processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Analyzing organizational complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Identifying value-added and non-value-added activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Identifying handoffs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Analyzing work movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Assessing changeover times</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Assessing work in process
Identifying problem imbalances
Identifying process variability
Analyzing defects and errors
Analyzing process yields

8. Assess your organization's potential to implement (or see actual results from implementing) the following lean cross-functional processes (check as many as applicable):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Cross-Functional Processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lean quality management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lean maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lean new product introduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lean design and engineering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other/comments

9. Assess your organization's potential to implement (or see actual results from implementing) the following lean cross-enterprise processes (check as many as applicable):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Cross-Enterprise Processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lean customer relationship management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lean sales and operations planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lean supply chain management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other/comments

10. Lean process improvements are possible in all company/enterprise processes; assess the potential or current level of attainment of lean processes in the following process areas of your company (check as many as applicable):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Lean Processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Order processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Customer service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Warranty processing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Company Capability to Become Lean

11. Identify personnel that have leadership qualities, a willingness to make major changes in company operations and will be available to participate in a Lean Performance project in your firm (the functions that these leaders would perform in the Lean Performance project include project manager, facilitator, coordinator, trainer, and process area team leader):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Job Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12. Our experience in implementing organization change may be characterized as:

☐ No major organization changes have been made to date.
☐ We have only made small incremental changes.
☐ We have made several changes in machinery, methods, product line, processes, and organization.
☐ Changes made are all within our current policies.
☐ Changes made are not all within our current policies.
☐ Changes made have had departmental impact.
☐ Changes made have had organizational impact.
☐ Changes made have had cross-functional impact.
☐ We have made at least one major change in our operation that has been cross-functional in scope (e.g., TQM, ISO 9000, MRP/ERP, JIT).
☐ We have been through a major merger that has impacted the entire organization.

Other/comments ____________________________
13. Evaluate your management's characteristics that have the potential to facilitate or inhibit a Lean Performance project in your firm:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strong</th>
<th>Weak</th>
<th>Management Characteristic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Innovative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Long-run vision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Supports education and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sustains effort once a program is underway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Desire to benefit all stakeholders (employees, customers, suppliers, management, owners)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Desire to be an industry leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Growth oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Attention to detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Personal interest in improving operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Human resource skills</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other/comments

14. Assess the capacity of your management to play the roles necessary to complete a Lean Performance project (check as many as applicable):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Advocate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Champion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Planning coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Communicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Motivator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Team builder/player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Educator/developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Change agent/manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Facilitator/coach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cross-functional manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Process manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mediator/negotiator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other/comments
Lean Performance Project Constraints

15. **Assess the extent to which your firm is characterized by the organizational consequences of a mass production system as the primary basis of structure and operation.** This is a key issue because mass production systems, especially those in older, established industries, pose the greatest challenges to lean thinking. Precisely because they once were the most advanced manufacturing organizations and management systems, it is difficult to convince proponents of such systems that they are now industrial dinosaurs. Recognizing these dysfunctional systems helps identify the scope and direction of a Lean Performance project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Command and control management systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilayered management hierarchy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Departmental/job focus, not process/task</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority of departmental objectives over organization objectives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphasis on the status quo, not innovation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processes not flowing across departmental boundaries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation focused on product but not process development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic improvement considered a staff activity, not a worker responsibility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality standards being maintained, not improved</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No documentation of systems and operations processes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No established standard ways of operating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance measures are primarily financial, not operational or process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls being maintained, not continuously improved</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

16. **We can anticipate apathy or resistance to a Lean Performance project in our firm from the following sources.** Enthusiastic advocates of lean often ignore resistance, only to wonder later on why lean fails to take hold in their company. Whatever its form, resistance or apathy, if not dealt with from the start and whenever and wherever it occurs, will kill all chances of a Lean Performance project; we must anticipate this resistance and apathy in all its forms.
Top management ____________________________________________
Middle management ________________________________________
Supervision ________________________________________________
Production support processes_______________________________
Administrative processes ___________________________________
Professional staff ___________________________________________
Professional personnel_______________________________________
Administrative personnel:
Union ______________________________________________________
Non-union _________________________________________________
Production personnel:
Union ______________________________________________________
Non-union _________________________________________________

17. The key issues/problems in our company facing the Lean Performance project are:

☐ What to do with excess personnel
☐ How to work with the union
☐ How to overcome resistance/apathy in the workforce
☐ How to gain the confidence and trust of the skeptical
☐ How to determine the size of the one key personnel reduction, if made
☐ What to do about a key manager that is openly hostile
☐ How to pace our transformation effort over time so as to sustain effort
☐ How to internalize lean thinking
☐ How to move past "low-hanging fruit" and motivate personnel to tackle less obvious problems
☐ How to develop Lean Performance teams
☐ How to resolve conflicts between process areas
☐ How to gain the support of the information technology group

Other/comments _____________________________________________

ANALYZING LEAN PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT RESULTS

In the category of company readiness, if the general management does not perceive a need to become lean, does not understand the nature and scope of a Lean Performance project, or is expending major effort on other programs, except those consistent with lean thinking (e.g., TQM, ISO 9000, etc.), then a Lean Performance project should not be undertaken at this time. Instead, more education on lean thinking is in order, and any major tasks (say, a merger or acquisition) should be completed. In the meantime, the Lean Performance Assessment Checklist can be utilized
to assess opportunities to apply lean principles, tools, and practices in the company. Doing so is important in order to focus the Lean Performance project on the most productive combinations of technique applications and receptive areas and to determine what types of additional education and/or training would be most beneficial. Finally, we need to gauge the scope and depth of whatever Lean Performance project can be undertaken.

Where is your firm successful in applying lean foundation tools and practices? Where are the opportunities to apply lean principles, tools, and practices? Readiness and opportunity are not enough to ensure an effective Lean Performance project. There must be a management capability in place to direct and implement the project, with the collective skills, abilities, and, above all, willingness to accept the challenges and responsibilities that becoming lean entails. Management must be scrupulously honest in assessing its collective capabilities to implement lean thinking. If management cannot ensure at least a critical minimum effort, the project is better reconsidered for a later date. This, of course, is with the understanding that what seems optional today is all too often mandatory tomorrow, and later should only be a matter of months.

Now consider the major factors that can constrain any Lean Performance project, even to the point of torpedoing it entirely:

- Rigid organizational structures
- Inflexible thinking
- Autocratic management

Do any of these three legacies of your mass production system remain? Legacy issues may necessitate shutting down, breaking up, or spinning or selling off assets when lean thinking is not likely to take root. It is hoped that in most situations this is not the case and that a small entry point can be found to initiate lean thinking.

Two other factors that, in their most virulent form, may preclude a Lean Performance project (but not necessarily permanently) are resistance and apathy. These two factors may produce an unmanageable number of cement heads and/or an intransigent union. The assessment must be completed by considering honestly whether or not the company contains an unmanageable number of cement heads or uncooperative union. Such situations must be addressed prior to beginning a project. In conclusion, thoughtful consideration of the assessment factors will have well served its purpose if it causes the management team to assess the possibilities for a successful Lean Performance project. It also will help the company plan and manage a Lean Performance project that is truly based on the company's unique configuration of objectives and resources available to achieve those objectives.
PREPARING FOR THE LEAN PERFORMANCE PROJECT

To determine if your company can, should, and is willing to begin a lean transformation or to extend already existing lean practices across the enterprise by initiating a Lean Performance project, appoint a leader/champion and develop a support group to initially coordinate the wider effort. Allow an initial trial period of 6 to 12 weeks. Focus on one process area (usually production) throughout this trial phase, and select a process that is not controversial. The emphasis of the trial is on gaining lean experience at both the team and management levels in order to determine if your company is in a position to begin or extend its lean transformation.

Acquire a basic education in lean principles, tools, and practices for managers and supervisors. Develop two or three Lean Performance teams to work on unrelated products/processes in order to gain a wider experience base. Identify several potential processes to improve. Give all team members training in the use of lean principles, tools, and practices and have an experienced lean team facilitator work with these teams. Be sure to initiate weekly team meetings on company time, and at least each month hold inter-team meetings at which the teams present their results and proposed changes. Proposed changes that the teams have approved can be implemented through a developing management process that can monitor results and measure improvement.

Continue to provide assistance to the teams as required, such as training, facilitating, or providing in-house expertise. It may be desirable to expand the lean activity by using Lean Performance teams to complete tasks in data accuracy, inventory reduction, and quality. Continue for 6 to 12 weeks, and be sure to document all significant activities and improvements. Less experience that is well documented is preferred over a greater amount of hastily conceived and executed experience that is undocumented. After the 6 to 12 weeks, reassess the company to be sure all the issues relevant to the Lean Performance project are being considered. This is the time to review and evaluate the results to date. At this point, you may decide to stop, to gather more experience and information, or to expand Lean Performance to include a formal project organization.
The two objectives of Lean Performance planning are:

1. Develop a plan for the Lean Performance project based on your firm's need, opportunity, and capability to develop unique company attributes.
2. Understand how planning can be useful to integrate lean processes throughout the transition to Lean Performance management.

Planning for Lean Performance differs from traditional corporate planning. Initial project plans cannot be based on past experience with lean transformation, because there is none. Experience in lean thinking must be acquired before a valid planning process can be undertaken. Lean thinking runs counter to the basic assumptions of mass production, upon which current manufacturing planning practices are based, so most non-lean firms are not in the lean thinking mindset, and even lean firms, as we discussed above, are generally not lean in the management decision and information/support processes. A Lean Performance project plan must be designed and implemented based on the unique lean-vision-driven configuration of a firm's organization, processes, technology, and culture. The plan must be derived from the foundational premise that all of these will change before the project is completed. Planning is necessary to facilitate the impact of changes in essential processes. Previous organizational planning did not require these considerations, because no significant
process changes were assumed *while* planning organizational structural changes and perhaps personnel requirements. Even if planning for the Lean Performance project may seem *unimportant* in the early stages, *the* benefits obtained from good project planning will be evident as the project proceeds. The Lean Performance project methodology begins with a management project planning process *that* includes the deployment of management policies and strategies downward into the business.
DEPLOYING
MANAGEMENT POLICY
MODULE

MANAGEMENT TASKS

Organizing the Steering Committee

The first element of the planning process is the formation of a project steering committee. The steering committee is an expansion of the existing lean support group or, if a support group is not in place, the key individuals in the business as well as a Lean Performance project manager and a business "owner" from all process areas in a single-site project or each project site in a multiple-site project. Management personnel identified during the Lean Performance assessment as being capable of playing the various roles required within the lean transformation project are appropriate individuals for the steering committee responsibilities:

- Advocate
- Champion
- Sponsor
- Communicator
- Motivator
- Team builder/team player
- Educator/developer
- Change agent
- Mediator/negotiator
- Facilitator/coach/catalyst
Management personnel identified for these roles during the Lean Performance assessment should be called upon now to assist in the development of lean project strategies. Prior to formal deployment of the lean business policies and strategies at the project inception, roles should be formalized and a steering committee introduced.

Confirming the Lean Vision

A company's vision is its desired future state, i.e., what it hopes to become. The company lean vision must incorporate the breadth and depth of the Lean Performance project. The current company vision statement can usually be expanded and focused to incorporate lean elements. A visioning session or sessions can also be conducted.

Identifying and Deploying Lean Business Policies

Lean business policies express the views of the lean sponsor or champion of the Lean Performance project. Typically, this person is the chairman or CEO/president of the business. Lean business policies define the lean business mission and are the drivers for development of lean project strategies. Executive management often expresses lean business policies in business plans delivered to the organizational level or in existing company policy communication vehicles such as business plans and strategic planning documents (including the previously mentioned lean vision statement). The project sponsor/champion should also incorporate the lean business policies developed during the Lean Performance Assessment. Figure 7.1 illustrates a sampling of lean business policies. The deployment and eventual project/process team implementation of these lean business policies will be tracked throughout the project text that follows.

Lean business policies are formalized and communicated to the organization and eventual project team through the use of a deployment practice known as the Lean Performance analysis (Figure 7.2). The lean sponsor or champion completes the lean business policy portion of the Lean Performance analysis form, listing only one policy per form. These Lean Performance analysis masters are numbered and distributed for review and development of lean business strategies by members of the project steering committee.

Identifying and Deploying Lean Project Strategies

The lean business policies that have been identified and articulated are now disseminated, understood, and followed throughout the project; in other words, they will be deployed to the process level. A company's
Support lean manufacturing
Support lean thinking in the global standardization of engineering processes
Support lean thinking in the global standardization of financial processes
Support lean thinking in the global standardization of information systems management

Figure 7.1 Lean Business Policies

Figure 7.2 Lean Performance Analysis: Lean Business Policy Deployed

Policy-driven strategies are the guidelines within which it operates while pursuing and fulfilling its lean mission. Following the lead of the lean champion or project sponsor who has deployed the lean business policies, members of the emerging project steering committee communicate the lean strategies that they would like to see pursued in their business organization or process areas. To identify lean project strategies, steering committee members and key business unit, divisional, and/or section managers interpret lean business policies that are likely to impact or be impacted by process requirements. The Lean Performance project, which now incorporates these managers' knowledge of the business and technology trends and developments and the lean policy requirements in their respective areas, is directed toward specific attainable benefits. Discussions should also be held at this time with actual and potential
Lean project strategies for the lean business policy support lean manufacturing include:

- Reduce **manufacturing lead time**
- Reduce **manufacturing inventory**
- Implement flexibility for low volume products
- Implement supplier partnerships and **certification**
- Implement activity-based costing
- Implement process integrated document tools
- Implement process integrated bar coding

Lean project strategies for the lean business policy support lean thinking in the global standardization of engineering processes include:

- Design and **utilize** concurrent engineering processes
- Provide a standard software **format** for engineering product data management

Lean project strategies for the lean business policy support lean thinking in the global standardization of financial processes include:

- Implement central cost management
- Implement centralized integrated processing of period financial closing with local "**closers""
- Implement centralized integrated data support, processing and monitoring of the business plan

Lean project strategies for the lean business policy support lean thinking in the global standardization of information systems management include:

- Implement global standard hardware and software
- Implement global information technology processes and organization

**Figure 7.3  Lean Project Strategies**

Steering committee members to identify additional lean strategies for project deployment.

Lean strategies are also derived from the results of the Lean Performance assessment (Figure 7.3). Examples of lean project strategies that support lean manufacturing used throughout the project text that follows include:

- Reduce manufacturing lead time.
- Reduce manufacturing inventory.
- Implement flexibility for low-volume products.
  - Implement supplier partnerships and certification
  - Implement activity-based costing.
  - Implement process-integrated document tools.
  - Implement process-integrated bar coding.

Examples of lean project strategies that support lean thinking in the global standardization of engineering processes used throughout the project text that follows include:

- Design and utilize concurrent engineering processes.
  - Provide a standard software format for engineering product data management.
Examples of lean project strategies that support lean thinking in the global standardization of financial processes used throughout the project text that follows include:

- Implement central cash management.
- Implement centralized, integrated processing of period financial closings with local "soft closes."
- Implement centralized integrated data support, processing, and monitoring of the business plan.

Examples of lean project strategies that support lean thinking in the global standardization of information systems management used throughout the project text that follows include:

- Implement global standard hardware and software.
- Implement global information technology processes and organization.

The lean project strategies are deployed to the organization for review and development of project objectives through the further use of the Lean Performance analysis masters. To deploy lean policies and strategies for use in the development of project objectives (Figure 7.4), the Lean Performance analysis and masters are distributed, with one numbered master for each lean business policy/lean project strategy combination.

**Defining the Project Mission**

Lean project strategies also define the project mission, which is the purpose and reason for existence of the project. When completed, the project
should fulfill the mission. Management is responsible for seeing that the Lean Performance project mission statement articulates the lean dimensions of its mission as incorporated in the lean project strategies. It is important for the project mission to recognize and state the project boundaries. Looking at the process redesign and system design methodologies discussed earlier, we can see the fundamental differences. For example, a reengineering mission statement would define the future state of the business structure and key business structures as far as:

- Corporate mission
- Corporate structure or ownership
- Markets
  - Products or services
  - Core business processes
- People
- Buildings
- Machinery

A process innovation project has a different mission statement, one that would define:

- Process goals or measurements driving the requirement for innovated processes
- The process selected for innovation
- Key business elements of the process selected for innovation, including people, buildings, and machinery

A systems approach mission statement would define:

- System hardware and software future state
- Key business elements of the process areas selected for improvement, including business goals or measurements driving the requirement for redesigned processes as well as the process areas installing new system enablers

A Lean Performance project mission statement both combines and simplifies (Figure 7.5). It must define:

- Business policies and strategies driving the requirement for improved processes
- Process areas of concentration
- Future state of the system enablers
"The mission of the Lean Performance project team is to implement standard management decision and information processes utilizing unmodified package software. These improved processes must deploy management policy and facilitate process performance measurement and continuous improvement in the manufacturing information support processes."

**Figure 7.5  Project Mission Statement**

**Defining the Project Scope**

The project scope (Figure 7.6) defines the project boundaries within which the Lean Performance project team is empowered to (reasonably) conduct process improvement activities free from interference. The project scope includes a feedback loop and review process for the steering committee.

"The scope of the Lean Performance project is:
- To design and implement improved processes that deploy defined lean policies, strategies and objectives utilizing the project software
- To operate within the budgets, schedules, and methodology approved by the steering committee
- To report project progress, status and issues to the steering committee."

**Figure 7.6  Project Scope Statement**

**Setting Up the Project Organization**

During the year or more that it may take to complete a Lean Performance project, there must be an organization charged with the responsibility and appropriate authority to manage and execute the project tasks. The following positions and teams will be needed:

- Project manager
- Facilitator
- Training coordinator
- Lean Performance process area team leaders
Lean Performance process area teams
   Site leaders for all sites (multisite projects)

Lean Performance cross-functional teams

Lean Performance cross-enterprise teams

The steering committee should establish the Lean Performance project organization as soon as the initial Lean Performance teams begin to generate a "critical mass" of activities that requires a project structure to coordinate activities in all the business process areas, as well as develop, train, and monitor teams and their activities and provide communication among company management, project management, and the various Lean Performance teams.

Why have a project organization structure? Perhaps the most important reason is that management responsibilities will increase as the Lean Performance project expands across all processes in the enterprise. Each subsequent lean improvement cycle will involve increasingly complex business processes. The pace of change will increase as the Lean Performance project expands, and more and more personnel will be involved. Team personnel and responsibilities will change occasionally, and decisions about new assignments and priorities will be required. Finally, the Lean Performance project time horizon will lengthen if the activity is not well planned and managed; the longer the Lean Performance project takes, the less likely it is that it will succeed.

The Lean Performance project manager could be the leader/advocate designated during the assessment or another capable and qualified person but should never be an external person. The most important duty of the project manager is to report to the steering committee on the progress of process improvements, including specific measures of cost, quality, and delivery or cycle improvements. The project manager must have the authority to request further action by teams through process area team leaders, as well as to send and review issues with the steering committee, where project results are presented at periodic steering committee meetings. The project manager also conducts regular (at least weekly) project team meetings.

The Lean Performance project facilitator at first could be an external person, but as soon as possible should be a trained employee. The primary responsibility of the project facilitator is to lead project meetings, including visioning sessions and process lean improvement sessions.

The Lean Performance project training coordinator is a person with training and experience in the use of lean principles, tools, and practices. The project may have to use an external person for this position at first, but in the early stages of the project the steering committee should select an employee dedicated to pursuing this role.
A Lean Performance project process area team leader will be needed for each process area identified in the enterprise. The primary responsibilities of the process area team leaders are to ensure that a team is appointed in their area, to verify that all processes in their area are identified, and to ensure that all other process teams working in other process areas are linked to their area. They will also be required to monitor team attitude and performance, including monitoring bargaining unit reaction where applicable and the level of project acceptance or resistance. Process area team leaders will continuously update the network or web-based project management tools, such as the process listing, for their area.

A Lean Performance project process area team is a group of four to seven persons in a given process area including managers and/or supervisors, area specialists, and technicians involved in process design and operation. Process owners, i.e., workers, must be included on the team. Process areas are defined early by the emerging project team. Each process area requires a process team.

Site leaders for all sites (multi-site projects) are in essence a project manager for each site who is responsible for coordinating the activities at that site. This person ensures that project communications are properly handled and project reporting is up to date. Nominally, this person reports to the project manager, but this is not a full-time position. This person may also be needed for site-level facilitation and training, depending on the organization.

Lean Performance project cross-functional teams are groups of six to ten persons from two or more process areas responsible for boundary spanning processes and interaction. Again, in addition to managers and/or supervisors, specialists, and technicians, workers must be included from all process areas participating. Cross-functional teams emerge after processes are improved at the primary process level. We will discuss the activities of several example teams below.

Lean Performance project cross-enterprise teams are groups of six to ten persons from two or more enterprise areas responsible for a company boundary spanning process. Again, in addition to managers, specialists, and technicians, workers must be included from all process areas participating. Cross-enterprise teams emerge after processes are improved at the cross-functional process level. We will discuss an example of this type of team, the lean commerce team.

Most Lean Performance projects can be handled with this basic structure. Depending on the size of the company, the specialization of the current company organization, and the tasks encountered during improvement and implementation of the processes, additional implementation teams may need to be established prior to process implementation in order to assign tasks to an existing departments (e.g., training and quality control) and
developing *ad hoc* teams for tasks as they arise. The steering committee identifies candidates for all of these positions by conducting the assessment. Management policy and strategy deployment Lean Performance analysis masters should be deployed to the organization and project objectives established prior to formalizing and publishing a Lean Performance team organization chart, although it is desirable to assign a project manager to manage the formalization of project objectives. The project organization chart should be published by the team during the team development and project management activities performed early in the project. An example is included in the project management module provided below.

**Identifying and Deploying the Project Objectives**

Lean project strategies must be communicated in project terms in order to be effective drivers for lean change. To be communicated in project terms and to be useful, lean policies and strategies must be translated into meaningful terms at progressively lower levels of the organization. Project objectives are the actual identifiable, measurable, and quantifiable deliverables that the Lean Performance project is going to accomplish in support of deployed lean policies and strategies of the organization. Project objectives must be achievable by process owners by utilizing available project information technologies (no "missions impossible" allowed). The objectives must be tangible (recognizable) extensions at the process execution level of the lean business policies and lean project strategies deployed by the steering committee. Project objectives must be measurable. The requirement to be measurable dictates that the objectives must be attained at a process level and that those processes must have standards to be used for measurement. The objectives must also be realistic. For instance, it is unrealistic to deploy a project objective that requests a 10% cycle-time reduction in a process where further reductions are not possible due to machine speed limitations. The inclusion of project team members from the ranks of process owners and customers will mitigate against any "mission impossible."

To determine project objectives, distribute the Lean Performance analysis masters with the lean business policies/lean project strategies portions completed. Provide a copy of each master for each person involved in this task. While the core membership of this group is the steering committee and other management role players identified in the assessment, the group should also include identified process owners in the organization (e.g., the emerging project team). The emerging project teams at each project site should take a plant tour to observe current material flow, inventory support, existing machine centers, work cells, NC equipment, etc. The teams should then determine manufacturing system opportunities and plans, process simplification, and work cell integration. By interviewing key management
personnel at each location, the prospective team members will gain a clear understanding of current manufacturing system capabilities, key information/support processes, and personnel assignments.

The next step is to determine the level of support necessary for manufacturing systems in each area of the company. Department managers in all critical areas should be included, such as:

- Finance
- Customer relationship management
- Maintenance
- Information systems support operations
- Engineering
- Materials
- Marketing and sales

Discussions with these managers should lead to determining the current elements and existing capabilities of the manufacturing support systems, after which the following areas can be investigated:

- CAD/CAM
- FMS and work cell
- Group technology
- AGV/ASRS
- Factory data collection and communications
- Bar coding

Finally, the existing manufacturing planning and control systems should be reviewed to determine the extent to which information integration can be achieved. Project objectives are then linked to the lean business policies and strategies by relating or deploying each suggested objective to the appropriate Lean Performance analysis master containing the relevant lean business policy/project strategy supporting attainment of that particular project objective. Obviously, if an objective cannot be linked to a lean business policy or lean project objective, it will be difficult or impossible to gain support for including that objective in the project. Some examples follow:

For the lean project strategy of reducing manufacturing lead time, the project objectives might include implementing 24-hour turn-around of customer orders.
For the lean project strategy of reducing manufacturing inventory, the project objectives might include implementing "pull" supplier management practices (such as standard container quantity recognition
with use of standard container quantities) and elimination of a returned-goods storeroom.

For the lean project strategy of implementing flexibility for low-volume products, the project objectives might include implementing manufacturing line sequencing with the ability to sequence models and variations on both nondedicated and dedicated lines, implementing multiplant sourcing of finished goods, and implementing EDI/XML or other e-commerce solutions for interplant order management.

For the lean project strategy of implementing supplier partnerships and certification, the project objectives might include implementing a pay-on-receipt process for vendors.

For the lean project strategy of implementing activity-based costing, the project objectives might include establishing product target costing/muda-free product target costs.

For the lean project strategy of implementing process-integrated document tools, the project objectives might include implementing bar coding and scanning of plant documents to allow confirmation of shipments, the printing of part numbers on manufacturing orders, and the printing of manufacturing order pick lists.

For the lean project strategy of implementing process-integrated bar coding, the project objectives might include implementing bar coding of customer requirements to improve the shipment process by allowing scanning of shipping charges and producing customer labels for filled-order items.

For the lean project strategy of designing and utilizing concurrent engineering processes, the project objectives might include providing access to engineering product data at the manufacturing sites.

For the lean project strategy of providing a standard software format for engineering product data management, the project objectives might include implementing a standard software package for engineering product data management.

For the lean project strategy of implementing central cash management, the project objectives might include determining and accommodating the financial requirements of Canada, Europe (EU, VAT), and Asia, in addition to such considerations as setting up a currency database, establishing a strategy to realize currency conversion rate gains and avert losses, and establishing default account structures.

For the lean project strategy of implementing centralized integrated processing of period financial closings with local "soft closes," the project objectives might include reorganizing regional financial statements according to business segment, product group, product line,
product, customer, plant sales, gross profits, or shipments; breaking down global financial statement according to region, product group, and product line; establishing a yearly, quarterly, monthly, and month-to-date reporting structure; and highlighting global sales, global margins, and global trends.

- For the lean project strategy of implementing centralized integrated data support, processing, and monitoring of the business plan, the project objectives might include developing global standard reporting formats; monitoring, evaluating, and reporting product line and manufacturing site profitability; and developing period-to-date reporting that reflects regional sales, margins, and trends.

- For the lean project strategy of implementing standard global hardware and software, the project objectives might include implementing unmodified software packages and leveraging vendor-supplied software upgrades.

- For the lean project strategy of implementing global information technology processes and organization, the project objectives might include implementing secure data and operations processes in a system that is seamless to the users; implementing standards for information systems uptime and reliability; and providing for the measurement and reporting of performance to those standards.

For each completed lean project strategies Lean Performance analysis master, the project manager completes a project objective Lean Performance analysis master, one for each project objective deployed below that lean project strategy. The deployment links the lean business policies, lean project strategies, and project objectives to direct the teams and provides the basis for decisions about any necessary software modifications. Deploying the Lean Performance analysis also links management to the eventual performance measurements implemented to monitor the performance of the new lean processes that result from the project. These Lean Performance analysis masters are then distributed to the full project team at the first full training meeting of the team. The teams complete the information necessary to deploy the policies at the process level. Technology deployment is completed by the information team, and process identification is performed by the process area teams to link the processes used to realize the objective (Figure 7.7).

These project objectives will be achieved by employing the Lean Performance methodology to complete project tasks:

Identify the business processes.
Develop process standards (process workflows and work instructions).
Complete the Lean Performance analysis.
Develop lean improvements.
Implement improved processes.
Measure and manage continuous Lean Performance.

Conducting Steering Committee Meetings

The following project management tools are reviewed at the first steering committee meeting:

- Lean business policies (Figure 7.1)
- Lean Performance analysis lean business policy deployed (Figure 7.2)
- Lean project strategies (Figure 7.3)
- Lean Performance analysis lean project strategy deployed (Figure 7.4)
- Project mission statement (Figure 7.5)
- Project scope statement (Figure 7.6)
- Lean Performance analysis project objective deployed (Figure 7.7)

The steering committee communicates the lean business policies, lean project strategies, and project objectives to the Lean Performance team members at the initial team meeting and later reviews a summary of the deployed lean business policies, lean project strategies, and project objectives (Figure 7.8). A summary of the policy deployment is presented to
Figure 7.8 Policy Deployment and Measurements Summary

the Lean Performance team members at their initial meeting by the project sponsor. The emerging project team will return the deployed lean business policies, lean project strategies, and project objectives to the steering committee two times during the project:
1. After completion of technology deployment, process identification, and team assignments
2. After identification of the proposed process performance measurements
Preliminary Lean Performance team rosters should be established from the currently identified process areas, and these people should be invited to the initial meeting. People attending the first meeting would likely include process owners and customers in cross-functional areas of the company, such as:
The steering committee should use this occasion to deliver their general expectations about the Lean Performance project to the team. Typically, in a project of this type management expects to identify and eliminate redundant activities; identify and eliminate "disconnected business processes; implement uniform, documented lean business processes; and produce process standards, including process workflows and work instructions, that support training and QS/ISO documentation requirements. The project should implement a consistent information basis for manufacturing and financial business decisions, in addition to establishing process-based performance measurements. Following the Lean Performance methodology, the project process should evolve into Lean Performance management, which continuously deploys management policy to teams who implement that policy and measure performance results at a process level.

The Lean Performance project organization has legitimate expectations of the steering committee, as well. The team expects the steering committee to ensure that the project is properly focused; that is, the steering committee understands what the job is, uses the proper methodology for that job, understands the implications of using that methodology, and supports the project team in managing the consequences of those implications. The Lean Performance project team expects the steering committee to ensure that the project stays properly focused; that is, the steering committee ensures that the project sticks to the job assigned, with no "scope creep." The teams can also reasonably expect the steering committee to ensure that the methodology is followed and to support the project team while it measures and manages the improved processes that result from the project effort.
PROJECT TEAM TASKS

Maintaining the Project Summary Bar Chart

A preliminary project summary bar chart should be prepared in advance of the initial team meeting in order to illustrate overall project timing. The example shown in Figure 8.1 shows the project divided into modules that correspond with the methodology being presented.

Maintaining Project Communications

To maintain effective project communications, a project web page should be established that includes a project newsletter and discussion chat room. Various project management spreadsheets will be posted by the project manager and maintained online by the project team.

Maintaining the Project Plan

A project workplan should be developed to initiate and monitor progress. The workplan must include the process implementation sequence as well as the key tasks in each process implementation (Figure 8.2). Using the project workplan as a reference, the project manager should monitor all tasks of the implementation process (including overall planning and review), in addition to coordinating the work of the Lean Performance teams toward completion of their assigned tasks. One of the primary
Figure 8.1 Lean Performance Methodology Project Summary Bar Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>1999</th>
<th>2000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Deploy Management Policy</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phase 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Manage Project</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Develop Lean Teams</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phase 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Improve Process Performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phase 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Integrate Systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phase 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Test Improved Processes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phase 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Implement Improved Processes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phase 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Continuously Improve Lean Performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phase 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8.2 Project Work Plan

The responsibilities of the Lean Performance project manager during the project is to review project work plan status and assignments as necessary, update the project work plan as appropriate, and use the project summary bar chart to provide project status reports to the steering committee.
Maintaining an Open Issue Resolution Process

The project manager has the responsibility to establish an open-issue-resolution process as soon as the project begins, not after issues begin to stack up. Open issues are issues encountered during the project that a team member or system user feels must be resolved before new process standards can be implemented. An Internet- or intranet-based open-issues control log (in spreadsheet form, if possible) will provide online access for all project team members. Resolved issues are documented for review by appropriate online users. The structure and operation of the open-issue process is communicated to the team through a written procedure emphasizing that the purpose of the open-issue reporting and resolution procedure is to manage the process of reporting, organizing, and resolving open issues during the project. The procedure should guarantee that all written issues will be investigated and responded to. The Lean Performance project manager assigns open-issue-resolution priority. In some cases, resolution of an open issue may be categorized as not critical or not possible to allow for initial implementation to proceed. Originators of issues that cannot be immediately addressed should be assured that these issues will be evaluated during the continuously improve Lean Performance module for inclusion in the eventual system.

Issues must be written up and submitted to the project manager by the team that encounters the issue in order for the open issue to be considered for resolution (Figure 8.3). The project manager will respond to and manage the issue as outlined in the procedure. Issues can be written in any of the following categories:

- System operations
- System security
- System bug
- Modification needed
- Business decision/policy needed
- Modification not working
- Work-around requires additional headcount
- Process work flow/work instruction updating
- Training required

Issues that do not seem to fit into a particular category should be written up and submitted anyway. The open-issue process to be followed is illustrated in Figure 8.4, which is an open-issue template with labeled entry blocks or fields; this type of open-issue template can also be created and posted on the web page for use by team members. Refer to the figure for the steps to be followed:
Figure 8.3 Open-Issue Form

1. **Step one**: Originator completes blocks 1, 4, 5, 6a–i, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, and 14. The originator is the person who first encounters the issue and is responsible for defining and documenting the issue on an issue form. An originator can rely on another team member or user to write the issue; however, the originator must submit the issue and answer any questions that may be asked in order to clarify the issue and define solutions.

2. **Step two**: The originator must submit the issue to the project site leader as soon as possible. The originator also provides copies of the process standards (workflows and work instructions), screens, and reports, where applicable. Project site leaders verify completion
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LEAN PERFORMANCE PROJECT
ISSUES REPORTING AND RESOLUTION FORM

ORIGINATOR 1 ISSUE NUMBER — 2 — PRIORITY — 3 —
ORIGINATING PLANT — 4 — ISSUE TYPE: (CHECK BELOW)
ORIGINATION DATE — 5 — SYSTEM OPERATIONS — 6a —
SYSTEM AREA — 7 — SYSTEM SECURITY — 6b —
REFERENCE — SYSTEM BUG — 6c —
PROGRAM # — 8 — MODIFICATION NEEDED — 6d —
SCREEN # — 9 — BUSINESS POLICY — 6e —
REPORT # — 10 — MOD NOT WORKING — 6f —
RESOLUTION ASSIGNED TO: HEADCOUNT REQUIRED
— 6g —
— 11 — PROCEDURE UPDATE — 6h —
DATE REQUIRED — 12 — TRAINING REQUIRED — 6i —
DESCRIPTION: — 13 —

ALTERNATE RESOLUTIONS: — 14 —

ACCEED RESOLUTION: — 15 —

RESOLUTION ACCEPTED BY — 16 — DATE CLOSED — 17 —
DATE SUBMITTED TO SITE LEADER — 18 —
DATE SUBMITTED TO PROJECT MANAGER — 19 —

Figure 8.4 Open-Issue Template

of the necessary information and check the issue log spreadsheet for similar or redundant issues. Project site leaders complete block 18 and submit the issue to the project manager as soon as possible, by web posting, or fax, or in person.

3. **Step three:** The project manager completes blocks 2, 3, 11, 12, and 19; reviews alternative resolutions with users; and, where necessary, determines the need for any additional resources, such as consultants or a software help line. The project manager also:
   - Accepts the issue for resolution.
   - Assigns a number to the issue.
   - Determines issue priority, and initials decision.
Accepts the date by which action is required or determines an alternative schedule for resolution, which is indicated on the form.
Assigns responsibility for resolution of the issue.
Enters the issue on the open-issue log/spreadsheet.

4. **Step four:** If the issue is a system bug, the project manager will report it to the software vendor and return the issue with a software vendor "fix" number assigned. The project manager will verify receipt of the bug fix to the originator and coordinate testing of the fix prior to closing the issue.

5. **Step five:** If the issue is a modification that is not working, or is an issue that has been approved by the steering committee for modification, the process for managing modifications begins. The modification number will be the same as the issue log number.

6. **Step six:** The person assigned to provide resolution of the issue will develop a resolution and present it to the originator and project manager. When the resolution is accepted, the issue form will be completed and the open issue log updated. The person assigned to provide resolution completes block 15, and the originator completes block 16 to verify acceptance of the resolution or returns the issue.

7. **Step seven:** The project manager reviews and closes the issue, completes block 17, and updates the issue log spreadsheet.

**Maintaining the Project Organization**

The key to building a project team for a successful project is to identify all process owners in the organization and include them on the organization chart (and in the project). So, to start with, all of the processes must be identified (but be warned that it is difficult to get them correct the first time through). The preliminary project organization necessary for the project is determined by identifying process areas on a preliminary basis. Processes are generally found in process areas as shown in Figure 8.5, which illustrates the corporate site of a manufacturing company. A manufacturing site engaged in assembling products for the aftermarket will probably more closely resemble the process areas shown in Figure 8.6. Finally, international (as well as many domestic) manufacturing sites will probably closely resemble the process areas illustrated in Figure 8.7.

By considering the process area structure of each site in the organization, a preliminary project organization chart of the Lean Performance team can be defined (Figure 8.8). The initial project organization chart is prepared after determining the process area owners and a site leader for each site and should include:
Managing the Project Module

Steering committee
Project manager
Site leaders
Process area owners

Maintaining the project organization chart is the ongoing responsibility of the project manager. At various points in the project, the chart will need
Managing the Project Module

Maintaining the Quality Assurance Process

Maintaining the quality assurance process is another ongoing responsibility of the project manager, who is administering the project and assuring the overall quality of effort. Maintaining the quality assurance process includes monitoring project status, identifying roadblocks affecting progress, and developing project progress reporting for steering committee meetings. As we have already seen, the project manager also assists with problem identification and resolution through the open-issues process. To this point, the involvement of the project champion/sponsor has been enough to carry the effort forward and ensure the quality of the project planning result. Now that there is a formal project, with a project manager and project team, an additional resource is needed. Any quality assurance review should include a perspective from someone outside of the project who, along with the project manager, should examine the project work plan and corresponding results. The reviewers should concentrate on ensuring that the project is proceeding on schedule and on budget within the project mission and scope.

Quality assurance reviews should be conducted at project checkpoints prior to the steering committee meetings held at the completion of every project module:

1. Lean Performance planning
   - First milestone: Manage project
   - Second milestone: Develop Lean Performance teams

2. Lean Performance improvement
   - First milestone: Improve process performance
   - Second milestone: Integrate systems
   - Third milestone: Test improved processes

3. Continuously improve Lean Performance
   - First milestone: Implement improved processes
   - Second milestone: Continuously improve Lean Performance

The project management tools should be utilized to support the quality assurance process and prepare for the steering committee meetings. All of the following topics should be addressed at the project management quality assurance review:

to be updated to reflect additions to the team, especially when all processes are identified and all process owners and customers are included on the overall project team.
Lean business policies (Figure 7.1)
Lean Performance analysis lean business policy deployed (Figure 7.2)
Lean project strategies (Figure 7.3)
Lean Performance analysis lean project strategy deployed (Figure 7.4)
Project mission statement (Figure 7.5)
Project scope statement (Figure 7.6)
Lean Performance analysis project objective deployed (Figure 7.7)
Policy deployment and measurements summary, all pages (Figure 7.8)
Lean Performance methodology project summary bar chart (Figure 8.1)
Project work plan (Figure 8.2)
Open-issue form (Figure 8.3)
Open-issue template (Figure 8.4)
Business process areas overview diagrams, as necessary (Figures 8.5 to 8.7)
Project organization chart (Figure 8.8)

**Reporting Progress to the Steering Committee**

Progress is reported to the steering committee as part of the initial project team meeting by utilizing the project management diagram tools completed and reviewed at the project management quality assurance review.
Finalizing Projects and Strategies

To assess the current projects that might adversely affect or overlap with the Lean Performance project, the project manager should develop a projects and strategies definition, beginning by organizing the information discussed at the initial project team meeting by the project steering committee and by the project team for each site. The project manager should then:

- Identify all current application or manufacturing technologies projects underway or under management review.
  Define current projects approved and/or underway in manufacturing support/systems.
  Identify other business and/or manufacturing strategies likely to affect the timing of the project.
- Confirm their inclusion and/or applicability to the lean business policies, lean project strategies, and project objectives already deployed.
  Verify that major lean business policies and strategies likely to affect the timing of lean process implementation are contained in the identified project objectives, including manufacturing system implementation or modification (especially any so-called "interim" or "phased" development).
Site: Corporate

1. Purchasing and travel card utilization will change processes in accounts payable

2. Payrolls (salary, union) will continue to be done outside of primary software. Labor interfaces may be required

3. HR systems are connected to the payroll system and will be continued outside of primary system

4. Engineering pdm database will not be addressed initially within project, however, needs review prior to engineering doing independent development

5. Project will proceed without "key" players in finance, sales, and marketing, but progress will be limited in these areas

6. Communication links for North America will be completed prior to October 2001

7. Engineering planning will not include automated information flow from cad in the initial phase

8. Pitney Bowes installation and interface will be completed in project

Figure 9.1 Current Projects and Strategies Definition

Meet with site leaders to finalize the current projects and strategy definition.
Identify projects currently underway that must be considered for system integration.
Identify manufacturing issues that must be supported by the Lean Performance project.
Identify and analyze scheduling and resource conflicts.

The current projects and strategies definition (Figure 9.1) provides a vehicle for reporting to the steering committee, which selects or deselects projects. The final project plans make up the final project. All project elements accepted as the responsibility of the project team should be carefully incorporated into the project plan.

Developing the Site Configuration

Site configuration diagrams are developed to document and visually communicate the system configuration decisions as budgeted. Equipment
and communication lines are illustrated as they will be implemented, as are networks and intranets. Software vendor sizing profiles are updated or verified. A preliminary technical analysis of hardware requirements necessary to support the implementation is conducted to determine a site configuration. In addition, the project team should:

- Identify manufacturing considerations, including the development of project priorities, resource and budget requirements, and adequacy of software for unmodified implementation.
- Determine the degree of systems integration and identify systems interfaces required to support site needs.
- Evaluate existing projects and plans.
- Identify alternatives and priorities, where possible.
- Determine information systems resource requirements for the project and include an estimate of the long-term information systems personnel needed.
- Outline alternative short-term improvement strategies, where possible.
- Confirm hardware delivery for each site to support process workflow activities.
- Evaluate system’s configuration architecture to determine adequacy.
- Complete or review the software vendor sizing profiles by analyzing:
  - Item/part masters
  - Bills of material
  - Routings
  - Throughput
  - Storage requirements
  - Communication requirements
- Printer, terminal and personal computer requirements
- Perform initial load analysis on hardware.
- Update the hardware strategy as necessary, then review budget with information systems management and verify completion of site preparation requirements.
- Complete and publish the site configuration diagram for the project (Figure 9.2).

**Identifying All Processes**

Processes are the operating structure by which an organization does what is necessary to produce value for its customers. A process is an activity that involves people, is designed to produce an output, contains a specific ordering of work activities across time and place, and is a structure for doing work. Processes utilize enablers to perform tasks that produce the business outputs of the organization. In our estimation, an enterprise resource planning (ERP), manufacturing execution system (MES), or supply
Lean processes are processes where we have applied lean principles, tools, and practices to the utilization of enablers in order to improve process Lean Performance. All processes are candidates for Lean Performance because processes are usually designed (if at all) at the outset of operations; thereafter, they evolve in response to new demands but not necessarily systematically, and they begin to acquire dysfunctional attributes. With the occasional exception of physical processes, most processes are not reflected in organizational structures. They do not follow existing boundaries of organizational power and authority. They are not defined or described in the same way by those who participate directly in them. Processes have boundaries, but they generally operate across organizational and/or enterprise boundaries. A process boundary can be functional, covering one department or unit, or cross-functional, covering more than one department or unit. Processes can also be cross-enterprise, covering more than one company or enterprise. Lean Performance means making work flow across functions and enterprises wherever possible. An organization that does not identify their suppliers and customers as owners and customers of processes cannot be said to be working in a cross-enterprise manner (supply chain processes, product introduction processes).

Process identification and Lean Performance analysis are integrative steps in a Lean Performance project because while a business can be thought of as one long continuous process, it cannot be improved that way. Processes are the organizational building blocks. Lean improvements

---

Figure 9.2 Site Configuration

chain management (SCM) system is every bit as much of a process enabler as a computer numeric controller (CNC) drill.
cannot be made between cross-functional and cross-enterprise processes until they have been made within these processes. Lean processes are necessary for a lean management team, staff, organization, and work force and a virtual lean enterprise. Process identification enables process integration, which uncovers those processes that are not organized or performed in the appropriate department, that are "flat" (i.e., the customer order process could be improved to more readily perform shipping or other customer relationship tasks), and that are not completely defined or standardized. Process identification also reveals duplication or lack of integration between areas where a process (or part of a process) might be performed more than once (Figure 9.3).

Processes have owners, who are responsible for the design and execution of their processes and for ensuring that their customers' needs are met by the processes. Process owners have the primary responsibility to maintain and utilize the process to produce their output. Information/support process owners have the primary responsibility to maintain and utilize their processes, not to maintain the data (machine) process that enables the information/support process.

Processes have identifiable recipients or customers, who use the process output, whether internal or external. Customers are generally found downstream from the process owner. Information/support processes are designed to produce and consume information at interim and final outputs, and an information/support process customer uses the process output — the information. In Lean Performance, process customers must agree that the process delivers the output that they require (and sign off on such a statement).

All processes in all process areas should be identified at each site by site leaders through interviewing and exploration with managers, key users, process owners, and customers. The project manager and site leaders have already defined process areas (not necessarily departments), and the business process areas diagrams that resulted have been presented to the steering committee. These diagrams are a good place to start the discussion necessary for the Lean Performance team to identify all of the process areas at each site; it should be noted that the areas in which processes are found by the emerging project site teams probably will be different than those originally documented on the business process areas.
diagrams, as identifying process areas and processes is a little like peeling an onion.

The full set of process areas should be verified by the Lean Performance team at each project site. The project site teams should collect summary documentation of existing systems to ensure that all of the identified process areas have been verified for each location. An overview of the areas in which processes are found should then be completed by the site-level Lean Performance team and illustrated in diagrams such as those shown in Figures 9.4 to 9.6. A number of discrete processes (where the work is being performed) will generally be found within each of the process areas. Identifying these discrete processes is usually a simple task: You just have to ask somebody what they do (and asking anybody but the process owners is a big mistake). In process identification, however, the focus is not so much on what people do but rather on what happens to the data, material, or work they produce. The discrete process begins at the raw material or data inputs (beginning boundary) and ends at the finished product or information output (ending boundary).

Tasks being performed in any process must be discrete enough to improve and are generally performed to produce outputs for internal customers. Individual process steps and tasks usually are separated by queues and waiting times that involve the movement of interim outputs from place to place and provide for the involvement of more than one individual in the overall process sequence. Identifying a process as being individual tasks and operations or a group of duties performed by one individual or department is usually wrong. If no output has been produced by a group of tasks, a process has not been completed. Remember, the focus is not on what people do but rather on what happens to the material or work. In summary, a discrete process:

- Has an identifiable owner
- Has an identifiable input or set of inputs, such as labor, information, materials, and/or instructions
- Consists of sets of tasks, steps, operations, or functions performed in sequence
  Produces an identifiable output such as a physical product, service, or information
- Has an identifiable customer for the output
  Has boundaries (i.e., a definite beginning and a definite ending)

As mentioned previously, the starting point (boundary) of any process is the point of input of the data or material for the first task that processes or changes that input. The ending point (boundary) of any process is the point of output of the product of that process.
Figure 9.4  Current Process Activity Overview Diagram (Corporate)
Figure 9.5  Current Process Activity Overview Diagram (Aftermarket)
Figure 9.6  Current Process Activity Overview Diagram (International)
After all of these processes are identified, lists of processes for each site are submitted to the project manager. These process lists are consolidated, and common primary processes and site-specific processes are identified. Doing so allows multiple-site teams to work without redundant effort, resolves differences in identification and terminology of the various sites processes, and determines the sequence of assigning workflow standards and process areas by location (Figure 9.7). Taken together, the process areas overview diagrams and the process listing and sequence provide a process view of the organization. A process view is a dynamic view of what value is delivered by the organization, and how it is delivered. Viewing the virtual lean enterprise in a process view inevitably highlights cross-functional and cross-enterprise processes for lean improvement.

**Developing Site Teams**

Site teams are defined and illustrated by the site-level project team diagram. When a process owner has been identified for each process, it is a simple matter to determine the site teams and their assignments. All process owners are on the team, and their assignment is to complete implementation of their lean improved processes. When Lean Performance site teams are identified (Figures 9.8 to 9.10), the project manager will:

- Verify project team members and determine assignments for the project.
- Identify resource personnel for team members.
- Identify key system users.
- Arrange for participation of project team, resource personnel, and key users.
- Estimate and publish time commitments for all.
- Arrange for project team facilities at each location (including any requirements for terminals, tables, chairs, etc.)

**Developing Lean Performance Team Training**

The education and training necessary for team members to properly configure and operate the supporting software are defined in conjunction with appropriate resources from the software vendor; the actual classes and rosters for software education will be developed later in the project. To be successful at Lean Performance, the training provided by the software vendor must be completed only after the project team members complete the process requirements definitions for their processes. To accomplish this, team members must receive specific team-development
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Process</th>
<th>Activity Arm</th>
<th>Supporting Process</th>
<th>Subordinate Process</th>
<th>Master Index No.</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>Workflow</th>
<th>System Map</th>
<th>Schedule Completion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer service</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Quality reporting</td>
<td>Customer service</td>
<td>CS-01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer service</td>
<td>Invoicing</td>
<td>Invoicing</td>
<td>Customer service</td>
<td>CS-02.01</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer service</td>
<td>Invoicing</td>
<td>Cumulative shipped reconciled</td>
<td>Customer service</td>
<td>CS-02.02</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer service</td>
<td>Pricing</td>
<td>Pricing</td>
<td>Customer service</td>
<td>CS-03</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer service</td>
<td>Sales forecasting</td>
<td>Sales forecasting</td>
<td>Customer service</td>
<td>CS-04.01</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer service</td>
<td>Sales forecasting</td>
<td>Quoting</td>
<td>Customer service</td>
<td>CS-04.02</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer service</td>
<td>Order entry</td>
<td>Order processing</td>
<td>Customer service</td>
<td>CS-05.01</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer service</td>
<td>Order entry</td>
<td>Purchase order maintenance</td>
<td>Customer service</td>
<td>CS-05.02</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer service</td>
<td>Order entry</td>
<td>Aftermarket order procedure</td>
<td>Customer service</td>
<td>CS-05.03</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td>Master scheduling</td>
<td>Master scheduling</td>
<td>Demand determination</td>
<td>IL-01.01</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td>Master scheduling</td>
<td>Master scheduling</td>
<td>Production mix/quantity</td>
<td>IL-01.02</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td>Receiving</td>
<td>AZ warehouse</td>
<td>Inventory management</td>
<td>IL-02.01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td>Receiving</td>
<td>Incoming at plant</td>
<td>Inventory management</td>
<td>IL-02.02</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td>Receiving</td>
<td>Stockroom</td>
<td>Inventory management</td>
<td>IL-02.03</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td>Receiving</td>
<td>Incoming inspection</td>
<td>Inventory management</td>
<td>IL-02.04</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td>Receiving</td>
<td>MRO supplies</td>
<td>Inventory management</td>
<td>IL-02.05</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td>Receiving</td>
<td>Sample parts</td>
<td>Inventory management</td>
<td>IL-02.06</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td>Traffic</td>
<td>Finished goods exportation</td>
<td>Inventory management</td>
<td>IL-03.01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td>Traffic</td>
<td>Exportation of HAZMAT</td>
<td>Inventory management</td>
<td>IL-03.02</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td>Traffic</td>
<td>Finished goods warehousing</td>
<td>Inventory management</td>
<td>IL-03.03</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td>Traffic</td>
<td>AZ warehouse</td>
<td>Inventory management</td>
<td>IL-03.04</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td>Traffic</td>
<td>Returnable containers</td>
<td>Inventory management</td>
<td>IL-03.05</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td>Traffic</td>
<td>Bar-code labeling</td>
<td>Inventory management</td>
<td>IL-03.06</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td>Inventory control</td>
<td>Cycle count</td>
<td>Inventory management</td>
<td>IL-04.01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td>Inventory control</td>
<td>Production report</td>
<td>Inventory management</td>
<td>IL-04.02</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td>Inventory control</td>
<td>Lot control</td>
<td>Inventory management</td>
<td>IL-04.03</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td>Inventory control</td>
<td>Parts recovery</td>
<td>Inventory management</td>
<td>IL-04.04</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td>Inventory control</td>
<td>Place munit verification</td>
<td>Inventory management</td>
<td>IL-04.05</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td>Inventory control</td>
<td>Bulk issues</td>
<td>Inventory management</td>
<td>IL-04.06</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td>Inventory control</td>
<td>Physical inventory</td>
<td>Inventory management</td>
<td>IL-04.07</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td>Inventory control</td>
<td>Work order release</td>
<td>Inventory management</td>
<td>IL-05.01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td>Inventory management</td>
<td>Warehouse configuration</td>
<td>Inventory management</td>
<td>IL-06</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier management</td>
<td>MRP reports</td>
<td>MRP plans</td>
<td>Review</td>
<td>SM-01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9.7 Lean Performance Project Process Listing and Sequence
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Process</th>
<th>Activity Area</th>
<th>Supporting Process</th>
<th>Subordinate Process</th>
<th>Master Index No.</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>Workflow</th>
<th>System Map</th>
<th>Schedule Completion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supplier management</td>
<td>Contract mgmt.</td>
<td>Purchase order process</td>
<td>Requisitions</td>
<td>SM-02.01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier management</td>
<td>Contract mgmt.</td>
<td>Purchase order process</td>
<td>Purchase order generation</td>
<td>SM-02.02</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier management</td>
<td>Contract mgmt.</td>
<td>Purchase order process</td>
<td>Spool buys</td>
<td>SM-02.03</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier management</td>
<td>Contract mgmt.</td>
<td>Purchase order process</td>
<td>Expedite (domestic)</td>
<td>SM-02.04</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier management</td>
<td>Contract mgmt.</td>
<td>Purchase order process</td>
<td>Expedite (For)</td>
<td>SM-02.05</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier management</td>
<td>Contract mgmt.</td>
<td>Purchase order process</td>
<td>Reschedules</td>
<td>SM-02.06</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier management</td>
<td>Contract mgmt.</td>
<td>Purchase order process</td>
<td>Tooling orders</td>
<td>SM-02.07</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier management</td>
<td>Contract mgmt.</td>
<td>Purchase order process</td>
<td>Mailing purchase order</td>
<td>SM-02.08</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier management</td>
<td>Contract mgmt.</td>
<td>Purchase order process</td>
<td>MRO purchase order</td>
<td>SM-02.09</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier management</td>
<td>Contract mgmt.</td>
<td>Purchase order process</td>
<td>Selection</td>
<td>SM-03.01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier management</td>
<td>Contract mgmt.</td>
<td>Purchase order process</td>
<td>AVL</td>
<td>SM-03.02</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier management</td>
<td>Contract mgmt.</td>
<td>Purchase order process</td>
<td>Supplier setup</td>
<td>SM-03.03</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier management</td>
<td>Contract mgmt.</td>
<td>Purchase order process</td>
<td>Preassembly</td>
<td>SM-03.04</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier management</td>
<td>Supplier evaluations</td>
<td>Reporting</td>
<td>Performance rating</td>
<td>SM-03.05</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Prod. line scheduling</td>
<td>Prod. line scheduling</td>
<td>Pilot runs</td>
<td>PC-01.01</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Prod. line scheduling</td>
<td>Prod. line scheduling</td>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>PC-02.01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>Machining/engravings</td>
<td>PC-02.02</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>Machining/covers</td>
<td>PC-02.02.01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>Material flow</td>
<td>PC-03.01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>Preassembly</td>
<td>PC-03.02</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>Anal 1 assembly</td>
<td>PC-03.03</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>Final 2 assembly</td>
<td>PC-03.03.01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>Material flow for preassembly</td>
<td>PC-04.01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>Material flow for MA series</td>
<td>PC-04.01.01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>Material flow for MB series</td>
<td>PC-04.01.02</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>Diecasting — TIP</td>
<td>PC-05.01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>Diecasting material flow</td>
<td>PO-06.01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Shipfloor reporting</td>
<td>Production reporting</td>
<td>Production reporting</td>
<td>PO-06.02</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Work order</td>
<td>Work order</td>
<td>Releasess</td>
<td>PO-07.01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Work order release</td>
<td>Work order</td>
<td>Component requisitioning</td>
<td>PO-07.02</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9.7  Lean Performance Project Process Listing and Sequence (cont.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Process</th>
<th>Activity Area</th>
<th>Supporting Process</th>
<th>Subordinate Process</th>
<th>Master Index No.</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>Workflow</th>
<th>System Map</th>
<th>Schedule Completion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Plant maintenance</td>
<td>Preventive maintenance</td>
<td></td>
<td>PO-08.01</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Quality reporting</td>
<td>Deficiency reporting</td>
<td></td>
<td>PO-09.01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Quality reporting</td>
<td>Sort/rewind/scraptVTV</td>
<td></td>
<td>PO-09.02</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Quality reporting</td>
<td>Component sampling</td>
<td></td>
<td>PO-09.03</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Quality reporting</td>
<td>Small parts inspection</td>
<td></td>
<td>PO-09.04</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Quality reporting</td>
<td>Machine line inspection</td>
<td></td>
<td>PO-09.05</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Quality reporting</td>
<td>Preassembly inspection</td>
<td></td>
<td>PO-09.06</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Quality reporting</td>
<td>Final 1 inspection</td>
<td></td>
<td>PO-09.07</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Quality reporting</td>
<td>Final 2 inspection</td>
<td></td>
<td>PO-09.08</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Quality reporting</td>
<td>Final teardown</td>
<td></td>
<td>PO-09.09</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Quality reporting</td>
<td>Final visual</td>
<td></td>
<td>PO-09.10</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Quality reporting</td>
<td>Scrap accounting</td>
<td></td>
<td>PO-09.11</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and operations</td>
<td>Tool/gauge control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PO-10</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial management</td>
<td>Customs</td>
<td>Importation of production material</td>
<td></td>
<td>FM-01.01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial management</td>
<td>Customs</td>
<td>MRO Importation</td>
<td></td>
<td>FM-01.02</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial management</td>
<td>Customs</td>
<td>Exportation invoicing</td>
<td></td>
<td>FM-01.03</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial management</td>
<td>NAFTA</td>
<td>Certificates of origin</td>
<td></td>
<td>FM-02.01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial management</td>
<td>NAFTA</td>
<td>Assembly description</td>
<td></td>
<td>FM-02.02</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial management</td>
<td>Product costing</td>
<td>Product costing</td>
<td></td>
<td>FM-03.01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial management</td>
<td>Product costing</td>
<td>Standard costs</td>
<td></td>
<td>FM-03.02</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial management</td>
<td>Product costing</td>
<td>CRIs</td>
<td></td>
<td>FM-03.03</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial management</td>
<td>Product costing</td>
<td>Quality cost reporting</td>
<td></td>
<td>FM-03.04</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial management</td>
<td>Cash management</td>
<td>Petty cash disbursement</td>
<td></td>
<td>FM-04</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial management</td>
<td>Payroll</td>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td></td>
<td>FM-05</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial management</td>
<td>Accounts payable</td>
<td>Accounts payable</td>
<td></td>
<td>FM-06</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial management</td>
<td>General ledger</td>
<td>Finance statements</td>
<td></td>
<td>FM-07.01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial management</td>
<td>General ledger</td>
<td>WABA/RO policy</td>
<td></td>
<td>FM-07.02</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial management</td>
<td>General ledger</td>
<td>Government reporting</td>
<td></td>
<td>FM-07.03</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial management</td>
<td>General ledger</td>
<td>Taxes</td>
<td></td>
<td>FM-07.04</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial management</td>
<td>General ledger</td>
<td>Month-end closing</td>
<td></td>
<td>FM-07.05</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial management</td>
<td>Inventory accounting</td>
<td>Valuation</td>
<td></td>
<td>FM-08</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business planning</td>
<td>Inventory accounting</td>
<td>Valuation</td>
<td></td>
<td>FM-08</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business planning</td>
<td>Business planning</td>
<td>Business planning</td>
<td></td>
<td>BP-01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business planning</td>
<td>Business planning</td>
<td>Labor requirements</td>
<td></td>
<td>BP-01.01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 9.7  Lean Performance Project Process Listing and Sequence (cont.)**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Process</th>
<th>Activity Area</th>
<th>Supporting Process</th>
<th>Subordinate Process</th>
<th>Master Index No.</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>Workflow</th>
<th>System Map</th>
<th>Schedule Completion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business planning</td>
<td>Business planning</td>
<td>Materials requirements</td>
<td></td>
<td>B-P-31.02</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business planning</td>
<td>Business planning</td>
<td>Purchase plan</td>
<td></td>
<td>B-P-31.02.01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product engineering</td>
<td>ECN</td>
<td>ECN setup</td>
<td></td>
<td>PE-31.01</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product engineering</td>
<td>ECN</td>
<td>Change notice</td>
<td></td>
<td>PE-31.02</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product engineering</td>
<td>ECN</td>
<td>Change coordination</td>
<td></td>
<td>PE-31.03</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product engineering</td>
<td>Bill of materials</td>
<td>Parts list maintenance</td>
<td></td>
<td>PE-02</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product engineering</td>
<td>Res. &amp; develop.</td>
<td>Development</td>
<td></td>
<td>PE-03.01</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product engineering</td>
<td>Res. &amp; develop.</td>
<td>New product releases</td>
<td></td>
<td>PE-03.02</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product engineering</td>
<td>Product masters</td>
<td>Where first used list</td>
<td></td>
<td>PE-04.01</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product engineering</td>
<td>Product masters</td>
<td>Data maintenance</td>
<td></td>
<td>PE-04.02</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product engineering</td>
<td>Engineering drawing</td>
<td>Print distribution</td>
<td></td>
<td>PE-05.01</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product engineering</td>
<td>Engineering drawing</td>
<td>Drawing maintenance</td>
<td></td>
<td>PE-05.02</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9.7 Performance Project Process Listing and Sequence (cont.)
and process-improvement training. This training should be completed prior to beginning any work on improving processes. The team-development and process-improvement training should be conducted by the project trainer and project facilitator, respectively.

Initial team-development training should include all team members from all sites. Team-development training should:

- Teach and empower the process owners and customers to take responsibility for enterprise Lean Performance and the virtual lean enterprise.
- Enable process owners, customers, and information systems support to improve communication and operate from a process-oriented focus.
- Provide insight into the use of process standards and measurements to manage continuous improvement.
- Inform the process owners that the Lean Performance teams have identified common processes across multiple sites; multiple teams working on common or similar process workflow standard? and work instructions will communicate and share the work and will determine what works best in their processes at their sites.

Above all, the message should be sent that teams enable shopfloor physical process lean improvements to impact upstream. In most manufacturing companies, 85% of cost is upstream from the shop. During the training, the Lean Performance teams should be reminded that their activities include establishment of site-level project plans; development of process standards, process workflows, and work instructions; software and process GAPS identification; open-issues resolution; and eventual process-level proposed performance measurements.

The project manager should record any systems problems or requirements brought to light during steering committee or team meetings, including team training sessions. The project manager should also complete an evaluation summary for each meeting or training session, as this Lean Performance team training develops the team dynamics for a successful project. Later in the project, additional training will be needed to complete the process-improvement training required by team members.

The team-development training should fully address questions about why the project is being undertaken, especially questions concerning the project methodology itself. The training orientation message should be something like the following:

Traditionally, the experts would decide what's best for you and deliver a new system or process and tell you how to operate it. That never works very well. Another way we could go forward would be to bring in experts and let them decide how you ought
to do processes. Then we could get the process owners, customers, and users involved to see if the experts got it right. We could then make changes where necessary and deliver you a new system or process. This is known as the user-involved approach. A third way we could go forward would be to let the process owners, customers, and key users determine the best way to do the processes and then deliver a new system or process in support of your design. This is the Lean Performance team approach.

Lean Performance team members are cooperative, mutually respectful, collaborative, dedicated to the approach, and powerful, and they share a vision. The process of team development is to start as a group, using outside facilitation or assistance, and then to grow into a self-directing team with no further facilitation or assistance required. Our purpose is to last beyond the project.

It is always the decision of the team member to join the Lean Performance team. Team members join because they see the vision, like it, and want to be a part of it. Some individuals may not see the vision but would still like to participate, either now or later. It's entirely up to the individual. Of course, not participating may have adverse job consequences.

These are the Lean Performance team ground rules:

- Meetings start on time
- Meetings finish on time
- Do not bite, scratch, or kick team members (or facilitators)
- Do not throw things at each other
  - Decisions are by consensus
  - Participate
  - Keep an open mind to change
- There is no such thing as a dumb question
- Maintain a positive attitude
  - Never leave a disagreement unvoiced
  - Create a blameless environment
  - Practice mutual respect every day
  - Treat others as you want to be treated
- One person, one vote
- There is no position or rank
  - There is no magic wand

This is about training and working smarter. We will begin every team session by reviewing the results of the last session. We will evaluate the session, not the performance of individuals. We will explore how each team member felt the session went. We will
determine what we as a team did well and propose what we could do better. We will end every team session by summarizing the results of that session. Again, we will evaluate the session, not the performance of individuals. We will explore how each team member felt the meeting went and ask what we as a team did well and not so well. We will attempt to learn what we could do better.

After the orientation, the next important item on the team-training agenda is instruction on the development of process standard standards. The objectives of the process workflow and work instruction standard development are to develop documentation to help manage processes with new software and to document those processes consistent with ISO and QS compliance requirements. We also complete process documentation for handoff to other project sites so our best processes can be implemented throughout the organization without duplication of effort. To develop process workflow standards, process owners first determine what their processes do. Only after that will site leaders, facilitators, or software vendors present software-specific training to demonstrate how process requirements are performed by enabling software. Process owners document the process input/output cycle by adding the who, where, and when information to the process documentation.

Process owners then review the processes and outputs with process customers for acceptance. It is likely that there will be some reluctance to complete the process standards on the part of some (if not most or all) of the team members. Completing the process standards is beginning to resemble a lot of extra work. Some skeptical team member is bound to ask why we are developing process standards for management decision and information/support processes? Here are some answers:

Standards establish communication and connect information systems support and system users.
We would not even consider introducing a new machine or process to a physical product process without developing a standard (bill of materials, routing) for performing the process or a standard cost. Lean Performance utilizes process standards for information/support processes in order to maximize the use of unmodified, vendor-supported software because:

Vendor-supported software lowers complexity, and less complexity means less downtime for the computers, networks, and customer; cost, quality, and delivery performance improves.

As we have learned in the lean factory, process standards must be established before a process can be stabilized, and a process must be stabilized before a technological innovation can be implemented.
Standards are needed to develop process control and checkpoints for measurement and improvement; again, the lean factory has demonstrated that improving process performance improves the process result.

Standards ensure the success of the organization.

Standards are needed to protect the company's knowledge base by recording and preserving expertise.

Standards are needed in order to facilitate cross-training.

Lean Performance methodology uses process standards as a driver in any information technology implementation or improvement project. Development and acceptance of a process standard precede developing any modifications. Development of process standards focuses the requirements definition on the information technology customer, the process owner. In the project, the requirements of the improved processes are defined using the process workflow standard technique, at first without references to the software and later with the addition of screen references from the software. Process improvements are undertaken in sections by small groups, then reviewed and approved in the weekly team meetings. Figures 9.11 and 9.12 illustrate the results of process standards development.

A copy of the project control spreadsheet is distributed to all process owners, and the team is instructed on how to locate and update the project control spreadsheet on the project web page. Steering committee reporting will be based on the presentation of graphs developed from reports on the status of process workflow and work instruction. Figure 9.13 is an example of a project control spreadsheet that supports graphic (visual) progress reporting.

When the Lean Performance team meeting mechanics are introduced, it should be emphasized that weekly meetings are held for updates, reviews, and decisions; they are not process improvement working sessions. Working sessions are small group meetings (involving process owners and customers) that are held as needed to get work done. A team leader is selected for each team to assume the responsibilities of developing the agenda for weekly meetings, reserving a meeting room, and notifying team members of the meeting. The team leader also conducts weekly meetings, makes sure the meetings stay on track (with the assistance of the facilitator), and meets with the facilitator afterward to determine ways to improve the next meeting. During the week, team leaders monitor the progress of the small groups toward completing their assigned tasks. In some cases, the team leader assignment may be rotated among team members. No decisions should be made at weekly meetings if more than one team member will be absent. Team leaders hold updates with project management to report team status and progress. Finally, the teams
are empowered to act within the project mission and scope and also within the parameters of the lean principles.

Teams will employ the lean transformation principles in the Lean Performance analysis. In the project, teams will be creating or enhancing an already existing lean culture, and all team members are empowered to invoke the lean cultural principles during team activities. As a reminder, the lean cultural principles are:
Process-oriented thinking means putting what before how; first, understand what work needs to be done, then understand how best to do the work with a new system.

Product quality results from process quality; improved process quality is the focus of the project.

---

**Figure 9.11  Process Workflow Example (cont.)**

Process-oriented thinking means putting what before how; first, understand what work needs to be done, then understand how best to do the work with a new system.

Product quality results from process quality; improved process quality is the focus of the project.
Subject: Shipping  
Topic: Process a Customer Shipment  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Issue: How is this indicated?</td>
<td>12) Initiate the generation of an international invoice. This document is added to the shipping document packet.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13) Enter any miscellaneous charges.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14) Forktruck driver loads all product into truck.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15) Loading Dock Supervisor gives the shipping document packet (BOL and Packing List) to the carrier truck driver.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16) When shipment leaves the facility, the Loading Dock Supervisor must indicate to the system that the shipment has left to: 1) initiate the invoice process 2) initiate the ASN to the customer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9.11 Process Workflow Example (cont.)

Every process must have a process standard; without a process standard, no one can agree on what the process is.
- The process owner is the process expert; when in doubt, the process owner carries the discussion.
- The next process is your customer; of course, the customer can override the process owner when it comes to the output of any
1. Set print range restrictions as desired.

2. Set the "Number of Items" for which worksheets are desired. "99999999" will cause all items that are due for counting to print.

3. If something other than "99999999" is entered for "Number of Items," enter the percent of each class that should be included in the print.

4. Choose "Sort by Item" if you are printing only one Site.

5. If you choose "Randomize Selection" equal 'no' and you have chosen "Number of Items" to be something less than "99999999," you will get a selection of "A" Class items in item number sequence equal to the percent of "A" parts specified, beginning with the lowest item number. Otherwise, you will get a random selection from all item numbers equal to the percent of "A" parts specified. The same thing will occur with "B," "C" and "Other" parts.

Figure 9.12 Work Instruction How-To Example

process, and if the process customer is not happy with the process output then the process is not yet improved.

Loyalty to people enables continuous improvement, and the golden rule principle applies; treat others on the team as you would have them treat you.

Process data and measurements drive process continuous improvement; measurements level the playing field of ideas — better ideas tend to produce better processes, and better processes produce better results.
6. When "Past Due Only" is set to "yes," only those parts that have passed the specified number of days since last count will print. Setting this to "no" will cause the days since last count to be ignored. Note that setting this to "no" and "Number of Items" to "99999999" will cause all items to print.

7. Setting "Print Quantity OH" (On Hand) to "yes" will cause the worksheet to show the current inventory figure according to the System. "No" will suppress this data.

8. "New Page on Site" and "New Page on Location" can be used to control page breaks in the printing and may make distribution of the worksheets easier.

9. If "Print Quantity OH" is set to "yes," then "Include Zero Quantity" and "include Negative Quantity" will take effect.

10. "Print Bar Code" should be "no".

11. "Include Phantom Items" should generally be "no" since inventory is not normally tracked for phantoms.

12. Press PF1 to print the worksheets.
Developing Lean Performance Teams

Module 153

Reporting Progress to the Steering Committee

The project manager conducts a Lean Performance planning quality assurance review. The key report for this review is a progress report for the steering committee that utilizes graphs generated by the project control spreadsheet and based on project team process owners' updates. Figure 9.14 to 9.17 Illustrate the type of visual reporting generated by a fairly rudimentary spreadsheet. The project manager also includes updates of all of the project management tools in the report.

WHAT FOLLOWS LEAN PERFORMANCE PLANNING?

Phase two of the Lean Performance methodology is called Lean Performance improvement and includes three modules of project tasks to be performed by the teams:

1. Improve process performance.
2. Integrate systems.
3. Test improved processes.

![Figure 9.13 Project Control Spreadsheet]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Priority C/S</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>OPEN</th>
<th>ACTIVE</th>
<th>FLOWED</th>
<th>MAPPED</th>
<th>WORK INST</th>
<th>TESTED</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9.13  Project Control Spreadsheet (cont.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Product Engineering</th>
<th>Maintain New Release Part Data</th>
<th>Maintain ECN Part Data</th>
<th>Maintain BOM Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Maintain New Release Part Data</td>
<td>Maintain ECN Part Data</td>
<td>Maintain BOM Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>MASTER INDEX NUMBER</td>
<td>5100</td>
<td>PE0002</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APPLICABLE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WORK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INSTRUCTIONS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRIORITY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATUS</td>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLOWED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAPPED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORK IN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TESTED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9.13  Project Control Spreadsheet (cont.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>Supplier Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Purchase Plan Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quotations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Receive Non-Production Demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Receive Production Demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Request Quotes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Analyze Bids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Select Suppliers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Generate Purchase Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Receive Demand Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Review/Revise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Generate Spot Bids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Release Blanket Orders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Supplier Data Maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Supplier Follow-Up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>MASTER INDEX NUMBER</td>
<td>6100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APPLICABLE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WORK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INSTRUCTIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Priority**

| C/S | C | C | C | C | C | C | C | C | C |

**Status**

| OPEN | I | I | I | I | I | I | I | I | I |

**Active**

| FLOWED | I | I | I | I | I | I | I | I | I |

**Mapped**

| WORK INSTR | I | I | I | I | I | I | I | I | I |

**Tested**

| TOTAL | I | I | I | I | I | I | I | I | I |

*Figure 9.13  Project Control Spreadsheet (cont.)*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Inventory Management &amp; Logistics</th>
<th>Receiving</th>
<th>Receiving Inspection</th>
<th>Warehousing</th>
<th>Shipping</th>
<th>Shop Floor Reporting</th>
<th>Maintain MRP Planning Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MASTER INDEX NUMBER</th>
<th>IL0207</th>
<th>IL0204</th>
<th>IL0401</th>
<th>IL0402</th>
<th>IL0407</th>
<th>IL0701</th>
<th>IL0702</th>
<th>IL08</th>
<th>IL10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APPLICABLE</td>
<td>010401</td>
<td>010401</td>
<td>010405</td>
<td>0115</td>
<td>0401</td>
<td>071204</td>
<td>071213</td>
<td>010401</td>
<td>010405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORK</td>
<td>010101</td>
<td>010003</td>
<td>020003</td>
<td>0304</td>
<td>0402</td>
<td>0304</td>
<td>0402</td>
<td>0307</td>
<td>0407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTRUCTIONS</td>
<td>0307</td>
<td>0224</td>
<td>0215</td>
<td>0315</td>
<td>0404</td>
<td>070901</td>
<td>070901</td>
<td>070901</td>
<td>070901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>020361</td>
<td>020402</td>
<td>020407</td>
<td>020407</td>
<td>020407</td>
<td>020407</td>
<td>020407</td>
<td>020407</td>
<td>020407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIORITY</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATUS</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEN</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVE</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAPPED</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORK INST</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TESTED</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 9.13** Project Control Spreadsheet (cont.)

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 9.13** Project Control Spreadsheet (cont.)
Figure 9.14  Process Workflow Diagram: Status for All Business Areas for After-market Site

Figure 9.15  Progress by Major Business Areas for Aftermarket Site
Figure 9.16  Progress by Primary Business Areas for Aftermarket Site

Figure 9.17  Progress by Secondary Business Areas for Aftermarket Site
Developing Lean Performance Teams Module

Improving process performance includes these tasks:

- Development of process standards, including workflow and work instructions
- Finalization and documentation of software system controls and codes
- Lean Performance analysis
  Lean Performance team education

Integrating systems includes these tasks:

- Development of software improvements to close process and system GAPS.
- Planning, programming, and testing of data conversion and software programs.
- Installation and testing of software and communications capabilities.

Phase two concludes with testing the improved processes and includes these tasks:

- Developing test procedures
  Prototype and pilot testing
- Process testing
  Updating process workflow/work instruction
  Conducting the user training program

Phase three of the Lean Performance methodology is the continuous Lean Performance phase. This project phase includes two modules of tasks:

- Implement improved processes.
  Continuously improve Lean Performance

Implementing the improved processes includes monitoring the successful completion of all tasks necessary for process implementation, in addition to:

- Maintaining Lean Performance teams
- Implementing Lean Performance management
- Continuously deploying lean policy and strategy
The Lean Performance methodology concludes with continuously improving Lean Performance, which includes defining and initiating Lean Performance measurements to:

- Ensure system integrity.
- Deliver key management data.
- Provide continuous improvement data
In phase two, the shift from planning to improve processes to actually improving processes occurs. Processes that require improvement usually reside in departmental silos, although we have taken the first step toward improvement by identifying project processes in process areas rather than departments. These processes are going to be converted into cross-functional and cross-enterprise processes, and at the end of the project an entirely different process configuration may be in place. Phase two should be planned to continue for 4 to 6 months, and the sequence of processes improved should be:

- Physical processes
- Information/support processes
- Cross-functional processes
- Cross-enterprise processes
IMPROVING PROCESS PERFORMANCE MODULE

MANAGEMENT TASKS

Maintaining Lean Performance Teams

Lean Performance teams are the gathering point for the process owner and customer process standards definition activity. The two types of standards to complete are (1) process workflow standards, which are classic input–task–output flowcharts, historically derived from Taylor and the School of Scientific Management, and (2) process work instruction standards, which are derived from the initiators of lean production in regard to their visual management attributes but which are also very connected to the information technology system innovation school, in that many implementation consultancies use them or something like them to document procedures during implementation. Several of the better enterprise resource planning (ERP) software vendors supply a set of system screen work instructions along with their training modules. Often, these work instructions are user maintainable. Sites that have a software enabler with this attribute should use it but should be cautious about using the prepackaged "processes" that are also supplied by some vendors. While these programs are a noble attempt (and frequently handy if they can be maintained by the user), they are no substitute for conducting a business-specific, value-added process analysis to prepare for implementation.

The majority of the important tasks of the Lean Performance teams are performed in this phase of the project. The first of these tasks has already begun: identifying, analyzing, and improving processes. The teams will also
develop process workflows and work instructions (process standards) with process owners and customers and perform the Lean Performance Analysis. From a steering committee perspective, it is critical to the eventual success of the project to monitor the composition of the project team. Once established, the Lean Performance teams will have to be modified from time to time for various reasons, including expanding the scope of the processes being improved, changing personnel or assignments, eventual formation of the cross-functional and cross-enterprise teams, and formalization of product- or process-based teams for ongoing Lean Performance management. The Lean Performance site and process team leaders and the project manager have the task of recommending team changes and selecting members of the cross-functional and cross-enterprise teams. The steering committee has the task of accepting those recommendations or seeking alternatives.

Members of the initial Lean Performance cross-functional teams are identified in this project phase and are drawn from the following process area teams:

- Finance
- Engineering
- Materials
- Operations
- Information

The next significant change to the Lean Performance team structure also occurs during this project phase: nominating members of the lean commerce team. Forming the lean commerce team occurs as the initial process identification and improvement activities conclude. This team is charged with the responsibility of designing and implementing lean commerce processes and the cross-enterprise virtual lean enterprise.

**Conducting Steering Committee Meetings**

During phase two, the first report at each steering committee meeting should be the report of the project manager on the project progress to plan. Utilizing the project tools presented previously, the project manager should be able to present the results of process and progress monitoring, including the summary bar chart and process graphs. Probably the most important function provided by the steering committee is to critically judge how well the improved processes are performing for the customer, based on performance standards and other expectations. Although a formal audit activity will be performed on the project results during the final phase of the project, steering committee members represent process areas, and their process area team leaders are responsible to report process lean
improvements to them. Steering committee members should also examine records and interview process owners and customers in their process areas in order to make recommendations for changes and/or corrections. One important point to make here, though, is that any time the steering committee or its members interact with the project team on project issues, the lean cultural principles in place within the project team govern, and steering committee members are expected to abide by them. Not abiding by and endorsing these principles dooms the project and the eventual adoption of Lean Performance management. As a reminder, these lean cultural principles include:

- Process-oriented thinking means putting \textit{what} before how.
- Product quality results from process quality.
- Every process \textbf{requires} a process standard.
- The process owner is the process expert.
- The next process is your customer.
- Loyalty to people enables continuous improvement.
- Process data and measurements drive process continuous improvement.

Regardless of the extent to which employees are empowered to design, redesign and/or improve processes, it remains management's responsibility to oversee and ultimately authorize any proposed changes. Carrying out this responsibility includes authorizing expenditures, reviewing proposed operational procedures, and providing for allocation of personnel. The Lean Performance Analysis is the mechanism deployed by the steering committee to coordinate the design and development of company-wide standards for measuring, monitoring, and improving processes. The Lean Performance Analysis is completed by the project team during phase two of the project and is the management tool for further policy and strategy deployment in phase three, in addition to being the "bottom-up" mechanism for requesting software enhancements and defining and reporting process level measurements on an ongoing basis.

**PROJECT TEAM TASKS**

**Lean Performance Team Education**

Education is critical to helping team members participate effectively. When the Lean Performance team education is being organized ensure that membership of the teams includes everyone necessary to perform the team tasks. Membership of the teams should be viewed as being inclusive rather than exclusive. These teams are not status or prestige assignments within the corporate culture. They need to be working teams, and they have quite
a bit of work to do. Process owners and customers should not be excluded from team membership; they must be in on the teams from the start.

The first education activity for team members is becoming familiar with what is expected of them in the Lean Performance project itself. The training begins with a review of all the project plans, diagrams, and reports generated by the Lean Performance planning activities and covers all of the project tasks to be accomplished in this section of the workplan, as well as the Lean Performance improvement practices that will be employed to accomplish those tasks.

The Lean Performance Analysis builds from the already completed identification and deployment of lean business policies, lean project strategies, and project objectives. It also includes:

- Technology deployment
- Identifying teams and processes
- Developing process standards
- Identifying process and system GAPs
- Determining solutions for those GAPs
- Identifying benefits and process performance measurements

Early in the Lean Performance improvement phase, the project manager will issue the process standards documentation templates, which incorporate the columns and headings illustrated in Figures 10.1 and 10.2. During the Lean Performance improvement phase, the project manager should occasionally review the process listing and sequence to remove eliminated processes, identify or include new or missing processes, and resolve differences in terminology of the process identifications.

During Lean Performance team training, the teams should complete several project tasks, the first of which is to determine what vendor software classes should be conducted and who should attend, based on the process listing and sequence identification. The on-site software classes should not be held until after the process requirements are defined and each process value-added what is fully recognized and understood. Development of company software expertise is critical to answering the process owners' questions about software support for their processes.

The Lean Performance project manager and training coordinator should schedule appropriate software education for all Lean Performance teams based on the requirements of their respective processes. A review of the process identifications should provide some insight. Final decisions on who should attend what training can be delayed until the process requirements are understood and documented. When process owners attend software training, the process requirements portion of their process work-flow standards should be completed; they can then use the classes to
begin to complete their decisions and documentation. An education and training plan should then be developed that incorporates the initial software and hardware competency training into a longer term plan. The education and training plan is developed by the training coordinator and referred to the steering committee for approval. It becomes the basis of the ongoing company practices in Lean Performance education and training. The education and training plan must address the training classes, Internet courses, video training, rosters, and sequence and timing of classes. The plan should consider the ongoing competency of personnel, especially transfers and new hires, and should include standards or other techniques to ensure the periodic measuring of competency and to provide for skills updating, especially those demanded by software upgrades and modification.
From a general competency perspective, classes that should be offered include:

- Orientation to material requirements planning (MRPII) and software terms (1/2 hour of classroom)
- MRPII overview: What will MRP II do for me? (1 hour of classroom)
- Getting started: What do I do to support software? (1 hour of classroom)
- Keyboard familiarity: How to navigate the system (1/2 hour of classroom)
- Train the trainer (for process owners; 1 hour of classroom)
Figure 10.3 Training Assignments Spreadsheet

- General system use and important inquiries (for all system users; 1 hour of classroom)
- Report generation (for interested system users; 1 hour of classroom)

User-specific training and exercises are presented just before going live with the new process and should include task or user process-specific process workflow and work instruction training. The reason for holding off on this training at this point is that specific training by facility for plant- or facility-identified processes is enhanced once the teams have uncovered the common processes of the plants. Project trainers should work with the project manager to develop and maintain a spreadsheet to manage and communicate project training schedules (Figure 10.3).

**Finance Team Tasks**

The finance team is responsible for the activities of process owners and customers in the following process areas:

- Financial management
- Plant accounting
- Business planning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Kelly</td>
<td>1B</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9459</td>
<td>NT-IQ</td>
<td>Admin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Julie</td>
<td>1F</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>N/L</td>
<td>APIAR Clerk</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Teresa</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Bus, Planner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Betty</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3543</td>
<td>5759</td>
<td>1780</td>
<td>Cust, Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Melinda</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5723</td>
<td>1780</td>
<td>Cust, Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>George</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2870</td>
<td>3720</td>
<td>1780</td>
<td>Cust, Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Vickie</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3893</td>
<td>3892</td>
<td>1780</td>
<td>Cust, Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Nancy</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3310</td>
<td>5745</td>
<td>1780</td>
<td>Cust, Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Rhonda</td>
<td>1C</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>N/L</td>
<td>Data Entry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Debra</td>
<td>1G</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>N/L</td>
<td>Data Entry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Cindy</td>
<td>1M</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2513</td>
<td>6445</td>
<td>EDS Admin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Shari</td>
<td>1E</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Engr</td>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Mel</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3934</td>
<td>5744</td>
<td>1762</td>
<td>Engr Indust</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Bill</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3844</td>
<td>3844</td>
<td>1763</td>
<td>Engr Indust</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Greg</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>3720</td>
<td>9560</td>
<td>Engr Product</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Vickie</td>
<td>1S</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>N/L</td>
<td>Engmg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Jennifer</td>
<td>1F</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3346</td>
<td>6527</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>AR/DV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Debbie</td>
<td>1F</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>N/L</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Charlotte</td>
<td>1F</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2181</td>
<td>6412</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>PC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Jo</td>
<td>1F</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2854</td>
<td>6498</td>
<td>9585</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Joan</td>
<td>1F</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3941</td>
<td>6616</td>
<td>9585</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Pat</td>
<td>1F</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2361</td>
<td>6436</td>
<td>9585</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Renee</td>
<td>1F</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1004</td>
<td>6504</td>
<td>9585</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>PC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Julie</td>
<td>1F</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2206</td>
<td>6426</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Carol</td>
<td>1F</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3666</td>
<td>6636</td>
<td>9585</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Mike</td>
<td>1F</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3979</td>
<td>6618</td>
<td>9585</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Chris</td>
<td>1F</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2369</td>
<td>3709</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Kim</td>
<td>1F</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3952</td>
<td>6619</td>
<td>9585</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Suzie</td>
<td>1F</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2295</td>
<td>6426</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Dave</td>
<td>1F</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2721</td>
<td>6420</td>
<td>9585</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Angela</td>
<td>1F</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>N/L</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Sam</td>
<td>1F</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3496</td>
<td>6509</td>
<td>9585</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 10.3 Training Assignments Spreadsheet**

- General system use and important inquiries (for all system users; 1 hour of classroom)
- Report generation (for interested system users; 1 hour of classroom)

User-specific training and exercises are presented just before going live with the new process and should include task or user process-specific process workflow and work instruction training. The reason for holding off on this training at this point is that specific training by facility for plant- or facility-identified processes is enhanced once the teams have uncovered the common processes of the plants. Project trainers should work with the project manager to develop and maintain a spreadsheet to manage and communicate project training schedules (Figure 10.3).

**Finance Team Tasks**

The finance team is responsible for the activities of process owners and customers in the following process areas:

- Financial management
- Plant accounting
- Business planning
The overhead cost accumulation overview illustrates how indirect manufacturing costs are accumulated. Reports are generated, and the final journal entries are produced to record the absorption or recovery of manufacturing overhead costs. Overhead costs are accumulated in established departments or cost centers through the coding structure and the normal accounting process of sorting and summarizing transactions.

**Figure 10.4 Overhead Cost Accumulation Model**

Finance team activities include reviewing project objectives deployed during Lean Performance Planning. Along with the other teams, the finance team will complete appropriate Lean Performance Analysis masters to connect their processes to the lean business policies and lean project strategies. The finance team also determines how to provide all other performance measurements proposed during the Lean Performance Analysis through the use of system central data. This task usually involves determining system structural setup issues, including the financial perspective on database structures.

The finance team also conducts a review of system setup criteria to determine how data setup will include product lines and/or business segments or units in item masters and how the data setup will include standard base account structures to minimize the use of reference fields in financial consolidations and to enable faster period-end reporting with minimum account reconciliation. The finance team develops an overhead allocation method that allocates corporate and regional costs at the plant-site level to allow appropriate full-absorption costing and timely reporting of costs and determines appropriate usage of variable vs. full-absorption costing (see Figure 10.4 for an example).
The finance team also conducts a review of software package setup requirements and audits the existing system for accounting data completeness, accuracy, and effectiveness in costing manufacturing processes. The team verifies system files and all accounting data subject to data load and/or conversion, including work centers, and enters correct accounting data where needed. The finance team rolls up system standard costs and verifies that they are accurate. They determine how to provide financial management performance reporting that ensures support for level-by-level performance measurements through an appropriate general ledger accounts structure (Figure 10.5). The finance team also recommends financial entity or site configurations that allow the collection and reporting of financial data according to lean business policies and strategies and project objectives and includes a determination of how to handle entities for joint ventures (Figure 10.6). Other tasks that are accomplished by the finance team include reviewing and establishing product line designations, setting up an exchange-rate system, and taking advantage of the system capability to establish budgets.

The finance team also works with the information team to determine an accounting and financial data conversion strategy that includes the steps to map accounting and financial system data with engineering item master data. The conversion strategy should include an audit of accounting data for completeness, accuracy, and effectiveness in regard to costing manufacturing processes. The finance team will enter accounting data where appropriate and roll up system standard costs and verify them. Finally (and especially because very often the finance team will tend to be ahead of other teams in their system training), the finance team does not make any final decisions on the use of system codes that have any bearing on other processes. Full Lean Performance team input will be included in final system setup decisions at the process test.

**Engineering Team Tasks**

The engineering team is responsible for the activities of process owners and customers in all engineering process areas. The engineering team is also assigned responsibility for improving the new product introduction and design and engineering processes described previously. Other engineering team activities include reviewing project objectives deployed during Lean Performance Planning and completion of Lean Performance Analysis masters to connect their processes to lean business policies and lean project strategies deployment. Engineering team activities also include comparing item masters and bills of materials (BOMs) to drawings, especially finding items referenced on drawings as manufactured that may be purchased instead. The team is also responsible for verifying correlation
Default System Accounts

The following table lists all of the accounts that are set up in the SYSTEM/ACCOUNT control file.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Account</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Account No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Receivables (AR*)</td>
<td>Asset</td>
<td>Invoice post, AR</td>
<td>01000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>Income</td>
<td>Invoice post</td>
<td>21000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales discount</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>Invoice post</td>
<td>21010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Tax) exempt sales</td>
<td>Income</td>
<td>Invoice post (Canadian)</td>
<td>Not used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PST*</td>
<td>Liability</td>
<td>Invoice post (Canadian)</td>
<td>Not used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales tax 1</td>
<td>Liability</td>
<td>Invoice post</td>
<td>11611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales tax 2</td>
<td>Liability</td>
<td>Invoice post</td>
<td>11611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales tax 3</td>
<td>Liability</td>
<td>Invoice post</td>
<td>11611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales terms (credit)</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>AR payment</td>
<td>21010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales cash</td>
<td>Asset</td>
<td>AR payment, AP checks</td>
<td>00100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales finance</td>
<td>Income</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>70600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COGS material</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>SO shipment</td>
<td>30000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COGS labor</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>SO shipment</td>
<td>31000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COGS burden (variable)</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>SO shipment</td>
<td>40000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COGS overhead (fixed)</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>SO shipment</td>
<td>40010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COGS subcontract</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>SO shipment</td>
<td>30010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payables</td>
<td>Liability</td>
<td>Vouchers, checks</td>
<td>11000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP* discount</td>
<td>Income</td>
<td>Checks</td>
<td>70610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expensed item receipt</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>Vouchers</td>
<td>42600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expensed item usage variance</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>Vouchers</td>
<td>Not used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expensed item rate variance</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>Vouchers</td>
<td>Not used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of production</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>Nonproductive labor, SFC close</td>
<td>42000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor (absorbed)</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>SFC, repetitive, WO close</td>
<td>31200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burden (absorbed)</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>SFC, repetitive, WO close</td>
<td>49800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory</td>
<td>Asset</td>
<td>Inventory transactions</td>
<td>02000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO* receipts (accrued AP)</td>
<td>Liability</td>
<td>PO receipt, voucher</td>
<td>11000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchases</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>PO receipt (noninventory)</td>
<td>42600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead applied</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>PO receipt</td>
<td>49810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcontract</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>PO receipt (if no work order)</td>
<td>46000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10.5 General Ledger Accounts

of system fields in item masters, BOMs, work centers, and routings between new and old enabling software.

The engineering team takes on the responsibility of proposing manufacturing BOMs and routings to the operations and materials Lean Performance teams. By proposing, we mean exactly that. The engineering team assumes ownership of product data, and many system data management functions are dependent on product data settings and structures. By proposing manufacturing BOMs and routings to the operations and materials teams, the engineering team is recognizing that, while they may have the system authority to control how system data are established and
### Default System Accounts

The following table lists all of the accounts that are set up in the `SYSTEM/ACCOUNT` control file.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Account</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Account No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scrap</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>WO receipt</td>
<td>42200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work in process</td>
<td>Asset</td>
<td>Work in process, backflush, repetitive</td>
<td>02100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory discrepancy</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>Inventory counts</td>
<td>30210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost revalue</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>GL(^c) cost change</td>
<td>30220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor stock</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>WO close</td>
<td>30280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO price variance</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>PO receipt</td>
<td>30230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP usage variance</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>Voucher</td>
<td>30240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP rate variance</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>Voucher</td>
<td>30250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method variance</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>WO close</td>
<td>30260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer variance</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>Multisite transaction</td>
<td>30270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material usage variance</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>WO close</td>
<td>30241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material rate variance</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>WO issue, WO close</td>
<td>30251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor usage variance</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>SFC, repetitive, WO receipt</td>
<td>31240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor rate variance</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>SFC, repetitive</td>
<td>31250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burden usage variance</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>SFC, repetitive, WO receipt</td>
<td>49840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burden rate variance</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>SFC, repetitive</td>
<td>49850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcontract usage variance</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>WO close</td>
<td>30242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcontract rate variance</td>
<td>Expense</td>
<td>WO close</td>
<td>30252</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) AR = accounts receivable.
\(^b\) PST = DEFINE.
\(^c\) COGS = cost of goods sold.
\(^d\) SO = DEFINE.
\(^e\) AP = accounts payable.
\(^f\) SFC = DEFINE.
\(^g\) WO = work order.
\(^h\) PO = purchase order.
\(^i\) GL = general ledger.

---

**Figure 10.5  General Ledger Accounts (cont.)**

Maintained, they recognize the value of the input of process owners who use that system data in the actual manufacture of products. The Lean Performance approach allows for the establishment of appropriate hand-offs and checks and balances in the development of product structures while recognizing that the ownership responsibility and maintenance of the BOM and routing standards properly belongs to engineering. Reciprocally, the operations and materials teams are responsible for communicating through the use of these BOMs and routing standards as they establish system operations and transactions. The materials team and operations team will also produce their own standards (material flow.
1. Can set up one database for each site and separate financials for each entity
2. Sites 1 and 2 are in one database, separated by entity code
3. Site 3 in a separate database
4. Financials consolidated at Corporate
5. Can use alphanumeric characters or all numeric to identify entities and sites
   - Income Statement, Balance Sheet
7. We can share common master files
   - i.e., Customer files, Vendor files
8. The field size is 4 characters
   - 1st field represents the division = assigned by corporate
   - 2nd field represents the geographic area = assigned by corporate
   - 3rd and 4th fields will be assigned by the respective sites

Figure 10.6 Database Financial Entities

diagrams) to communicate and manage the flow of product and corresponding system transactions (more about this topic later).

Ownership and management of system data used by other process owners includes a recognition of responsibility to abide by the lean cultural principles, particularly the one proposing that the next process is your customer. The engineering team has several tasks to perform in order to ensure that all downstream customers of system data are receiving or have access to adequate and accurate data. The terms adequate and accurate in this context imply the attribute of quality. Data maintained in processes owned by the engineering team drive many other processes downstream, and quality data are as important to the satisfaction of the external customer as are quality materials or physical processing of those materials. To ensure the quality of system product data, the engineering team will audit engineering BOMs for completeness, accuracy, and manufacturing effectiveness. The team will copy the engineering BOMs to the manufacturing BOM data area in the software or enter the manufacturing BOMs (where needed). The engineering team will audit manufacturing routings for completeness, accuracy and effectiveness in supporting manufacturing processes, and copy or enter routings to the new software where needed.
It is usually appropriate to assign ownership of the item master file to the engineering team, because they generally are the first to enter part-identified data into the system, as well as any additional necessary product data for all sites. The engineering team is responsible for maintaining the accuracy and completeness of system product data and has the task of determining team ownership of engineering BOMs as well as usage of product codes in an item master. Another issue of ownership that must be settled by the engineering team is that of determining design engineering questions such as the local or central ownership of product drawings or the governance of product drawings maintained away from the engineering location. The engineering team is also responsible for communicating policy decisions regarding these and other relevant engineering team items to the greater project team. The engineering team will work with the information team to develop a plan to convert existing system fields in the item master, engineering BOMs, work centers, and routings to the new system. They will also develop a plan to input any additional necessary product data information.

A key issue for the engineering team on many projects is to determine how item masters and engineering BOMs will be downloaded or otherwise made available to the appropriate manufacturing site or sites when released for production. In addition, the team will often need to determine the engineering data conversion strategy (including a plan to map and convert engineering data along with other system data) and the policies and processes required to maintain the product data after the system is live. Often, an engineering data maintenance policy is issued to clarify and communicate these policies; for example, the item master is maintained by the engineering drawing owner, and central or perhaps corporate product engineering owns the item master file. In this case, item masters are downloaded or otherwise made available to a manufacturing site upon release of the product for manufacture. Correspondingly, in this example, central or corporate product engineering owns the BOM and communicates that policy (along with the process to make engineering BOMs available to the manufacturing sites) via download or other transmission upon the release of product.

**Project result: preliminary bills of materials and routings**

**Materials Team Tasks**

The materials team is responsible for the activities of process owners and customers in the following process areas:

- Customer relationship management
- Sales and marketing
Inventory management and logistics  
Supplier management  
Purchasing

The first materials team activity is to review project objectives deployed during Lean Performance Planning. Along with the other teams, the materials team completes the appropriate Lean Performance Analysis masters to connect their processes to lean business policies and lean project strategies. The materials team should also review and verify relevant system files, including those containing materials planning data, vendor master data, and price and customer master data that are subject to data load and/or conversion.

The most challenging task that the materials team will complete is developing an overview diagram of each manufacturing and warehouse facility, one that includes a representation of all physical material movement and storage. This material flow diagram will be the standard for discussions and decisions on a wide range of questions and issues and is a further use of the visual management practices of lean production, modified to include the purposes of data and information/support process integration. The material flow diagram includes:

- Work centers  
- Work cells  
- Assembly lines  
- Quality control inspection areas  
- Quality control hold areas  
- Quality control test areas  
- Slipping  
- Component staging  
- Vendor returns  
- Component storage  
- Receiving purchased materials  
- Receiving outside operations materials  
- Customer returns  
- Work-in-process staging, racks, lanes  
- Finished goods storage, racks, lanes  
- Pull locations, racks, lanes  
- Scrap areas  
- Rework areas  
- Shipping lanes  
- Docks

The materials team includes on the material flow diagrams the sequence of production activity and material moves for all products, product lines,
and production lines. The materials team completes the material flow analysis by verifying one complete BOM and routing for each major product. To complete this important task, the team begins with the finish point of the product and "pulls" through the final assembly, assembly, subassemblies, and raw materials until the complete product structure is accounted for.

Using material movement labels, the team identifies all material consumption, staging, and storage points in the flow by work center or line. Team members verify locations required for material support and illustrate all material storage, staging, and consumption by warehouse, location, and work center or line. Team members use material movement indicators to highlight any material queues and label all pull locations and/or lanes. Care should be taken to highlight stocking levels, paypoints, checkpoints, and hackflush points. Figure 10.7 shows an example of the type of diagram that should be produced. Recommended transaction points are labeled on the diagram, and the necessary system transactions are documented. Product flow cycle times (expressed in shifts per day) are also noted. Figure 10.8 provides an example of material flow transactions.

**Operations Team Tasks**

The operations team is responsible for the activities of process owners and customers in the process areas of production and operations management, maintenance, and quality. The operations team is also assigned the responsibility of improving the previously described maintenance and quality management processes. Along with the other teams, operations team activities include reviewing the project objectives and completing the appropriate Lean Performance Analysis masters to connect their processes to the lean business policies and lean project strategies. The operations team begins by reviewing the proposed BOMs, routings, and material flow generated by the engineering team and the proposed material flow documented by the materials team. Using these preliminary standards, the operations team analyzes product flow, backflush, and the use of paypoints to evaluate their accuracy and adequacy. The team illustrates any process tasks or conditions that are based on or are the result of decisions taken due to plant layout or other physical limitations. If desired, team members can provide recommendations for new layouts where they might be beneficial. Team members identify and correct any work-in-process conditions where material is issued, consumed, and/or moved for longer than one shift per day without a controlling backflush transaction. They also draw attention to any condition where material moves across more than one work center without a controlling backflush or paypoint,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Transaction</th>
<th>Flow Rate (per hour)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Receive raw material, components, and subassemblies from suppliers, outside processes, or outside subassembly department</td>
<td>Receipt to stock location</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Production reporting of finished field coil subassembly by pieces; link to final assembly schedule</td>
<td>Routing paypoint; <em>backflush</em> raw materials</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Production reporting of finished outer frames by standard <em>pallet</em> load</td>
<td>Routing paypoint; backflush frame from storage</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Production reporting of pole face, <em>shift</em> levers, lams, commutators, and commutator ends</td>
<td>Routing paypoint; <em>backflush</em> raw materials</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Receive bar stock</td>
<td>Purchased receipt to stock</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Issue bar stock to production</td>
<td>Material issue to production</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Production reporting of clutch and pinion assembly</td>
<td>Routing paypoint; backflush components</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Production reporting of frame assembly</td>
<td>Routing paypoint; <em>backflush</em> components</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Production reporting of <em>brush</em></td>
<td>Routing paypoint; <em>backflush</em> raw material</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Production reporting of powder metal inner frame</td>
<td>Routing paypoint; backflush raw material</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Production reporting of shell and pinion; send to outside</td>
<td>Routing paypoint; report scrap operation</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Receive shell and pinion from outside operation</td>
<td>Receive to stock</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Production reporting of shaft; send to outside operation</td>
<td>Routing paypoint; report scrap</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Receive <em>shaft</em> from outside operation</td>
<td>Receive to stock</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Production reporting of armature assembly</td>
<td>Routing paypoint; <em>backflush</em> components</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Production reporting of completed housings</td>
<td>Routing paypoint; <em>backflush</em> components</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Final assembly and paint</td>
<td>Routing paypoint; <em>backflush</em> <em>components</em>; finished <em>goods</em> to stock</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Shipment to customer</td>
<td>Finished goods deduction from stock</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 10.8 Material Flow Transactions*
unless this material flow is continuous without interruption. If the flow is not continuous, the team should develop improvement suggestions and research and test them until a resolution is achieved.

*Project result: final BOMs and routings*

The operations team also validates the representation of material storage, staging, and consumption by warehouse, location, and work center or line on the material flow diagrams. Team members also confirm the accuracy of the material movement indicators on the material flow diagrams to ensure that all locations required for material support are included. Team members add or delete locations as required.

*Project result: final material flow diagrams*

*Project result: final material flow transactions*

**Information Team Tasks**

One of the more important information team tasks is to plan the data conversion strategy. Working with the finance and engineering teams, the information team considers how to convert the financial and accounting data and map the data to the engineering item master data, wherever possible, as well as how to automate the data load wherever practical. Early on in the planning of the data conversion, the information team should verify the database configuration, which could involve considering a database for simulations and planning and ensuring that multisite product planning and sourcing can be performed if necessary. Consultation with the materials team should provide insight into those issues. The data conversion plan should also define postimplementation system data policy and processes, including real-time data updates and local ownership of processes. The data conversion plan also determines appropriate data export/import and transfer capability among databases after system implementation, especially for special cases such as product designed in one region (data entity) but manufactured in another region (data entity). The information team consults with the project trainer and facilitator to determine the use of the database for training, including periodic refreshes of data and use of data in system testing.

The information team also verifies the findings of the finance, engineering, and materials teams concerning system files subject to data load and/or conversion. This pertains to all engineering data: item masters, BOMs, routings, all finance and accounting data (including work centers), and all materials data (including planning data and vendor masters). The information team has the responsibility of mapping all system fields in the item masters, BOMs, work centers, routings, planning data, customer
and vendor masters, etc., for conversion. The information team also verifies basic system capabilities and compatibility and identifies any required data elements that are not provided in the standard software.

The information team obtains agreement from other teams and establishes the structure and use of numbering conventions for implementation, including customer numbers, part numbers, drawing numbers, vendor numbers, and all other system numbering conventions. Needless to say, this can turn into a project in itself. A recommendation here is to avoid the use of significant numbering schemes, at all costs. In fact, this is a good time to revisit the use of numbering schemes in light of the data search capabilities of today's systems and to consider scrapping outdated numbering significance schemes. The information team should also review all team code definitions and recommend revisions where necessary. The team should examine any team-recommended requirements to assign values to available system fields and resolve the use of alphanumeric capabilities.

The information team finalizes ongoing training and education to support the technical aspects of the software and hardware. The information team is responsible for all system-integration tasks, such as those involving customer data, EDI, XML, or FAX. The team coordinates the establishment of systems communications capability and all hardware and software setup (more on this topic below) later in the project cycle. As for the other teams, information team activities include reviewing all lean policies and strategies deployed by the steering committee through the Lean Performance Analysis. The information team contributes to achieving the project objectives by leveraging their knowledge of new system capabilities and providing suggestions to all other teams about the use of new technologies available.

The information team adds their input to the Lean Performance Analysis by completing the information system deployment area of the Lean Performance Analysis masters. The goal here is for the information team members who are specialists in software support to share their knowledge of specific software capability to support management strategies and objectives. In this way, we hope to leverage team members' knowledge of existing business processes and their insights into how new technologies might improve those processes. Information system deployment defines information system functionality sought by team members (system users) to achieve the project objectives. The technology must link to the lean policies and strategies deployed by the steering committee. Essentially, information technology deployment provides the basis for completion of the Lean Performance Analysis. Participation in policy deployment enables any information technical expertise to benefit the project by demonstrating the practical use of new system capabilities. In this way, the information
team members are pointing the way to other teams to consider the use of new technologies in their processes.

Upon completion of the Lean Performance Analysis, information system deployment occurs when the information systems support engineers review the project strategies and suggest new or improved system capabilities that they have uncovered in the enabling software already present in the business or available to the project, whether it be enterprise resource management (ERP), manufacturing execution system (MES), operations planning system (OPS), customer relationship management (CRM), or supply chain management (SCM). The information systems support engineers tend to have more familiarity with new and available systems capabilities, and they can assist process owners in taking best advantage of the new system tools at a process level. Later, during the Lean Performance Analysis GAP exercise, information team members will play a critical role in suggesting software improvements to close documented system GAPS as they arise. For example, to support a deployed lean business policy of supporting lean manufacturing with a deployed lean project strategy of reducing manufacturing inventory which generates a project objective of eliminating the returned-goods storeroom, technology deployment might include utilizing the online credit capability of the software (Figure 10.9).

The appropriate process team reviews the Lean Performance Analysis technology and investigates the potential for incorporating this new tool at the process level, for whatever process the team members feel is appropriate. The Lean Performance Analysis masters are distributed to the project team
for review. Consider an aftermarket operations team determining that the fuel pump return process is a viable candidate for online credit capability. By revisiting the Lean Performance Analysis masters, the team is able to provide a summary report for the steering committee early in the Lean Performance Analysis. At this point, the masters should be distributed to all project team members for review and identification of the necessary processes and teams. Figure 10.10 summarizes the technology deployment examples that correlate to the lean business policies, lean project strategies, and project objectives examples shown in Figure 7.8. The information team activities also include managing the data conversion activities and system enhancements that are supported by the Lean Performance Analysis and approved by the steering committee. We will discuss the information team responsibility of performing and administering the stress test below.

**Lean Commerce Team Tasks**

Lean commerce relies upon an integrated approach to products, product structures, and data systems to supply the materials to manufacture what customers want when they want it. As the process test and eventual system implementation draw nearer, confidence in full-system integrated functionality becomes more critical. A preliminary process is necessary to determine the validity of critical EDI/XML and system programs and transactions affecting customer order recognition, order processing, and shipping, including ASNs. These lean commerce team activities are necessary to validate customer-sensitive system results and develop and perform data and logic testing on critical customer-facing processes. It may be necessary to design, develop, test, and implement additional system processes and capabilities to produce accurate EDI/XML data and enhance the customer-facing processes.

The lean commerce team reviews and expands the use of lean principles, tools, and practices across all the business processes in the company now that the team members have gained wider experience with lean applications as well as familiarity with the capabilities of new software to support the improved processes. This is especially necessary in environments where a best-of-breed solution is being leveraged and multiple vendors and packages have to be utilized in single or related cross-functional and eventually cross-enterprise processes. After testing, the lean commerce team designs new processes for utilizing the EDI/XML data for production planning and master scheduling to incorporate lean production smoothing and advanced production scheduling (APS) techniques. The lean commerce team should design new processes for customer data management, where needed, including customer masters, pricing (including retroactive pricing) contracts, and order management data. The team also
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GAP CONTROL</th>
<th>LEAN BUSINESS POLICY</th>
<th>LEAN PROJECT STRATEGY</th>
<th>DEPLOYED PROJECT OBJECTIVE</th>
<th>TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT</th>
<th>PROCESS IDENTIFICATION</th>
<th>LEAN PERFORMANCE TEAM</th>
<th>PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>Support Lean Mfg</td>
<td>Reduce Mfg Lead Time</td>
<td>Implement 24 hour turnaround of customer orders</td>
<td>Use system capability to generate pickpack less throughout the day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>002</td>
<td>Support Lean Mfg</td>
<td>Reduce Mfg Inventory</td>
<td>Implement IFull supplier management practices</td>
<td>Set the team to create commodity order recommendations at quantity/price break chosen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>003</td>
<td>Support Lean Mfg</td>
<td>Reduce Mfg Inventory</td>
<td>Eliminate returned goods stores</td>
<td>Utilize online credit capability of software</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>004</td>
<td>Support Lean Mfg</td>
<td>Implement Flexibility for Low Volume Products</td>
<td>Implement manufacturing line sequencing</td>
<td>Utilize system capability to sequence models and variations within a modular lines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>005</td>
<td>Support Lean Mfg</td>
<td>Implement Flexibility for Low Volume Products</td>
<td>Implement multi-plant sourcing of finished goods</td>
<td>Implement multi-plant NPS capability, including capacity simulations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>006</td>
<td>Support Lean Mfg</td>
<td>Implement EDI, XML or other E-Commerce solution for interplant orders</td>
<td>Implement EDI, XML or other E-Commerce solution for interplant orders</td>
<td>Use messaging tests to notify placement of multiplant requirements immediately</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>007</td>
<td>Support Lean Mfg</td>
<td>Implement Supplier Purchasing And Qualification</td>
<td>Implement a pay-on-receipt process for vendors</td>
<td>Allow vendors access into scheduling systems to manage JIT deliveries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>008</td>
<td>Support Lean Mfg</td>
<td>Implement Activity Based Costing</td>
<td>Establish Product Target Costing</td>
<td>Establish simulating database for development of additional cost data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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designs any required new processes from customer order entry through shipping, evaluates packaged software alternatives to existing EDI or XML systems, and prepares cost analyses for any additional capability sought.

An evaluation of the benefits and costs of bringing in a new software system vs. enhancing the current system should be completed prior to any
### MANAGEMENT POLICY DEPLOYMENT AND MEASUREMENTS SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GAP CONTROL</th>
<th>LEAN BUSINESS POLICY</th>
<th>LEAN PROJECT STRATEGY</th>
<th>DEPLOYED PRODUCT OBJECTIVE</th>
<th>TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT</th>
<th>PROCESS IDENTIFICATION</th>
<th>LEAN PERFORMANCE TEAM</th>
<th>PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>009</td>
<td>Support Lean Manufacturing</td>
<td>Implement Process Integrated Document Tools</td>
<td>Implement Bar Coding for Plant Documents</td>
<td>System can be set up to print readable part #s on orders and pick lists</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010</td>
<td>Support Lean Manufacturing</td>
<td>Implement Process Integrated Bar Coding</td>
<td>Implement Bar Coding for Customer Requirements</td>
<td>Use system capability to scan confirm shipment, scan shipping charges, and produce invoices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>011</td>
<td>Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Engineering Processes</td>
<td>Design and Utilize Concurrent Engineering Processes</td>
<td>Provide access to engineering product data at the manufacturing sites</td>
<td>Use system capability to support online real-time access at all sites, at all times</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>012</td>
<td>Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Engineering Processes</td>
<td>Provide a Standard Software Format for Engineering Product Data Management</td>
<td>Implement a standard software package for engineering product data management</td>
<td>Investigate 3rd party and license options utilizing system data for lean minded, BOM, Routing, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>013</td>
<td>Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Financial Processes</td>
<td>Implement Central Cash Management</td>
<td>Determine and accommodate financial requirements of Canada, Europe (EU, VAT), Asia</td>
<td>Bid vs. 3rd party capability in place for project use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>014</td>
<td>Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Financial Processes</td>
<td>Implement Central Cash Management</td>
<td>Include currency considerations</td>
<td>Can utilize system settings configured to existing attached</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>015</td>
<td>Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Financial Processes</td>
<td>Implement Centralized Integrated Processing of Period Financial Closeout</td>
<td>Consolidate Regional Financial Statements</td>
<td>Reports should be hand-coded to utilize data available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>016</td>
<td>Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Financial Processes</td>
<td>Implement Centralized Integrated Processing of Period Financial Closeout</td>
<td>Consolidate global financial statements</td>
<td>Reports should be hand-coded to utilize data available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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purchase (although, all things being equal, it is generally best to go with vendor-supplied software). To effectively consider whether to bring in a new package or go forward with the existing one, an education process should occur that explores EDI/XML processing for manufacturing. If possible, benchmarking should be utilized to assess comparable processes.
GAP CONTROL
LEAN BUSINESS POLICY
LEAN PROJECT STRATEGY
DEPLOYED PROJECT OBJECTIVE
TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT
PROCESS IDENTIFICATION
LEAN PERFORMANCE TEAM
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

| 017 | Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Financial Processes | Implement Centralized Integrated Data Support, Processing and Monitoring at the Business Plan | Develop global standard reporting formats | Refer to Steering Committee for design of reports |
| 018 | Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Financial Processes | Implement Centralized Integrated Data Support, Processing and Monitoring at the Business Plan | Monitor, evaluate and report product line and manufacturing site profitability | Refer to Steering Committee for design of reports |
| 019 | Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Financial Processes | Implement Centralized Integrated Data Support, Processing and Monitoring at the Business Plan | Develop Period To-Date reporting including Regional Sales, Margin and Trends | Refer to Steering Committee for design of reports |
| 020 | Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Information Systems Management | Implement Global Standard Hardware and Software | Implement unmodified software packages | Modify Open Source packages only |
| 021 | Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Information Systems Management | Implement Global Standard Hardware and Software | Leverage vendor supplied software upgrades | Maintain simulation database to apply upgrades and 3rd party |
| 022 | Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Information Systems Management | Implement Global Standard Hardware and Software | Implement secure, data & software processes in a system that is accessible to the user | Utilize a systems management tool for all operations changes |
| 023 | Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Information Systems Management | Implement Global Standard Hardware and Software | Implement standards for systems uptime and reliability and measure and report performance | Identify all data and systems operations processes for measurement |

---
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in other similar businesses. Team assignments are then defined during a project planning activity that is followed by the actual assessment process. Depending on the results of the assessment process, the team will either proceed with improvements to the existing system or implement a new package along with any additional improvements.
Improving Process Performance Module 189

The lean commerce team then evaluates the scheduling processes in each plant in terms of overall effectiveness and efficiencies. Following this assessment, the lean commerce team should then design the lean improvements and/or new processes according to the findings of the assessments. The team develops requirements for implementing the model by concentrating on product structure, policy, development, processes, and training and recommends the necessary information system capabilities. The lean commerce team then builds the improvements, defines an implementation plan, and implements the plan. This process could be performed one plant at a time but would probably be more efficient if all plants were included as one project, particularly when the plants are interdependent or building the same or similar products. This is especially true from the standpoints of material planning and the desirability of developing new information systems capabilities from a uniform and complete design.

The lean commerce team then concentrates on shopfloor improvements, primarily pull systems. The initial team goal should be to define a specific area of a specific plant and build an effective model. The requirements for implementing the model can then be identified with operations, material, and system implications defined. When the lean commerce team builds an implementation plan and implements it, members of the team should include the process area coordinators and appropriate support from all process areas including finance, engineering, materials, operations, and information teams. The final activities for the lean commerce team are to establish the usage of system codes and develop the final control file configuration for the system. These activities are best performed during the process test later in the project when all process owners have had the opportunity to work with the software.

Performing Lean Performance Analysis

The Lean Performance Analysis tasks are the heart of the Lean Performance project. It would be reasonable to state that every task prior to this one has been a preparation for this task. Prior to the session, each team submits their selected Lean Performance Analysis masters for team distribution (Figure 10.11). The project manager should also distribute the summary status at this time (Figure 10.12). Completing the Lean Performance Analysis throughout the enterprise means that the teams improve all processes, produce process workflow, and work instruction standards; identify all process or system GAPs; document solutions to those GAPs; document the benefit to be obtained by implementing the new process or solution; and define a performance measurement for the new process solution. This is a fairly tall order. Before we describe the Lean Performance practices to accomplish that tall order, let's step back a bit.
A process must be identified and diagnosed (analyzed) before it can be improved. Often, this is not done systematically for several reasons. Perhaps the most prevalent reason is the denial of the existence of process problems, often in defense of process owners or the owning departments. There is also a tendency to move directly to a solution, even if it is inappropriate or at best a quick fix. Lack of knowledge about operations, problem areas, or systematic problem identification and diagnosis techniques can also lead to spirited defense of the process status quo. Power politics can sometimes play a defeating role as well. In technical innovation projects, the tendency to jump to the solution is great because of fascination with the possibilities of the technology itself. The Lean Performance Analysis approach assumes that all lean improvements to a process must provide added customer value or else they are not lean improvements and the activity has been a waste of time and money. Adding muda to a process is not an improvement because there is no customer value in waste.

Lean Performance Analysis uses the lean principles, lean diagnostic tools, and Lean Performance practices to identify process problems and opportunities. The analysis begins with defining specific elements of the problems and opportunities during completion of the process workflow. During this task, we make observations and gather data and owner/customer input that provide the basis for an analysis of data to determine the root causes of process problems. The general guidelines of Lean Performance Analysis are:

- Lean cultural principles govern.
- Challenge power players and those who work to subvert the open process of discussion and solution.
### MANAGEMENT POLICY DEPLOYMENT AND MEASUREMENTS SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GAP CONTROL</th>
<th>LEAN BUSINESS POLICY</th>
<th>LEAN PROJECT STRATEGY</th>
<th>DEPLOYED OBJECTIVE</th>
<th>TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT</th>
<th>PROCESS IDENTIFICATION</th>
<th>LEAN PERFORMANCE TEAM</th>
<th>PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>Support Lean Manufacturing</td>
<td>Reduce Manufacturing Lead Time</td>
<td>Implement 24 hour turnaround of customer orders</td>
<td>Use system capability to generate pick/pack lists throughout the day</td>
<td>Customer Order Processing</td>
<td>Materials Team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>002</td>
<td>Support Lean Manufacturing</td>
<td>Reduce Manufacturing Inventory</td>
<td>Implement JIT supplier management practices</td>
<td>Set the item master to create commodity order recommendations at quantity/price break chosen</td>
<td>Vendor Order Management</td>
<td>Materials Team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>003</td>
<td>Support Lean Manufacturing</td>
<td>Reduce Manufacturing Inventory</td>
<td>Eliminate returned goods stereosystem</td>
<td>Utilize online credit capability of software</td>
<td>Fuel Pump Returns</td>
<td>Aftermarket Operations Team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>004</td>
<td>Support Lean Manufacturing</td>
<td>Implement Flexibility for Low Volume Products</td>
<td>Implement manufacturing line sequencing</td>
<td>Utilize system capability to sequence models and variations within a model on all lines</td>
<td>Injector Line Management</td>
<td>Injector Operations Team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>005</td>
<td>Support Lean Manufacturing</td>
<td>Implement Honda's '0' Low Volume Products</td>
<td>Implement multi-plant MPS capabilities including capacity simulations</td>
<td>Advanced Production Placement</td>
<td>Advanced Production Placement</td>
<td>Team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>006</td>
<td>Support Lean Manufacturing</td>
<td>Implement Flexibility for Low Volume Products</td>
<td>Implement EDI, XML or other E-Commerce solution for interplant orders</td>
<td>Use messaging technology to facilitate placement of equipment requirements immediately</td>
<td>Advanced Production Placement</td>
<td>Advanced Production Placement</td>
<td>Materials Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>007</td>
<td>Support Lean Manufacturing</td>
<td>Implement Just-in-time and 5S</td>
<td>Implement a pay-to-ship process for vendors</td>
<td>Align vendors' delivery and schedule systems to manage JIT deliveries</td>
<td>Vendor Order Management</td>
<td>Vendor Order Management</td>
<td>Materials Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>008</td>
<td>Support Lean Manufacturing</td>
<td>Implement Activity Based Costing</td>
<td>Establish Product Target Costing/ MUDA Free Product Target Costs</td>
<td>Establish simulation costing database for development of additional cost data</td>
<td>Customer Order Quoting</td>
<td>Customer Order Quoting</td>
<td>Materials Team</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 10.12  Policy Deployment and Measurements Summary — Process and Team Identified*

Observe the workplace; only here will you be able to make the observations, collect the data, and elicit the process owner and customer insights that will provide the basis for Lean Performance. Focus as soon as possible on a specific process problem or opportunity.
### MANAGEMENT POLICY DEPLOYMENT AND MEASUREMENTS SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GAP CONTROL</th>
<th>LEAN BUSINESS POLICY</th>
<th>LEAN PROJECT STRATEGY</th>
<th>DEPLOYED PROCESS OBJECTIVE</th>
<th>TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT</th>
<th>PROCESS IDENTIFICATION</th>
<th>LEAN PERFORMANCE TEAM</th>
<th>PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>009</td>
<td>Support Lean Manufacturing</td>
<td>Implement Process Integrated Document tools</td>
<td>Implement Bar Coding for Plant Documents</td>
<td>System can be set up to print readily available parts on orders and pick lists</td>
<td>Manufacturing Order Management</td>
<td>Operations Team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010</td>
<td>Support Lean Manufacturing</td>
<td>Implement Process Integrated Bar Coding</td>
<td>Implement Bar Coding for Customer Requirements</td>
<td>Use system capability to scan confirmed shipments, scan shipping charges, and produce labels</td>
<td>Customer Order Management</td>
<td>Materials Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>011</td>
<td>Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Engineering Processes</td>
<td>Design and Utilize Consistent Engineering Processes</td>
<td>Provide access to engineering product data at the manufacturing site</td>
<td>Use system capability to support online real-time access at all sites, at all times</td>
<td>New Product Introduction</td>
<td>Engineering Team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>012</td>
<td>Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Engineering Processes</td>
<td>Provide a Standard Software Format for Engineering Product Data Management</td>
<td>Implement in standard software packages for engineering product data management</td>
<td>Investigate third party and interface options utilizing system data for new Models, BOM, Routing etc.</td>
<td>New Product Introduction</td>
<td>Engineering Team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>015</td>
<td>Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Financial Processes</td>
<td>Implement Centralized Management</td>
<td>Determine and accommodate financial reporting requirements (EU, US)</td>
<td>Bolts on 3rd party capability in place for project use</td>
<td>Accounts Receivable</td>
<td>Finance Team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>016</td>
<td>Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Financial Processes</td>
<td>Implement Centralized Management</td>
<td>Include currency considerations</td>
<td>Customized system settings configured to example attached</td>
<td>Accounts Payable</td>
<td>Finance Team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>017</td>
<td>Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Financial Processes</td>
<td>Implement Centralized Management</td>
<td>Consolidate Statements</td>
<td>Reports should be hand-coded to utilize data available</td>
<td>Financial Statement Reports Processing</td>
<td>Finance Team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>018</td>
<td>Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Financial Processes</td>
<td>Implement Centralized Management</td>
<td>Consolidate Global financial statements</td>
<td>Reports should be hand-coded to utilize data available</td>
<td>Financial Statement Reports Processing</td>
<td>Finance Team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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- Use the Lean Performance Analysis steps systematically.
- Make a thorough diagnosis of the process.
- Always work in teams (be sure there are no "Lone Rangers," especially those with personal agendas masquerading as processes or solutions).
Produce a process workflow standard for documentation; process documentation provides the vehicle for further understanding, suggestions, and improvements.

Do not jump ahead to a favorite solution; gather complete data on each process what first.
Distinguish between process analysis and solution; use any relevant lean diagnostic tool as a basically open-ended checklist to focus and trigger observation, analysis, and improvement, including:

- SDCA (standardize/do/check/act) and PDCA (plan/do/check/act)
- 3MUs (muda, mura, muri)
- 5Ss (sort, straighten, scrub, systematize, sustain)
- 5Ws-1H (who, what, where, when, why, and how)
- 4Ms (man, machine, material, and method)

Lean Performance Analysis utilizes the SDCA cycle, in which the process is:

- Standardized (identified and mapped): Process tasks are designed or identified with the process owners or customers at the what level, value-added tasks are confirmed, and current necessary tasks are challenged.
- Done (measured and improved): Measurements are identified at process checkpoints, tasks are mapped to process enablers (including new technologies) by the process owners, the process is improved to leverage new technology, unmodified software is applied, and the process workflow or other standard is produced.
- Checked (tested): Processes outputs are produced to the new standards in a test mode, GAPs are identified and solved, and measurements are confirmed at process checkpoints.
- Acted upon (implemented): Process owner acceptance is confirmed, process customer accepts output, process control and checkpoints are accepted, and process work instructions are completed.

After the project is completed, a PDCA cycle will be employed to continuously improve enterprise Lean Performance. Continuous Lean Performance allows lean enterprise environments that maintain process standards to plan process improvements by utilizing the Lean Performance Analysis cycle. In the ongoing PDCA cycle, proposed changes are documented on the process standard, process changes are done in test mode, results are checked, and new process designs are acted upon (implemented).

The Lean Performance Analysis SDCA/PDCA cycle develops process standards to ensure that your best practices are being followed. Following process standards results in processes that deliver high quality. Errors are prevented. Communication is possible. Successful application of the various lean diagnostic tools checklists usually precedes any attempt at a Lean Performance project in the information/support and management decision processes. Existing checklists already in use or the checklists presented in Chapter 6 can be adapted to the information/support and management decision process areas. Imagine using the 5S checklist in the
computer room! Great results can follow if the tools are used with uniformity and humor. Finally, the Lean Performance Analysis improves processes. An improved process necessarily changes how work moves through the process. An improved process changes organizational responsibility assignments in that it changes how work is done. Inevitably, when the process work is completed, organizational structuring work will be necessary. This restructuring will be addressed in the third phase of the project, continuous Lean Performance.

In order to complete the Lean Performance Analysis, we first must complete the process workflow task, which is begun by making sure that all information/support processes have been identified, by verifying process owners and customers, and by confirming the identification of these processes with the process owners and customers. The process workflow is developed by these process owners and customers, all of whom should agree to a process purpose statement. Existing documents and drawings or secondhand sources should not be used to develop the diagram. The project facilitator should create a spreadsheet or other management tool to schedule process definition meetings for process owners and customers (Figure 10.13). To complete this analysis,

- Follow one unit of work — an item, lot, order, or batch — through the entire process as it is currently performed.
- Define and map the steps or tasks of the process at a detailed input/output level to identify process requirements.
- Document every step in the process, including disruptions in the flow. Identify what really happens, not what is supposed to happen.
- Illustrate the what portion of the process (e.g., what tasks must be done to produce the desired output).

It is essential to begin to ask ourselves why we perform each task during the requirements definition activity so we retain only the value-added tasks in the process to produce outputs that our customers value. Figure 10.14 shows an example of a process at the requirements definition or task level. Process owners then prepare a draft process workflow of their processes with on the task section (process requirements) completed.

Project result: “before” process diagram

Now the process owners use each lean principle to examine the "before" process workflow diagram. They are looking for any deviation from lean principles and any non-value-added tasks and interruptions. We said earlier that the Lean Performance project would be governed by applying the lean cultural and lean transformational principles to the information/sup-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID NUMBER</th>
<th>1100</th>
<th>1200</th>
<th>1300</th>
<th>1400</th>
<th>1500</th>
<th>2100</th>
<th>2200</th>
<th>3110</th>
<th>3120</th>
<th>3130</th>
<th>3131</th>
<th>3132</th>
<th>3133</th>
<th>3134</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRIORITY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/S STATUS</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSED</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 10.13  Process Requirements Definition: Interview and Status Listing**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Material Disposition</th>
<th>Waste Disposal</th>
<th>Nuisance</th>
<th>Product Design</th>
<th>Non-Compliance</th>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>Plant</th>
<th>Facility</th>
<th>Forecast Accuracy</th>
<th>For Accuracy</th>
<th>Facility</th>
<th>Plant</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Open</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Owners and Customers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10.1.3 Process Requirements Definition: Interview and Status Listing (cont.)

<p>| Level | Management | Supplier Management | Receiving | Inspection | Warehouse | Store | Components | Store | Finished Product | Cycle Counting | Inspection | Physical Inventory | Shipment Requests | Ship Requests | Requests | Number | Priority | Status | Active | Closed | All Processes | Process Owners | Total |
|-------|------------|---------------------|-----------|------------|-----------|-------|------------|-------|----------------|---------------|------------|------------------|-----------------|-------------|----------|--------|--------|---------|--------|--------|----------|-------------|---------------|-------|
| 1     |            |                     |           |            |           |       |            |       |                |               |            |                  |                 |             |          |        |        |         |        |        |          |              |               |       |
| 2     |            |                     |           |            |           |       |            |       |                |               |            |                  |                 |             |          |        |        |         |        |        |          |              |               |       |
| 3     |            |                     |           |            |           |       |            |       |                |               |            |                  |                 |             |          |        |        |         |        |        |          |              |               |       |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer Order</th>
<th>Determine Order</th>
<th>Maintain Order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Profile Change</td>
<td>Record EDI Order</td>
<td>Receive EDI Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Record Mail Order</td>
<td>Receive Mail Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.3.1.1)</td>
<td>Record Fax Order</td>
<td>Receive Fax Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.3.1.2)</td>
<td>Record Telephone</td>
<td>Receive Telephone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.3.1.3)</td>
<td>Record Order</td>
<td>Receive Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.3.1.4)</td>
<td>Record Internal</td>
<td>Receive Internal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.3.1.5)</td>
<td>Record Order</td>
<td>Receive Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.3.1.6)</td>
<td>Record Data</td>
<td>Determine Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.3.1.7)</td>
<td>Record Order</td>
<td>Determine Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.3.1.8)</td>
<td>Record Production</td>
<td>Determine Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.3.1.9)</td>
<td>Record Production</td>
<td>Determine Production</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10.14  Process Requirements Definition: Order Entry
port and management decision processes. The Lean Performance Analysis is brought into sharper focus by applying the lean transformational principles to the emerging process workflow (Womack, J., and Jones, D., *Lean Thinking: Banish Waste and Create Wealth in Your Corporation*, Simon & Schuster, 1996):

- Precisely specify the value by product or family.
- Identify the value stream for each product.
- Make the value flow without interruption.
- Let the customer pull value from the process owner.
- Pursue perfection.

**Precisely Specify the Value by Product or Family***

*Value* is that product or service that process customers would specify as being what they need as the output from a given process. It is measured by what the customer is willing to pay. It can be discovered by taking the role of the customer and asking, "If I was the customer of this process, would I be willing to pay for it?"

Another way to think about value is

\[
\text{Customer value = what the customer got \div what it cost the customer}
\]


To precisely specify value by product or family is a broader concept than what we are attempting to address here. It is more to our purpose to target this activity as *precisely specify value by process and/or within process*. To do so, the process owners and customers ask and answer the following questions about their processes:

- Can you clearly identify the process?
- Is there an up-to-date process standard (BOM, routing, procedure, work instruction) with all the process tasks or steps identified?
- Could anyone in the company perform the process after some training, based on the process standards?

**Identify the Value Stream for Each Product***

We are going to need to start with a slight modification of this principle in that we are dealing with processes, and in a typical company many of these processes may involve one or more products. It would be more to

---

Table 10.1 Value-Added and Non-Value-Added Processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value-Added</th>
<th>Non-Value-Added</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ordering</td>
<td>Waiting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabricating</td>
<td>Counting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembling</td>
<td>Inspecting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packing</td>
<td>Checking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipping</td>
<td>Copying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filing a claim</td>
<td>Filing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


our purpose to identify the value stream for each process. The process owners and customers should be looking for value-added tasks to retain in their process (see Table 10.1) and should try to eliminate such non-value-added activities as:

- Expediting
- Temporary processes
  - Workarounds
- Supplemental processes
  - Extra systems
- Formal vs. informal systems

Next, the teams should determine if they have identified any additional tasks performed in the process that are not yet included on the process workflow standard and should ask if those tasks provide customer value (i.e., would customers pay for them if they knew we were doing them?). The teams should analyze each task on the process workflow diagram for value-added process time, using measurements such as dates and time stamps. Usually, value-added time will be measured in minutes and non-value-added time in hours or days. The teams then complete an improved process workflow diagram that does not include the non-value-added steps/tasks. Unfortunately, many process tasks are necessary for legal, regulatory, or business reasons, tasks such as auditing or invoicing. Before deciding to eliminate a non-value-added task, the teams should determine whether the task is required by regulation or law or is otherwise necessary for business survival and should decide where non-value-added steps
must remain for now because they are required by management or are cost trade-offs or space trade-offs.

**Make Value Flow without Interruption***

Flow is the uninterrupted movement of a product through the steps in a process and between processes. A definition of process flow would also be useful, because in the information/support process improvement arena we are dealing with a type of flow: "Flow is what changes the process from a static entity consisting of the work progressing through the inputs, tasks, and outputs into a dynamic concept. ...Flow varies from hour to hour and day to day. Flow is affected by volume, mix, new customer requirements, changes in people, environment and a host of other factors" (Source: Adair, C.R., and Murray, B.A., *Breakthrough Process Redesign: New Pathways to Customer Value*, AMACOM, New York, 1994, pp. 111–112). Because we are going to be working with process flow, it might also be useful to know what the characteristics of flow actually are and how to identify and measure those characteristics. To measure key flow characteristics, we start by documenting the time required and distance traveled for each unit of work using measurements such as dates, time stamps, feet, or yards. We want to find out if the process has any built-in interruptions or delays or any side journeys for the work in process (including paper). We can also chart the flow by measuring the distance that the unit of work moves. This process, much like the development of the material flow diagram, will bring to light any disconnected flow in the process. It should be clear that longer distances result in longer move times, longer move times result in bigger batches, bigger batches result in longer waits, longer waits result in more work in process, more work in process requires more space, more space results in longer distances, and on and on.

Measuring and documenting the time and distance characteristics of process flow also highlights other process characteristics — for instance, process interruptions. Process interruptions occur when tasks produce outputs at different rates. When tasks are mismatched, movement of work occurs in batches instead of flowing in small units, or the optimum small unit of one. Movement of process work units in batches always produces higher work in process. Again, think of paper in an information/support process as being the work in process. All interruptions to flow result in waiting time and longer process cycles. Just as in the physical product processes, variations in the task input rate lead to variations in the task output rate, set-up and changeover time expansion, quality problems, and

---

process breakdowns. Characteristics of intermittent flow include batches of more than one, task activity separation, unnecessary movement, and queues of work waiting for processing. With continuous flow, on the other hand, work is consistent and regular and is balanced, with stable capacity utilization (no one is over- or underloaded).

When work and the flow of work, including information work, are balanced, processes are synchronized with customer needs. How many instances can we think of where a downstream process is waiting for work but the upstream process is running a "batch" report? The generation of customer requirements to feed a shop schedule is perhaps the best example to use here. Timing the release of customer-order-based schedules by grouping the orders into processing batches defeats the very mechanics of pull and flow on the manufacturing floor that we have worked so diligently to obtain. The lean commerce model shown in Figure 4.1 provides for the delivery of customer requirements as they are received as rapidly as possible to the end fabrication area of shipping or assembly. The quicker the folks making products get the order, the quicker the order can be filled. A batch size of one is optimal for physical processes, and a batch size of one is also the goal of information/support processes in the lean enterprise.

The results of balanced flow include less work in process (and less paper) and the fastest throughput to downstream customers. Especially with the advent of workflow messaging technology, the capability to achieve balanced flow, to reduce batch quantity to one, and to increase the move frequency to one at a time creates the opportunity to link tasks from the information/support processes to the physical product processes and to enhance the capability of an already lean production environment to produce at the same (output) rate of the customer pull, thus achieving takt time implementation throughout the physical and supporting information processes.

**Let the Customer Pull Value from the Process Owner***

Pull occurs when the signal to initiate a process comes from downstream processes and ultimately the customer. Is the process directly connected to the customer? Does the process owner deal directly with the end customer? If so, does the process owner review the process with the customer regularly to ensure customer satisfaction? Is the process customer internal? If so, does the process owner review the process with the customer regularly to ensure customer satisfaction?

**Pursuit of Perfection**

The pursuit of perfection relies upon the maintenance and continuous improvement of the four preceding principles. To pursue process perfection, ask if there is a regular review of the performance metrics (cost, quality, delivery) of the process.

**Completing Lean Performance Analysis**

During the Lean Performance Analysis, we will suggest a process measurement for each process analyzed in the policy deployment Lean Performance Analysis stream. Process owners have invited customers to suggest improvements to the process and have determined whether or not recent improvements to the processes meet the goals of the lean transformational principles. They have analyzed and challenged the root causes of all the remaining process tasks, especially challenging non-value-added but apparently necessary tasks. Team members have utilized their knowledge of the traditional lean diagnostic tools to pursue perfection in their processes:

- **3MUs** (*muda, mura, muri*)
- 5Ss (sort, straighten, scrub, systematize, sustain)
- **5Ws–1H** (who, what, where, when, why, and how)
- **4Ms** (man, machine, material, and method)

Process owners now complete the process workflow standard to find out *how* the software will perform the processes. This is the most appropriate time for the teams to attend software education. Armed with their process workflow drafts specifying the process requirements, the process owners can enlist the assistance of the software vendors' trainers and consultants in answering the *how* questions. When applying a manufacturing software package, the team should:

- Obtain complete documentation from the vendor for each application.
- Evaluate standard software screens and reports for completeness and ease-of-use.
- Map and evaluate the standard software to the process requirements, highlighting any task not enabled properly by the software.
- Investigate the possibility of workaround solutions for any missing software features and capability.

We will revisit these issues during the GAP analysis that follows next. While most software for ERP and other manufacturing applications from solid vendors are packed with more process-enabling features than any implementation can reasonably use, occasionally application of the software creates additional tasks. Some of these software-required tasks may even appear to be *muda*. When applying new software, it is paramount to keep in mind that a value-added improvement is a change to a process task that increases value by reducing cost, improving quality, or speeding delivery, and any task added to the process by the enabler that does not increase value should be questioned, although we may have to live with some of them (the Lean Performance Analysis contains a vehicle for questioning process or system GAPS), below.

While documenting their processes, owners should assemble examples of key forms, documents, and computer reports and screens involved. This documentation is used to verify that the new system will accomplish the full range of process requirements, and it will be useful later in completing the process work instructions. The draft process workflow diagrams should be revised to include all necessary system supports at an input-output level (at the same time identifying any input and output problems and symptoms).

Trial and error team activity should take place while the software package capability is being investigated and applied. A willingness to ask why a task is performed and what value is provided to the customer is essential. A process workflow standard is complete when necessary and value-added tasks (what) are defined and agreed upon and the software package or other enabler is applied to demonstrate how the process will be done. The who, when, and where decisions are then agreed upon to confirm the definitions of process owners, customers, and process boundaries (see Figure 10.15).

While the process workflows are being completed, the project manager collects the Lean Performance Analysis masters with process and team identified and distributes the results to the team as well as the steering committee to keep them informed of developments. With the process workflow standard in hand, the process owners and customers are now ready for lean process improvement, during which they employ a question-and-investigate type of discourse to develop potential plans for improving the processes. Analyzing a process workflow standard is the single most effective technique for identifying opportunities for process improvement. Before the discussion gets more complicated, it is important to remember that examining the boundary tasks of two consecutive processes can result in the harvesting of low-hanging fruit (i.e., obvious improvements). Often, these improvements can be made by eliminating or reducing travel time and distance, duplicate counting and checking, or inspection of work being handed off from one "silo" to another.
As the process workflow standards near completion, process owners and customers should meet in cross-functional and cross-enterprise team meetings to challenge and improve their processes by evaluating and measuring process performance characteristics and measurements. Team members should meet with the project facilitator to examine their processes and ask critical Lean Performance questions regarding:

Figure 10.15  Fuel Pump Returns Process Workflow Standard
Process integration/total system focus: Are any opportunities or requirements presented by new software capabilities?

Process waste and strain: Does the process utilize more resources than necessary or require additional or redundant tasks? Do any process tasks cause a strain on the operating resources of the system? Do any process tasks cause waiting time or queues?
Process discrepancy. Who owns the process? Does the process have a co-owner? What is the process output? Where is the process performed? When is the process performed? How often is the process performed? Why is the process performed? Are the process owners and customers in agreement about process tasks and the need to perform them? Is the process based on a common data source?
**Process empowerment:** Have we eliminated process barriers and redundant counting, checking, and verifying tasks? Can we find any interdepartmental transfers and interfaces? Are handoffs and duplicate efforts involved in transferring paper, documents, data, or other process elements between or within departments or other process dividers? Are process owners closely linked to their process customers? Do any layers have to be removed? Do any barriers remain between the customer input and the decision makers, task doers, and process owners? Can the process be improved by local decision making or other empowerment? Are all employees involved in the process empowered to fulfill their tasks?

**Process effectiveness:** Does the process fulfill its purpose? Does the process reduce business risk? Does the process increase control over cost elements or causes, quality of output, and speed of output?

**Process efficiency and timeliness:** Is the process efficient? Does the process have any bottlenecks? How can these bottlenecks be eliminated?

**Process cost:** Does the process have a measurable cost? Are the measurements at a task (manageable) level? Are all cost drivers identified? If measurable cost is not possible, can a cost be estimated? Have we applied a vendor-supplied and -maintained software wherever possible? Have we minimized or eliminated the need to customize the software wherever possible?

**Process quality:** Are any of the process tasks based on (or produce) data or information not commonly accepted to be accurate? What is the root cause? How is process quality assured? What is the measured quality of the process? How often do we have to reprocess the work performed in this process because of an inaccurate result?

**Process speed:** Is process speed or throughput time being measured? Are these measurements at a task level? Does this process have any waiting periods, transfer time, or other queues, including batch processes? Can they be eliminated?

**Process complexity:** Can the process be simplified? Are any interdepartmental transfers or interfaces in evidence? Can they be reduced or eliminated? Is the process supported on a single CPU or server? If not, why not? Are all process data provided by a common central source (database)? Are the data dependent on the PC database?

**Process concurrence:** Are all tasks on the process performed in one process area and by one process owner? Where tasks are performed in more than one process area or by more than one process owner or co-owner, do any opportunities exist to provide a concurrent flow?
The completed process workflow standard is now ready for wider analysis. The teams meet to critique the processes using a practice called the GAP analysis. We are especially interested in those processes that have a system enhancement recommended or contain a critical realization of project objectives. GAPs, also known as problems or opportunities, are found at two levels in an organization. At the organization strategy level, products, services, and markets are the focus. In a Lean Performance project, processes and the GAPs found in them are the focus. In a reengineering project, the team would already have tackled the organization's strategic GAPs and attempted to redesign or redefine the products, services, mission, and markets.

The Lean Performance Analysis identifies process and system GAPs at the action or process level, so teams should refer any findings at the organization strategy level to the steering committee for new lean strategy development and management policy deployment during phase three. The Lean Performance project starts with developing lean business policies to be deployed at the action or process level, and process tasks, inputs, and outputs are the focus of these efforts.

Process and system GAPs are the identifiable impediments to better process performance. A process GAP is the difference between what the process provides and the process customer's minimum acceptable standard. A system GAP is the difference between what the enabling information technology system provides and the process owner's minimum acceptable standard. Process and system GAPs state system functionality sought or needed by process owners and customers to achieve project objectives derived from the lean business policies and lean project strategies. Solutions to process GAPs are proposed by process owners and customers when GAPs in the processes or system block attainment of project objectives. A cost/benefit estimate must be completed for each GAP identified. Site teams are empowered to act within the project scope to meet the project objectives. In the Lean Performance Analysis, the Lean Performance teams identify potential system GAPs when the manufacturing software is mapped to the process tasks. The GAPs are provided to the information systems team members, utilizing the open issue format, for preliminary analysis. Lean Performance teams also evaluate the workaround solutions for missing software features and capability highlighted by the process owners during development of the process workflow standards. The teams develop solutions that support full realization of lean project objectives at the process level. They select, prioritize, and submit solutions for system integration development to the steering committee through the use of the open issue process.

The information team has a number of important responsibilities to perform during the GAP analysis, the most important of which are
evaluating the effectiveness of the current use of PCs and identifying process tasks that occur on PCs but which may be candidates for central database and CPU support. The information team should evaluate processor utilization and effectiveness where more than one CPU is used in a process. The team should highlight process tasks that require support from multiple processors or servers, considering multimachine file support wherever necessary, and should suggest process improvements so that each process can occur on a single CPU where possible. The information team should analyze the process workflows for location handoffs and system data implications and confirm the effective application of unmodified standard vendor software, especially where use of standard software capability can possibly solve those GAPs identified by process owners. The team should also consider requirements and/or opportunities for process integration presented by new software. On another front, the information team should ensure that every process workflow is seamless to the users, suggest revisions where necessary, and confirm that the data process sequencing is optimal and that all new data elements are available for processing on the appropriate screens.

Prior to recommending any modifications to support proposed GAP solutions, the information team should determine where GAPs are only interim or phased requirements resulting from current system interfaces and limitations already being corrected. Information team members should also examine each process workflow using their knowledge of the enabling software to verify that the teams have taken full advantage of the opportunities presented. The information team should make sure that full benefit has been attained from the capacity of the data processes to automate the information/support processes or any tasks in the information/support processes, as well as integrating or linking information/support processes or individual tasks within information/support processes. The information team should look to resequence process tasks where possible in order to reduce muda in a process. This may involve linking more than one location together to share or process information or data, as in a cross-functional or cross-enterprise process. The information team should examine and report on all opportunities to inform, distribute, and/or share information or keep track of activities that are either within the information/support processes or outside of them but linked by task or other user dependency. Often, the information team members can see an unrealized opportunity to provide data for analysis or to perform analysis and provide data to another process. (Adapted from Davenport, T., Process Innovation: Reengineering Work Through Information Technology, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, 1993.)

Next, the facilitator should conduct Lean Performance team cross-functional and cross-enterprise Lean Performance Analysis GAP sessions with
all teams to analyze the GAPs selected at the process level by the respective teams. By beginning with the improved secondary and/or discrete processes, the cross-functional and cross-enterprise teams can eliminate a good deal of complexity and build from a solid foundation of already improved processes. The cross-functional processes can be analyzed sequentially by reviewing the discrete components and then can be presented concurrently to illustrate the full breadth of the process. Cross-functional processes depend on complex organizational (departmental) interaction due to conflicting priorities and schedules. Lean improvement of cross-functional processes may involve organizational restructuring to develop clear ownership, responsibility, and authority for a given process. The analysis of cross-enterprise processes resembles cross-functional process analysis. Again, the processes can be analyzed sequentially and then presented concurrently. The analysis also depends on complex organizational interaction across company boundaries. These lean improvements also involve organizational restructuring within and across companies. To accomplish this, it is necessary to develop a process-level case that demonstrates the benefits of utilizing the improved process and/or implementing the GAP solution.

The final element of the Lean Performance Analysis is the definition of process performance measurements. Processes are amenable to a variety of measurements, such as time to execute or cycle or the cost per cycle, as well as the variability, usefulness, and consistency of the process output. It is also possible to take "negative" measurements by concentrating on the occurrence of process input and output defects. During the Lean Performance Analysis, team members begin to define process performance measurements that will be formalized and implemented during the third phase of the project, Continuous Lean Performance. For now, it is enough to identify possible measurements and begin to monitor them for usefulness, prior to proposing them to the steering committee. At the conclusion of the GAP analysis, the teams determine candidates for modification, those processes for which a modification will demonstrate benefit. Each process owner illustrates GAPs in their own processes and recommends system enhancements to support the improved process (Figure 10.16).

The project manager should stop for a minute to evaluate current project performance compared to the established project objectives and to examine the early winners — that is, the new processes developed, processes improved, and processes made obsolete. What improvements have been gained? Where can these same lessons be applied? The project manager will want to review the Lean Performance Planning diagrams for adequacy and update and improve them where necessary. The teams should complete updating of the improved processes with process workflow standards before handing them off for development of process work instructions.
Producing Work Instructions

The teams are now ready to develop process work instructions for the completed process workflows by utilizing the approved project format. This is also the point in the project at which forms and other documentation are revised as required, with preliminary drafts being reviewed with supervisory and lead personnel for their revisions and approvals. The forms are then evaluated for completeness and order quantity, and beginning quantities of forms are ordered where needed. The work instructions are drafted in ISO 9000, QS, or other applicable format that identifies document and transaction flows and responsibilities (see sample work instruction in Figure 10.17). The process workflows are examined to determine where any manual procedures will be necessary for implementation, especially for the workarounds. The support for interim and/or phased implementation should be included in this assessment, as should references to all process work instructions in the process master index (Figure 10.18). The project quality assurance review should encompass all project diagrams completed thus far, and any diagrams for modified project deliverables should be updated, including:

- Process workflow standards
- Process work instructions
- Material flow diagrams
- BOMs and routings
Figure 10.17 Online Return Credit Work Instruction

Conduct a quality assurance review with the outside reviewer to validate the project results to date. Be sure to present the updated diagrams and other documents to report to the Lean Performance teams for approval before presenting them to the steering committee. Obtain approval to proceed with the implementation of improved processes from the steering committee. Then, begin the integrate systems module.
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Document cross reference
Document retrieval instructions
Management summary

Business planning
Business planning
Labor requirements
Material requirements
Purchase plan

Customer service
Quality reporting — customer returns

Invoicing
Cumulative shipped reconciliation
Pricing
Sales forecasting
Quoting
Order processing
Purchase order maintenance
Aftermarket order process

Production and operations management
Production line scheduling
Production line scheduling — pilot runs
Work in process — machining castings
Work in process — machining covers
Machining department material flow — castings/covers
Work in process — preassembly
Work in process — final 1 assembly
Work in process — final 2 assembly
Material flow map for preassembly, final 1, final 2
Manufacturing
Manufacturing flow for series
Manufacturing flow for series
Diecasting
Diecasting material flow
Shopfloor reporting — production reporting
Shopfloor reporting — labor reporting
Work order releases
Work order releases — component requisitioning
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- Plant maintenance — preventive maintenance
- Quality reporting and analysis — deficiency reporting
- Quality reporting and analysis — sort/rework/scrap
- Quality reporting and analysis — component sampling
- Quality reporting and analysis — small-parts inspection
- Quality reporting and analysis — machine-line inspection
- Quality reporting and analysis — preassembly inspection
- Quality reporting and analysis — final I inspection
- Quality reporting and analysis — final 2 inspection
- Quality reporting and analysis — final teardown
- Quality reporting and analysis — final visual
- Quality reporting and analysis — scrap accounting
- Tool and gauge control

**Supplier management**
- MRP reports — MRP review
- Contract management — purchase order process — requisitioning
- Contract management — purchase order process — purchase order generation
- Contract management — purchase order process — spot buys
- Contract management — purchase order process — expediting (domestic)
- Contract management — purchase order process — expediting (foreign)
- Contract management — purchase order process — reschedules
- Contract management — purchase order process — tooling orders
- Contract management — purchase order process — mailing purchase orders
- Contract management — purchase order process — MRO purchase orders
- Supplier evaluations — sourcing/quotations — selection
- Supplier evaluations — sourcing/quotations — approved vendor list
- Supplier evaluations — sourcing/quotations — supplier setup
- Supplier evaluations — sourcing/quotations — RFQ
- Supplier evaluations — sourcing/quotations — performance rating

**Inventory management and logistics**
- Master scheduling — demand determination
- Master scheduling — production mix/quantity
- Receiving — Arizona warehouse
- Receiving — incoming at plant
- Receiving — stockroom
- Receiving — incoming inspection
- Receiving — MRO supplies
- Receiving — sample parts

**Figure 10.18 Process Master Index (cont.)**
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Traffic — foreign exportation
Traffic — exportation of HAZMAT
Traffic — foreign warehousing
Traffic — Arizona warehouse
Traffic — returnable containers
Traffic — bar-wide labeling
Inventory control — cycle count
Inventory control — production report
Inventory control — lot control
Inventory control — parts recovery
Inventory control — piece-count verification
Inventory control — bulk issues
Inventory control — physical inventory
Work order release — designation
Warehousing — warehousing configuration

Financial management
Customs — importation of production material
Customs — MRO importation
Customs — exportation invoicing
NAFTA — certificates of origin
NAFTA — assembly descriptions
Product costing
Product costing — standard costs
Product costing — CRNY
Product costing — quality cost reporting
Cash management — petty cash disbursement
Payroll — distribution
Accounts payable
General ledger — financial statements
General ledger
General ledger — government reporting
General ledger — taxes
General ledger — month-end closing
Inventory accounting — valuation

Product engineering
ECN — setup
ECN — change notice
ECN — change coordination

Figure 10.18 Process Master Index (cont.)
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Bill of material — parts list maintenance
Research and development — development
Research and development — new product releases
Product masters — where first used list
Product masters — data maintenance
Engineering drawing — print distribution
Engineering drawing — drawing maintenance

Performance measurements
Bill of materials accuracy
Routings accuracy
Inventory accuracy
Shop delivery performance
Invoicing accuracy
Product quality

Control file setups
Sales quote control file
Sales order control file
Customer schedules control file

WMX = DEFINE.
WED = DEFINE.
MA = DEFINE.
MB = DEFINE.
TPP = DEFINE.
RTV = DEFINE.
MRP = material requirements planning.
MRO = DEFINE.
RFQ = DEFINE.
CRN = DEFINE.
ECN = DEFINE.

Figure 10.18 Process Master Index (cont.)
INTEGRATING SYSTEMS
MODULE

PROJECT TEAM TASKS

Installing Hardware and Software

The information team should begin to install system hardware and software, including printers. Although every system installation is different, some basic tasks are usually found in the installation of the hardware and software for every system. While a template covering the usual basic tasks is provided, the discussion here is more of a general review of the tasks that the hardware and software vendors most probably have outlined in great detail in their installation manuals. It should be noted that the information team technical support people have already attended hardware and software technical support training and should be thoroughly familiar with the manuals and other instructions prior to beginning installation of the software. This discussion is not intended to supersede those manuals; rather, it is intended as a guide for the project manager and to aid in constructing the overall project plan.

After installation of the system CPU (not discussed here), the next step is not always installing the application software, be it enterprise resource planning (ERP), manufacturing execution system (MES), customer relationship management (CRM), supply chain management (SCM), or other such applications. Usually the database and utility software must be installed first, after which the application software can be installed. A process should be established for verifying disk space, determining directory structures, and conducting periodic reviews of the error reporting to uncover hardware failures. The information team should also frequently review the system error reporting for operating system and application
software errors. The information team should be especially careful to document the processes they will employ to correct error situations, as suggested by system manuals or the error reporting itself.

*Project result: system recovery log*

**Initiating the System**

Any number of tasks are involved in initiating the system, including:

- Create user help fields
- Create startup scripts
- Set up generalized codes
  - Set up function keys
  - Set up batch identifiers
- Set up general ledger entities
  - Define the system/account control file
- Set up language codes and default language codes for users
- Set up company addresses
- Set up taxes, with only one tax system supported per database
- Set up currencies and exchange rates
  - Finalize address coding methods
- Define address control file

**Setting Up System Security**

System security is set up next, and most systems will include such requirements as:

- User IDs
  - Passwords
  - Menus

A list of users and the functions they will use is based on the process ownership from the process master index. A system menu report is run, and initial user menus for each system user are put in place.

**Creating Test and Training Environments**

Separate environments should be created as soon as possible for testing purposes, for training, and for the development of work instructions. Data files for the testing and training environments should be developed and loaded with real data, utilizing conversion programs for loading data where
possible. When the testing and training environments are stabilized, a baseline copy is kept for periodic refresh in the testing environment only. In the training environment, the project trainer has the final say on when (if at all) to refresh the data. No formal testing is provided in the training environment, as the process owners will provide plenty of that during the process test. The testing and training environments must be kept current as far as program changes, upgrades, and system setting decisions released to the production environment.

**Creating Production Databases**

The production database(s) are created only after completing all project testing and decisions at the conclusion of the process tests. Database connections are established for multiple sites and/or entities, and system users receive a listing or menu of the available databases.

**Testing System Setup**

Prior to the initial lean commerce team testing activity, all facets of the system setup are tested to uncover any hardware glitches and to verify that terminals communicate with servers and all communications software is functioning properly. Any emulation software is also tested, as are all modem, DSL, and T1 connections, as well as all printers and other peripherals. Network management software (on multiple databases, if installed) is also tested.

**Managing the Data Conversion Process**

Management of the data conversion process includes the following actions:

- Review the results and recommendations of the Lean Performance teams.
- Identify related files of both the new system and the current system.
- Evaluate the field-to-field correlation between the two systems.
- Determine record sizes and numbers.
- Determine the capability to automate data load for engineering and financial data.
- Verify the database transfer capability.
- Finalize the method of data load (manual, automated, or some combination).
- Use the testing and training environments to test conversion routines and programs.
Be sure that process owners and customers validate data during all testing activities.

*Project result: data management/data conversion strategy*

Plan the conversion itself, being sure to include confirmation that supporting systems have been converted and are successfully running.

- Include cutover timing and its implication (e.g., before or after material requirements planning [MRP]).
- Finalize interface issues and testing requirements.
  - Specify requirements for preparation of data and the impact of any fields that must be manually converted or conditioned.
- Determine procedures for converting data.
- Develop a contingency plan for errors.
  - Complete the conversion plan, being sure to include dates, tasks, and work steps.
  - Publish the data conversion workplan so project team members can review and comment.

*Project result: final conversion and cutover work plans*

**Evaluating Additional Software Packages and Interfaces**

Evaluating additional software packages and/or interfaces that have been proposed by the Lean Performance teams includes the following steps:

- Identify related factory systems for quality, shipping, engineering, shopfloor, inventory, scheduling, etc., based on input of the lean commerce team.
- Determine use of system FAX capability for supplier management or any other processes suggested by the teams.
- Verify the customer EDI/XML strategy.
- Identify necessary interfaces to accounting, order entry, forecasting, and shipping, including:
  - EDI/XML
  - Payroll
  - Pitney Bowes Freight Management
  - UPS or Federal Express
  - U.S. Postal Service
- Document the use of appropriate systems technology to support processes, projects, and strategies with identified enablers.
- Establish contacts and help-desk support for third-party applications.
Assign process owner responsibility for all but the system-level setup technical issues.

Process owners are responsible for operating their own process applications and should be able to provide process workflow and work instruction documentation for operation of the third-party process support. The next important task for the information team to complete is to overlay the overview diagrams of the process areas with the system supports for the process areas. The team then closes the loop on all system process support decisions and presents the visual results to the project manager, project team, and steering committee (Figure 11.1). The team ensures that all project team members' applications and processes are included.

**Conducting Process-Oriented System Design**

Evaluating and planning the modifications programming begins when the process/system architecture is finalized. The first task in conducting process-oriented system design is to establish standard forms and templates for project documents, including screen and report samples. They should be based on the layout of the standard system software screens and reports wherever possible to ensure a uniform look and ease of functionality when mapping fields to screens and reports. It is always easier to insert fields into "clones" of existing system screens, especially when attempting to maintain system upgradeability using vendor upgrades, but doing so is not always possible. Sometimes a screen contains field references that occupy what might otherwise be available space. Rather than using space reserved by the vendor for a field that your process owners and customers may want to utilize in a future release, a new screen can be built that is based on the existing screen, and the unmodified screen is reserved for future use.

Next, forms and methods for documenting technical specifications are determined and examples of the following elements are developed based on the process workflow:

- Conceptual design specifications document
- External design specifications document
- Internal design specifications document
- Detail design specifications document

This step is followed by organizing a system design team that includes members of the existing Lean Performance information team, as well as temporary hires, contractors, consultants, and vendors who are providing services. Information systems design team training covers process workflows
Figure 11.1 Process/System Overview Diagram
and work instructions. Team members should become familiar with the design policies regarding wraparounds or outside program calls for insertion of logic so as not to intrude into system source code (a standard screen and report design example can be provided). Any report that extracts, processes, and presents data is not a modification.

**Project result: design team organization chart**

**Summarizing Proposed Modifications**

To summarize the proposed modifications:

- Review completed process workflow documents and verify that GAPS cannot be solved by standard or known third-party available software.
- Prepare a list of reports, screens, and forms needed to support required process outputs.
- Prepare samples of all new (cloned) screens, reports, and forms using representative process data.
- Verify field-level correlations of all forms, including purchase orders, invoices, customer order acknowledgments, shop paper, shippers, and bills of lading.
- Review samples of forms with appropriate users and determine the number of copies of each form that will be needed to perform the improved process.
- Reduce the number of forms as much as possible and modify forms as required to follow the flow of data input.
- Perform a review of proposed modifications with software vendors. Verify that the proposed modifications are actually necessary by researching vendor-supplied solutions already available in current or pending releases of software and user-group and third-party offerings.
- Confirm the potential modifications and estimate time and cost.
- List any and all proposed modifications to the standard package, including new and revised data elements, records, screens, and reports; also list all new programs and processes.

**Project result: preliminary program modification listing**

Review the results with the process owners and customers, then revise estimates to include the timing, cost, and criticality of each modification and enhancement.

**Project result: revised program modification listing**
Determine high-priority items
Develop a programming schedule.
Specify those that will and will not be ready before the system “go-live” date.
Review all planned modifications with steering committee and obtain approval to proceed.
Finalize a design team workplan that includes time and resource estimates for all tasks to be performed by the team.

Project result: design team workplan

Prepare a short description of any modifications to standard programs and develop a brief narrative summary of the purpose of any new programs needed.

The conceptual design documents can and should be brief, as they are only meant to convey the purpose of the modification. The team should refer to and include the Lean Performance Analysis that demonstrates and supports the proposed modifications. The results of their work should then be presented to the project team.

Project result: conceptual design documents

Completing Hardware and Communications Analysis

To complete this stage of analysis:

Review hardware requirements.
Review processes and the technical designs for possible changes to the hardware strategy.
Redefine hardware requirements considering throughput issues and storage and communication requirements, including printer, terminal, and PC requirements identified during the process workflow development.
Perform an initial load analysis on the hardware, preferably during the lean commerce team testing process.

The initial load analysis is the time to shake things down without a lot of time lost. Hardware and communications problems encountered during the wider process and stress tests will cost more in terms of lost time and jeopardizing confidence in the project.
To complete the hardware and communications analysis:

- Review and resolve all open technical issues.
  Verify the location of each data entry and processing function.
- Verify all new communication capability and install data and video communications lines where needed.
- Review documentation of all updates and changes to current communications capability necessary to support the new system.
- Review and revise the budgeted equipment requirements, including bar codes, fiber optics, DSL, T1, etc.
- Determine all site-preparation requirements, including buildout, air conditioning, and power.
- Update the site configuration diagrams to present to the steering committee.

At this stage of the project, documentation is helpful to close issues, especially those nasty budget issues that may surface when actual project hardware requirements are fully known.

**Project result: revised site configuration diagrams**

- Review and resolve any and all remaining system integration issues.
- Schedule and attend any additional hardware training necessary to resolve these issues.
- Bring in experts, if necessary.
- Finalize hardware installation budgets and schedules and update and review the hardware strategy changes with the steering committee to obtain approval to proceed.
- Complete the installation of hardware and software at all sites.

**Preparing Detailed Design Specifications**

System technical design is performed only after process workflow is complete and only if a GAP is demonstrated and if closing the GAP will result in a sufficient benefit. The external design specifications describe any new and revised system processing functions, including definition of modular processing logic, as necessary, to document key design points. The purpose of the document is to provide for a visual handoff to the next team members involved in the modification, often third-party partners.

**Project result: external design specifications**
Working with the third party or internal resource, the team then develops the database design, specifies the necessary processing logic and new data elements, and identifies any new logical views or alternative indexes of the data required. The proposed modified physical database is then reviewed with software vendors. Often, software vendors can help save time and money when applying modifications to their software, and they may even be interested in adding these modifications to their packages as standard code. If they do so, then obviously the burden of carrying the modifications forward to future versions is transferred to the vendor. The contents of any temporary files or interfaces or other system tricks should be recorded to provide for setup, test, or run issues that might occur when the modifications are in production.

*Project result: internal design specifications*

When the modification documentation is in hand, then:

- Review the results of the modifications with the process owners requesting them.
- Use updated process workflow and work instruction standards.
- Be sure that the technical personnel assigned are present at the run-through but design it from the process owners' perspective to cut down on the "but I thought you said problems later; verifying the usefulness of a design is a lot of work up front but makes more sense than trying to do the work later when management is observing a live environment full of bugs or process GAPS that are based on poor communication.
- Finalize user-approved samples of new screens and reports.
- Complete forms design for any forms called for in the process, if needed.

In the Lean Performance project, system technical design completes development of software improvements to close documented system GAPS, completion of site configuration schematic and hardware listing to reflect final project configurations, planning, programming, and testing of data conversion and interface programs, and the installation and testing of software and communications capabilities.

**Managing Outsourced Programming**

Unless the enterprise intends to enter the software business, the temptation to start hacking away at the software should be resisted, especially when trying to adhere to the project schedule. The better path is to determine
vendor outsourcing requirements and establish a vendor selection and control process. Packets prepared for potential vendors should include conceptual, external, and internal design specifications. When vendors have been selected, then a revised internal design analysis for any proposed modification can be outsourced. The team should be prepared to pay for the analysis and should make no promises of follow-up work to the vendors. All estimates should be accompanied by documentation and will provide the basis for determining who will do the programming. Every step of the programming process should be documented, and vendor development of design and program specifications should be supervised closely.

*Project result: detail design specifications*

Vendor unit tests are simple demonstrations that the individual program performs as specified in isolation from any other functionality, and these tests should be monitored closely.

*Project result: unit-tested programs*

**Defining Interface and Database Testing**

Determine the testing requirements for the new system, interfaces, and conversion programs.
Evaluate sources of data required for database input or conversion.
Identify manual procedures required for data input.
Identify site preparation requirements (if any) associated with data input to the system.
Identify resource requirements for data input and conversion.

*Project result: final software specifications, documents, and testing requirements*

Gather all project documents and updated diagrams for a Quality Assurance Review.
Review results to date with the project team and conduct a review with the steering committee after the quality assurance review.
TESTING IMPROVED PROCESSES MODULE

PROJECT TEAM TASKS

Objectives of Testing

When the Lean Performance improvement tasks of the project are being completed and when modifications that will be included in the live system have been received and preliminary tests conducted, no further modifications should be performed until after 90 days of live, stable system operation. The system as it will be used live is now available for further testing. While the lean commerce team has conducted some tests on customer-facing processes, the testing cycle is now expanded to include users at the manufacturing plants and at corporate headquarters. Plant and corporate teams will participate in testing the software during the prototype/pilot, process, and stress tests. Successful completion of these tests will confirm that the processes performing the work are understood, that these processes have been improved and can be successfully accomplished with the new software, and that the manual workarounds that have been developed in lieu of modifications will work.

The three primary objectives for testing are (1) to move testing from the Lean Performance teams to the wider user base of the manufacturing sites, (2) to ensure that the data, programs, processes, and hardware can support the daily business of the enterprise, and (3) to expose any odd or exceptional circumstances now rather than during live operations by conducting final testing of the improved processes with the fully involved users. This last objective is achieved utilizing actual plant data to exercise
the software by entering transactions in the manner in which they will ordinarily be performed. In this way, testing involves the process owners, process customers, and system users.

A number of secondary goals are accomplished by this testing, including data validation and on-site testing of all programs, hardware, and networks. Team members also validate process workflows and work instructions and provide initial hands-on training. The information team attempts to ensure system stability and verify system control settings while developing audit procedures for critical data and establishing tolerances where necessary for data calculations, such as unit-of-measure conversions and standard cost calculation variances.

**Prototype and Pilot Test**

The prototype and pilot test is conducted at the conclusion of the Lean Performance Analysis, prior to the process and stress tests, to ensure that the system is functioning adequately for the more involved testing. The prototype and pilot test is performed using a controlled script, a roadmap, that ensures that all system functions are tested in a sequence reasonably mirroring the live configuration (Figure 12.1). Often, such a roadmap is available from the software vendor or a third-party source. If not, it can be developed by reviewing the system menus and tracing a path through the essential system transactions. The test should be performed by the Lean Performance team leaders. All the process owners will be involved later on in the full process testing, but for now the team leaders are attempting to validate software system functionality, not software process applicability.

To conduct the prototype and pilot test utilizing a prepared roadmap:

- Load data using test data conversions or process data conversions in the same way they will be utilized at the system cutover.
- Confirm the usability and integrity of individual screens and functions using a single-level assembly BOM.
- Expand the test to include a subassembly BOM level after the initial single-level test is successful.
- Run the test cycle with a full product structure.
- Present the test results to the full project team in a team presentation.

*Project result: prototype and pilot test results*

**Establishing the Test Team**

Plant test teams conduct much of the testing. Project management should provide overall test coordination of test cycles, assist with problem resolution, and deploy the resources necessary to support plant teams. All
DATA-BASE REVIEW ACTIVITIES

Organization
Plants, and

Print and verify completeness and accuracy of system data for assemblies selected for testing activities:

Assembly Selected:

XXXXXXXX-XXX

Print:
Multi-Level Bill Of Material Report
Routing Master Listing
Inventory Planning Data Listing
Inventory Master Listing
Work Center Listing

Verify:
Completeness of Items on BOM
Accuracy of Items on BOM
Update BOM as necessary
Completeness of Routing Operations
Accuracy of Routing Operations
Update Routings as necessary
Completeness of Inventory Planning Data
Accuracy of Inventory Planning Data
Completeness of Inventory Master
Accuracy of Inventory Master
Completeness of Work Center Data
Accuracy of Work Center Data
User Tables

Figure 12.1 Pilot Prototype Test Roadmap

team members should be involved in the final review of the testing activity prior to going live with the new manufacturing software. An announcement should be sent to all test participants outlining the pilot/prototype process and stress test activities and schedules. Plant team leaders and coordinators should be selected to prepare for the kick-off session and assume the responsibility for determining or confirming plant process owner assignments. Plant team leaders should also be responsible for gathering one day of data for the initial test cycle. Plant teams should include:

- Plant team leaders
- Plant team process test coordinators
Lean Performance ERP Project Management

Systems Setup Activities

- Review current system planning status
- Print a Planning/Scheduling Report
- Review current system production plan for each product
- Set up Planning Forecasts Through December for each product
- Enter a very low month forecast that we can consume using same month customer orders as we enter them
- Review Customer Master Data for Customer
- Update Where Necessary
- Review Customer Credit Maintenance
- Update Where Necessary
- Review Price/Contracts for Customer
- Update Where Necessary
- Set up Safety Stock/Beginning Inventory
- Set MRP control for each zero by plant
- Review Multi-Plan Setup/Correct Where Necessary
- Multi-Plan Plant Definitions
- Multi-Plan Trading Definitions
- Multi-Plan Control Maintenance
- Multi-Plan Location/Type Maintenance
- Review Product Costing
- Run Incremental Cost Calculation
- Run Accumulated Cost Rollup
- Review Labor/Machine Rate Code Maintenance
- Review Product Cost Listings
- Single Level Product Cost Report
- Multi Level Product Cost Report

Figure 12.1 Pilot Prototype Test Roadmap (cont.)

Plant process owners
- Lean Performance team leaders from all teams
- Test support resources, including consultants
- Information systems support resources

At least one information systems resource person should be assigned to each scheduled session and should be on-call. An information systems test leader should be assigned to coordinate rosters, schedules, and activities with the information team and to report results of the tests to all information team members. The test leader should be at each session in the initial cycle. Developers (including vendors) responsible for modified programs should be on-call for any reasonably scheduled session dealing with their programs.
**TEST CYCLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load Sales Forecasts for Month</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Week 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enter Customer orders for each product

Enter Only for weeks 1 and 2

Customer

Each part for each week
Use quantities both less than and greater than forecasted (mix them up)

Be sure that order is not on hold or at incomplete status

- Review impact of orders entered on planning inquiry
- Review impact of orders entered on Planning/Scheduling Report
- Review impact of orders entered on planning maintenance
- Review impact of orders on customer inquiries and listings

Run Low Level Code

Correct system demand data as necessary. Set up and run MRP

Review system planning status

Print Planning/Scheduling Report

Review impact of orders entered on planning inquiries for each product

Review impact of orders entered on Planning/Scheduling Report

Review impact of orders entered on planning maintenance

Review Multi-Plant Requirements Inquiry

Review Multi-Plant Shipments Inquiry

Review/Revise Multi-Plan Order Print Flap Maintenance

---

**Figure 12.1  Pilot Prototype Test Roadmap (cont.)**

**Test Team Kick-Off Meeting**

At the kick-off meeting, all attendees are introduced to the process and stress testing, including the objectives and goals and the structure and schedules of test activity. Plant team members review and confirm initial plant operating cycles, such as start-end, MPS generation, or material resource planning (MRP) generation. They should be prepared to review and finalize rosters and assignments, test setup activities, and the process groups that will be used in the initial test cycles. Team members also review and confirm the schedule for the initial test, as well as the forms and procedures to be used in the tests. Team leaders issue instructions to plant process owners and customers to identify and collect documents before
initial test cycle. Each plant selects its own documents/data for each test cycle. A progress reporting procedure is discussed that includes a daily conference call among plant test teams. Tests are conducted in the plants at user workstations as if the processes were "live." The people who will be participating in the system stress test are specified, and dates and times are established. Any necessary clarification of the test procedure is provided, including making it clear that each team member should select a transaction for repeated, continuous data entry to "stress" the system.

**Process Test**

The process test utilizes the process workflow standards developed by the team members. The primary activities of the process test are the testing of process workflow standards and finalization of the process work instructions. The test teams will review progress on a daily basis by plant and
post and resolve open issues. They also schedule the nightly supporting batch processes. Setup and information support activities might include the loading of data from the preproduction environments, if utilized, into the test environment. Responsibility for the test setup tasks (including data loading, setup tables and validation, and security) is established. Data in the test environment is managed with the backup/restore procedures defined in the information systems daily operations schedule, as though the system were "live," in order to test those processes. All end-of-day processes, interfaces, backups, and batch processes are added to the operating schedule of information systems and performed to that schedule throughout the test cycle. Data setup testing includes a full EDI/XML data
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEST CYCLE</th>
<th>cont</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Review impact of orders shipped on planning inquiries</td>
<td>4141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review impact of orders shipped on Planning/Scheduling Report</td>
<td>4242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review impact of orders shipped on planning maintenance</td>
<td>4343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review impact of orders shipped on customer inquiries and listings</td>
<td>4545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulate and report pay for production for each motor Report Week <em>2</em> orders</td>
<td>4848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report Week <em>2</em> orders</td>
<td>4949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor/Production Entry</td>
<td>5050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finished Goods Receipts</td>
<td>5151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review Journal Entries</td>
<td>5252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse several transactions</td>
<td>5353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation Backflush</td>
<td>5454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction Reversal</td>
<td>5556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Label Transaction Reversal</td>
<td>5757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material Transaction Reversal</td>
<td>5858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Scrap Transactions</td>
<td>5959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Disposition Entries</td>
<td>6060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Material Issues</td>
<td>6161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perform Ship List Maintenance for Week <em>2</em> Orders</td>
<td>6262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print Shipping List</td>
<td>6363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perform Telxon Upload</td>
<td>6464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perform Print List Maintenance for Week <em>2</em> Orders</td>
<td>6565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print Pick List</td>
<td>6667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perform Ship by Pick List for Week <em>2</em> Orders</td>
<td>6768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print Packing List</td>
<td>6869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print Bill of Lading</td>
<td>6970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perform Telxon Download</td>
<td>7071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review ASN processing</td>
<td>7172</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12.1 Pilot Prototype Test Roadmap (cont.)

load and MRP generation. All users are verified, and all information systems processes and documentation are fully tested, with information systems personnel assigned to all system operations as though they were "live." Completion of all setup activities are verified prior to the start of testing, and a "go/no-go" procedure should be followed. A final project team meeting ensures that preparations are complete, and equipment and data readiness are verified. The entire company should be notified of the testing activities and schedules.

Management of MRP processing is a critical issue for the testing process, in that data expectations for material planning, the use of bills of materials (BOMs), and work center and cost information are all dependent on
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system generations. During the test, MRP full generations should be run only after the day's testing ends and only as approved during the daily afternoon review session. MRP partial generations on new or items with new demand activity may be run between testing cycles (e.g., 12:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m.) when continued testing is required and only with full team agreement. The concern here is not to disrupt or penalize those testers who are proceeding through a cycle involving data validation.

Each test session should have specific goals, and a checklist should identify the percentage of goals completed. A daily morning conference call among plant test teams is used to coordinate activities, and a daily afternoon conference call is used to report results. Tests are conducted at user workstations in the plants involved. The test team enters actual transactions that simulate a day's business, and various reports and queries can validate the results during and after the entry of these transactions.

Data collected at each plant include all documents that can be used to recreate a day's business. Any or all of the following may be utilized:

- EDI order report
- Returned materials
- Credit memos
- Debit memos
- Shipping lists
- Inventory reports
- Bills of lading
- Scrap tickets
- Pick lists
- Packing slips
- Invoices
- Pay tickets
- Weekly production plans
- Production schedules
- Sales and operating plans
- Consigned material shippers
- Consigned material receivers

The open issue log should be maintained centrally and reviewed before each session, with categories or types of open issues and problems categorized as:

- System operations
- Bug
  - Modification needed
- Modification not working
Business decision/policy needed
Additional headcount required by workaround
Process workflow/work instruction update needed
Training needed

The regular daily cycle for order entry through shipping is defined by each plant team, with the activities that occur at regular (e.g., weekly or monthly) intervals being noted where or when they occur within the regular daily cycle, as are the differences in cycle lengths within the overall business cycle (e.g., quarterly, semiannually, or yearly). The plant teams gather the supporting documents utilized to generate the transactions and retain those documents throughout the first 30 days of live system processing. Initially, these documents include copies of all data-input documents utilized to process a day’s worth of business and eventually will represent one week’s normal business. During the test, teams resolve any differences among plants in their global system processes. Issues such as how often to run MRP and any others that arise should be resolved.

During the test, teams determine requirements for future information system support. The information support schedule is refined from these activities, and any conflicts between Information support capabilities and plant requirements are resolved. Each plant submits its own documents and data (e.g., parts, customers) for each test cycle. Each plant also should have a full set of process workflows and work instructions available at the start of the tests.

The test cycles begin with an initial system demonstration test cycle that consists of limited, selected data (one or two selected processes, several customer orders, etc.) entered by each plant team and processed according to the schedule established for this exercise. When one plant has successfully completed one cycle, the next plant begins. When all of the plants have successfully completed the first cycle, they begin to process the second cycle in the same order. When all of the plants have completed all of the cycles, the initial test ends and the results are reviewed.

The second test expands the activity by having all plants enter data simultaneously. At the conclusion of each cycle, the results should be reviewed. The third test consists of all users of one plant entering all data for all cycles throughout the period simultaneously. That plant is followed by each successive plant. The fourth and subsequent tests consist of all users at all plants entering all data for all activities for all cycles simultaneously on each business day remaining before cutover.

Process groups are suggested as a starting point for the development of logical test cycles. Test teams determine their cycles according to the daily and weekly operating cycles in their facilities. A process group should consist of all the processes governed by a Lean Performance team.
Cycle one processes could consist of:

- EDI/XML order load
- Order entry
- Shipment initiation
- Production reporting

Cycle two could build on the first cycle to include:

- EDI/XML order load
  - Order entry
  - Scheduling
- Component scheduling
- Build and pay with bar code (production reporting)
- Shipment initiation
- Process shipment

Cycle three could build further to include:

- EDI/XML order load
- Scheduling
- Vendor scheduling and releasing
- Receiving
  - Build and pay with bar code
- Shipment initiation
- Process shipment

Additional cycles should test all processes on the process master index, and the cross-functional teams can have specific cycles. The testing process for the finance team could include:

- An order with multiplant demand on the manufacturing plants
- Cross-plant routing with a part coming back to the original plant
- Outside operation of service at a vendor
- EDI or XML invoice

The testing process for the materials team could include:

- Bar-code incoming and outgoing
- Physical inventory

The following processes could be included in the testing process for the operations team:
Departmental schedules
- Outside operation departmental schedule
- Scrap and re-op tickets, including reversals
- Interplant moves without MRP-driven action or order records
- Overriding traffic routing to split shipments (air/truck)
- Corrections of shipping documents
- Shipment of multiple item numbers
- Ship interface testing where applicable
- Print documents on equipment to be used live
- ASN
- Customer/vendor return material process
- Quality on-hold and off-hold process

The testing process for the materials team could include:

- Daily pricing process
- Sales analysis process
- ASN
  - Automatic order pull
- Test of firm and forecast orders
- Purchasing EDI/XML

The testing process for the engineering team could include:

- Coordinating the engineering change process
- Testing multiple material changes using effectivity on same BOM revision level
- Testing master assembly drawings as phantoms

Constant information change should occur throughout the test cycles, with processes being performed in nonsequential order. Additionally, any special cases that could impact system operations should be tested.

*Project result: process test results*

**Stress Test**

Participation in the stress test should include all members of the user community. In the stress test, each user selects a transaction for repeated and continuous data entry to "stress" the system. Prior to the actual stress test, the stress test procedure should specify that all process owners and customers, as well as all other system users, will participate in the system stress test on assigned dates and times. The system environment security
should be reset to put the participants into the proper environment upon sign-in. The initial daily information systems operating cycle is determined during the test process, as are the off-line programs, batch, backup, restore, and interface download timing. One full process test cycle in at least one plant must be completed before the stress test can be performed. The stress test plan documents how, when, where, and who will confirm the hardware load analysis and test all downloads, interfaces, conversion programs, and data transfers at expected system operational load volumes and beyond. Responsibility for testing all system operations procedures and scenarios (e.g., back-up, recovery, security, daily/weekly or other batches, off-line system programs and/or generations) should be assigned. Response times and operational problems for all test scenarios and conditions are noted, and corrections and repeat testing are carried out until satisfactory results are obtained.

*Project result: stress test results*

**Process Workflow and Work Instruction Update**

All process workflow and work instructions must be available for review on and printing from a system drive accessible to all Lean Peformance team members. Process workflow and work instructions that are distributed with the training agendas and packages are at "pre-issue" levels. They are subject to change during the test process being conducted by team leaders and process owners and customers and may be revised and improved. Before the process test, each plant team participating should designate a member as document coordinator. This person notes and collects changes, revisions, updates, and improvements to process workflows and work instructions. Changes determined during testing and training sessions are noted by team leaders and given to the document coordinators for input. Document coordinators ensure that appropriate changes are managed properly. If an individual plant proposes that a separate process be developed for that plant only, the document coordinator reviews the request with the project manager for a decision. Where the task structure of a process must be changed, the document coordinators must communicate with all the affected plants to determine if the change dictates that a separate process workflow be developed for that plant only. Document coordinators make changes to process workflows (changes to work instructions should be done by technical writers, if available). System user comments collected during the user training program and change requests generated during process testing are reviewed prior to formal issuance of process workflows and work instructions to identify process changes required and make any necessary process documentation changes.
Conducting the User Training Program

The four important steps to take in preparing for and conducting an effective user training program are:

1. Plan the user training program thoroughly to assure that all departments, process owners, process customers, and system users are adequately trained to successfully operate and support the new system. It may be necessary to repeat some of the earlier classes held for new hires, replacements, and stragglers.

2. Utilize the process workflow work instruction standards for all training sessions to ensure that the training is appropriate for the system and to help the company trainer monitor updates of the training material.

3. Prepare an agenda for each training session that includes instructor information, process standards to be utilized, major topics, and scheduling and location information.

4. Publish the user training plan on the project web page (the training assignments spreadsheet can be reworked for this purpose). The project chat room can be utilized to expand access to user training program information.

Project result: user training plan

A focus of the training sessions should be to record comments and issues from the system users, who serve as the most credible basis for declaring the system ready to go live. Once again, all project documents and updated diagrams should be gathered for a quality assurance review. The updated documents are then distributed to the project team, and the project results to date are reviewed with the steering committee.

WHAT FOLLOW LEAN PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT?

Phase three, Continuous Lean Performance, follows phase two Lean Performance Improvement activities. In this third and final project phase, all project implementation tasks remaining are identified and prioritized, process and system GAPs are closed, and process measurements are implemented. At the conclusion of the project, Lean Performance Management is implemented, and process continuous improvement activities are a reality in all processes.
The third and final project phase, Continuous Lean Performance, begins as phase two Lean Performance Improvement activities are being completed. By this time, improved processes are operating in and across the enterprise. The project manager and team are confident that they have initiated a continuous Lean Performance culture, not just a few isolated, obvious successes. The key indicator that continuous Lean Performance is ongoing in a given process area is the existence of formal (written) process standards. When process workflow and work instruction standards are formalized, they can be analyzed and maintained as the basis for managing and continually improving processes. The current standard is always the interim target to be used for further improvement.

As continuous improvement becomes a way of life in the company, the transition to continuous top-down policy deployment and a bottom-up continuous improvement cycle should begin. As Lean Performance expands across the cross-functional and cross-enterprise processes, layers of management can be stripped away. Managers become coaches and problem solvers for proactive physical and information/support process workers. New management positions result, some emerging on a product-line-management basis, others on a process-area basis. We will explore various lean enterprise management positions in this section.
Another indicator that continuous Lean Performance has become a part of a firm's culture is verified by the prevalence of workers employing continuous improvement practices to initiate improvements without management intervention or direction. Yet another sign of a continuous improvement culture is that all continuous improvements are being recognized and rewarded as a key employee attribute incorporated in employee evaluations and compensation. To be sustained, continuous improvement recognition and reward must be organized and managed as a permanent set of corporate human resource management activities. It is essential to establish these lean human resource practices to sustain the momentum of Lean Performance, and a minimum continuous improvement effort is necessary just to maintain processes and systems in place as they are at project end.

In this final project phase, general management-level decision processes become the important focus. Previously existing departmental reporting structures must be subordinated to newly emerging cross-functional and cross-enterprise processes and the necessity to manage and support them. The implementation of these lean processes has changed the organizational structure and management reporting requirements, and these management changes must be formalized to be sustained. As the lean processes become operational, they must be organized and managed by the ongoing management decision processes of the company. These management processes must also be lean, meaning that standardization of management decision processes must take place, including development of process standards and documentation.

As in the case of developing physical and information/support process standards (workflows, work instructions), methods of measurement and data collection must be incorporated in the management decision process standards as well. Management reports should be formatted to document lean evaluation criteria and review procedures, including criteria to relate pay and other compensation to firm performance (lean human resources management). Lean organization and management methods must now become the dominant way of structuring and operating. For example, lean education and training must be integrated into the existing education and training function. Another example is the development of lean accounting methods (e.g., muda free costing) to be used as the basis for periodic management reports.
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MANAGEMENT TASKS

Maintaining Lean Performance Teams

Many emerging lean firms reorganize by product family when the initial lean processes are formalized, implemented, and being managed on an ongoing basis. While various personnel decisions may have been made during the life of the project, at this stage implementing additional personnel reductions or removing any remaining anchor-draggers can destroy the emerging lean teamwork in the enterprise. Maintaining commitment to the lean cultural principles is essential to sustaining the lean enterprise, chief among which is the maxim that no one loses his or her job for implementing an improvement. At this stage, everyone is viewed as having implemented improvements, and normal attrition and team-based evaluations are the vehicle of choice for eliminating those who are not team players. The teams will weed these folks out in a hurry. Formal process teams, organized by product family where feasible, have by now become the norm. Excess personnel can be assigned variously, until company growth and normal attrition can absorb them. For example, additional Lean Performance teams may need to be redefined for system implementation of the enterprise resource planning (ERP), operations planning system (OPS), manufacturing execution system (MES), customer relationship management (CRM), supply chain management (SCM), or other system enablers driving the project or recently deployed. Additional Lean Performance teams that can be defined for improved process implementation might include a team to manage the
accuracy and usefulness of bills of materials (BOMs) and routings or a team to monitor inventory accuracy.

These implementation Lean Performance teams can provide system stability for the entire implementation. Recommendations for additional Lean Performance teams that might be needed are developed during the first implementation readiness assessment. Membership is determined by considering skill levels required to perform tasks documented in the implementation work plan and the new tasks defined in the improved processes. We will examine the objectives and tasks of several possible implementation Lean Performance teams next, including:

- Bill of materials team
- Financial data team
- Material requirements planning (MRP) data team
- System user team
- Process documentation team
- Steering committee policy team
- Data accuracy team

An initial meeting should be held with each Lean Performance team to review each team's implementation work plan, the tasks for which are derived from the open tasks identified in the readiness assessments. Each Lean Performance team should estimate the work days required to complete the team's tasks and confirm the expected completion dates for each task on their work plan. The Lean Performance teams should also define team objectives. A weekly team meeting is scheduled to report status and identify open issues. Before the weekly meetings, each Lean Performance team identifies, records, and resolves implementation issues utilizing the open issue format and Lean Performance analysis. Team leaders meet cross-functionally to review the status of open issues and provide resolution to them or seek resolution through the newly emerging cross-functional and cross-enterprise process managers (we will discuss these positions in detail below). Weekly team reviews with project management are also held to report status and identify open issues requiring further attention. The teams determine the methods and reports to be used to audit data. All teams should use central data, with no exceptions. If necessary, new reports can be developed for team use. Teams should also revise or prepare process workflow standards and work instructions to assure ongoing continuous Lean Performance.

The objectives of the BOMs team are to determine the methods and data necessary to audit BOMs, coordinate with affected process owners, assign audit responsibility, train the assigned personnel, and implement the BOM audit process. The team also identifies and corrects problems in
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the process as required and measures and reports BOM accuracy as part of the performance measurement process. BOM team members include representatives from engineering, operations, materials, and accounting.

The objectives of the financial data team are to determine the validity of critical transactions and financial data as currently processed by the system and develop and perform data and logic testing where necessary. The financial data team also designs, develops, tests, and implements additional information/support processes and system capabilities where required to produce valid financial data and reports. The financial data team includes representatives from materials and plant-level accounting as well as finance and audit.

The objectives of the MRP data team are to determine validity of critical system transactions affecting MRP processing, validate MRP results as produced by the system, and develop and perform data and logic testing where necessary. The MRP data team also designs, develops, tests, and implements additional information/support processes and system capabilities where required to realize valid MRP data. Members of the MRP data team should include representatives from materials and plant-level accounting as well as finance.

The primary objective of the system user team is to survey initial system implementation results by performing user surveys focusing on two categories: winners and concerns. Winners should be reflected in the process performance measurements. An initial recognition of winners should be published for the entire firm to see and recognize. Concerns are really more the ongoing focus of this team. Any concern about system viability should be formalized by developing and initiate an open issue, especially for any concerns requiring further action. This should include critical system improvements. The system user team also assists the project manager in analyzing open implementation issues and determining the priorities of issues that do not affect the going-live process. Team members attend software vendor user group conferences and research available software offerings, current releases, future planned releases, etc. The system user team also determines the regular daily operating cycle for each plant from order entry through the shipping processes. The members of the system user team are best positioned to note differences in activities that occur at regular (weekly, monthly) intervals and to use this analysis to determine requirements for offline processing and establish the daily operating requirements necessary for information systems to support plant activities. The system user team also determines and supports all reporting requirements for plant-level management reports as well as performance measurements. The team determines the information system operating cycles for daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly activities, including all interfaces, downloads, backups, and batch processes. The team publishes
guidelines and a change management process to manage all system changes and manage those proposed changes with the approved change management process (discussed below). Finally, the system user team provides input to the trainer to assist in the development and maintenance of the ongoing system. Members of the system user team should include a system user team leader and process area representatives.

The objectives of the process documentation team are to finalize system documentation so all process workflows and work instructions are up to date for the final implemented system, format and complete all system documentation to meet QS 9000 or ISO standards, and determine effective use of system documentation to assist in ongoing training activities. Members of the process documentation team should include the project trainer, facilitator, information systems analysts, quality assurance, and a representative from the steering or Lean Performance management committee.

The objectives of the steering committee policy team are threefold. The steering committee policy team formalizes the necessary business policies to manage the system, coordinates documentation of those activities with the process documentation team to ensure that formats and standards are met, and certifies completion of the project to the steering committee so the transition to Lean Performance management can be recognized and the project concluded. The members of the steering committee policy team should include representatives of all process areas or their process cross-functional or cross-enterprise managers, including those from sales and marketing, engineering, customer relationship management, information systems, materials, purchasing, and finance.

The objective of the data accuracy team is to develop and implement data accuracy activities and measurements for critical system operating data, including routing accuracy and inventory accuracy. Members should include representatives from engineering, materials, and finance, as well as operating-level system users and supervisors.

Immediately after implementation, the project manager should hold an implementation review in each project site. During the implementation review, a winners/concerns survey should be distributed and all implementation Lean Performance teams announced. The system user team should be designated to follow up and begin to monitor ongoing system results and open issue priorities. Each team should begin to develop their workplan with the assistance of the project manager and facilitator.

**Implementing Lean Performance Management**

As the lean processes are implemented, the Lean Performance project focuses on the ongoing activities of the firm. Process changes have impacted ongoing operations in both anticipated and unanticipated ways,
including some negative and/or dysfunctional ways. Management is the key player at this point in the transformation because organizational issues must be addressed. As the Lean Performance project ends, management must maintain the momentum toward the lean enterprise by disbanding the project steering committee and implementing Lean Performance management. The first tasks for the Lean Performance management team are to develop and publish the company policy for employee retention in a continuously improving lean enterprise and to devise a growth strategy that incorporates vendors and customers into the lean enterprise. A company approach to monitoring lean process performance measurements; staying current on new lean strategies, practices, and technologies; and continuously deploying management policy must be initiated in order to drive new lean strategies, practices, and technologies into the organization at a process level.

The project structure should be replaced by a new Lean Performance management configuration as soon as it becomes clear that the characteristics of continuous Lean Performance have taken hold, with the steering committee transitioning into the Lean Performance management team. Process area coordinators should still have the responsibility of monitoring and evaluating progress in their respective areas. They may become process managers or cross-functional or cross-enterprise process managers, positions that are described in some detail below. Lean Performance management is based on the expectation of sustained continuous improvement in all processes in the organization, particularly administrative and operational processes, management processes, and processes delivering any aspect of products and services.

Lean Performance management in the lean enterprise must also be identified and performed within a set of processes: "Of all the processes in an organization, management processes are the most poorly defined and least likely to be viewed in process terms. Indeed, some would argue that the term 'management processes' is an oxymoron" (Davenport, T.H., Process Innovation, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, 1993, p. 275). Three popular views of the art of management are (1) management is a personal activity that cannot be described in a process definition; (2) some tasks performed by management personnel can be identified as a process or processes, but not all of them; and (3) management in a lean environment is not possible if management is not willing to subject its responsibilities and roles to the scrutiny of process orientation. In regard to the last point, a lean enterprise operates on the principle of reciprocal obligations; that is, all members of a lean enterprise have responsibilities and roles that they must fulfill, and all members of the firm have a right to assume that others will fulfill their responsibilities and roles. The conclusion here is that the effort to standardize management processes
in the lean environment must be undertaken by a committed management, even if it seems that the results will never be perfect.

As stated in the lean principles, pursue perfection. The degree of process orientation in defining management in a firm is determined by the management of that firm, keeping in mind that a process orientation to management is a requirement for efficient and effective lean transformation and lean operations. Management in a lean enterprise is freer than management in a traditional organization because the more a firm operates as a set of integrated lean processes, the less a firm's activities require management intervention; the leaner the enterprise, the greater the scope of activities of employees and the leaner the enterprise, the greater the proportion of management activities that have been defined in process terms, which results in more time available for non-process activities (as defined by each firm). Examples of managerial positions in the lean enterprise include:

**Lean coordinator** A project manager generally becomes a lean coordinator in the lean enterprise, especially in the transitional period when the Lean Performance project is turning into Lean Performance management, the transition to lean processes is gaining momentum, and the rate and scope of change are increasing. This position is designated when the steering committee begins to formalize Lean Performance management at the conclusion of the project.

**Process manager** Because the basic building block in a lean organization is the process, it follows that process managers need the skills of the process owner. These managers are well-versed in value, value-add, flow, pull, and other lean principles, tools, and practices and are able to apply them in the processes that they own and/or manage.

**Cross-functional process manager:** Silo management assumes functional specialization with minimal functional interaction. In a lean organization, cross-functional processes must be managed from the perspective of functional specialization coupled with a more multifunctional and organizational approach, with an eye on customer value. This type of management is fostered by functional cooperation, not competition. The cross-functional process manager points the way by developing this dual perspective.

**Cross-enterprise process manager:** Enterprise partnerships require functional specialization with inter- and intra-enterprise functional interaction. The position of cross-enterprise process manager requires a perspective of functional specialization coupled with a multifunctional and multiorganizational approach, with an eye on enterprise customer value. The activities of this position are fostered by functional cooperation, not competition — a very difficult dual perspective to foster.
These positions may already be formalized in the organization, as they will emerge in any organization transforming into a lean enterprise. *Lean Performance management* is a term that arises as the project is ending and the positions discussed here are emerging as a management structure in the lean enterprise.

**Continuously Deploying Lean Policy and Strategy**

Continuous deployment of lean business strategies developed as a result of monitoring and evaluating both internal process measurements and external developments in technologies and lean techniques is the primary activity of Lean Performance management. To implement continuous deployment of lean business strategies, a series of processes similar to the initial Lean Performance planning of the project is carried out:

- Identify lean business policy.
- Identify lean process strategies.
- Deploy lean policies and strategies.
- Perform the Lean Performance analysis continuously.

Deployment of lean business strategies initiates continuous improvement on a top–down basis and has three objectives: (1) introduce into process management activities the new lean techniques and technologies that may be useful to process owners for improving the value-add of their processes, (2) ensure that process standards are reviewed on a periodic basis to determine whether they can be improved, and (3) ensure that the search continues for new avenues to investigate for process applications through Lean Performance analysis. The Lean Performance project to this point has increased the organization's responsiveness not only to customers but to all relevant change and improvement opportunities. Learning how to get lean has been the focus, but now it is possible and necessary to consider new options. Because most changes so far have been small and incremental, they have not posed major problems. It is the cumulative and continuous impact of these changes that now presents a challenge to management.

In most firms, a business plan is comprehensively evaluated, reviewed, improved, and published at least annually. In Lean Performance management, this business plan is evaluated, updated, and redeployed through identification of lean business policies and strategies and the deployment of Lean Performance analysis masters. The information and other engineers deploy new technology opportunities to the process teams for process identification and application. Management expects and receives feedback from the process teams as they apply lean improvements. In the annual business evaluation, management examines how
effective they have been in deploying the lean vision, lean mission, lean business policies, and lean strategies from the previous year. Individual policy deployment Lean Performance analysis masters are then initiated as the formal handoff from management to the organization for the year's Lean Performance analysis. In this approach, management initiates the Lean Performance analysis by deploying lean policy and strategy. Process managers respond with deployment at the process level, as in the project. This activity can become a bit of a free-for-all if management allows it to. At this point, lean thinking has been integrated in the ongoing management process. There is also a mechanism providing for periodic evaluation of the lean opportunities available to the company, as new resources, opportunities, and alternative growth paths become available all the time and lean process improvements continuously free up resources with which to pursue them.

While the journey to lean in an organization is never complete, there comes a time when being lean is the dominant orientation, value set, organization mode, and management style. A constant education, training, and development program is in place for management, professionals, staff, and work force. While the Lean Performance project produces incremental process improvements, at some point ongoing process improvements do not require much management attention. At that point, new challenges should be introduced (for example, moving to administrative processes).

**Auditing Lean Performance**

The project process has included extensive testing, beginning with the lean commerce team test of the customer critical data interfaces and extending through the pilot/prototype, process, and stress tests. The project team should he reasonably sure that they will have a successful cutover. In order to be absolutely sure that the live system is performing properly, project management should prepare now to conduct postimplementation Lean Performance audits 1 week, 6 weeks, and 12 weeks after processes are implemented or until all audit criteria are performing to expectation. To conduct a Lean Performance audit, an outside reviewer can be called upon to review project performance with the project manager and/or lean coordinator by looking at specific issues:

- User satisfaction
- Budget performance
- User understanding
- Schedule performance
- Open issue review
- Project objectives attained
The reviewer will likely want to meet with each team. Team members will identify specific operating and system problems during the audit by exhibiting documentation and examples. The project manager or lean coordinator should be available to review issues with appropriate Lean Performance teams in order to prioritize problems for resolution and develop resolutions and corrective actions. The project manager or lean coordinator should present the audit results in outline form to the steering committee or the Lean Performance management team for action. Any unresolved issues should be the lead items at the next review. Problem resolution results should also be covered and closed at the next audit.

Audits results can be measured using three criteria or any variation of them that more adequately fits a given environment:

- Survival
- Stability
- Improving

An audit result of survival status means that the system and teams are able to perform the following:

- Recognize 100% of customer orders.
- Obtain material to produce product.
- Produce product.
- Ship all product produced.
- Fax or otherwise document shipments to customer (ASNs).
- Invoice all shipments accurately.
- Audit shipments to invoice.

When these items are satisfactory, the team can be reasonably sure that the new system and processes are having no adverse effect on the team’s customers.

An audit result of stability status means that the system and teams are able to perform the following:

- Recognize 100% of customer orders.
- Load customer orders into proper schedule weeks.
- Report schedule information for customer shipment requirements.
- Generate MRP demand planning data for materials.
- Validate that material requirements are accurate.
- Obtain material to produce product.
- Report schedule information for final assembly requirements.
- Produce product.
- Ship all product produced to accurate order quantities.
Fax or otherwise document shipments to customer (ASNs)
Invoice all shipment? accurately.
Audit shipments to invoice.
Generate useable financial data.

When these items are satisfactory, the team again can be reasonably sure that the new system and processes are having no adverse effect on customers or company operations. System and processes are meeting the minimum customer requirements for shipments and data.

An audit result of improving status means that the system and teams are able to perform the following:

- Load all eligible orders via EDI.
- Recognize 100% of customer orders.
  - Load customer orders into proper schedule weeks.
  - Schedule requirements for customer shipments with system data
  - Generate MRP demand planning data for materials.
  - Validate that material requirements are accurate.
  - Obtain material to produce product
  - Schedule final assembly production.
  - Produce product.
- Ship all product produced to accurate order quantities.
- Ship all customer orders with accurate customer information, including labels, tags, and bar codes.
- Report and document shipments to customer requirements using ASNs.
  - Invoice all shipments accurately.
- Audit shipments to invoice.
- Generate auditable financial data.

As before, when these items are satisfactory, the team can be reasonably sure that the new system and processes are having no adverse effect on the team's customers or team operations and the team is meeting or exceeding customer requirements for shipments and data. The system will now support efforts at continuous improvement.

**PROJECT TEAM TASKS**

**Completing the Implementation Readiness Assessments**

After a review of the project plans for each implementation site, tasks remaining are identified and reported to the steering committee. Resource assignments are reviewed and adjusted. An implementation readiness assessment is prepared for each site. Additional workplan tasks that are
1. Process ownership must be reconciled for several financial and engineering processes between international site and corporate.
2. The bay routers were scheduled for delivery, but aren't here yet.
3. The construction of the communication building is not complete.
4. Testing of communication lines reveals problems with supplier. Also, need to look at LDDS problems.
5. System default control account files submitted for review are not yet approved for implementation.
6. New standard cost process is ready to implement. Will finalize workflow and work instructions prior to go-live.

Figure 13.1 Implementation Readiness Assessment for International Site

audited include establishing personnel requirements for the project team, identifying skill levels required to perform steps documented in the implementation work plan, monitoring work days required to complete each task of the implementation project, and monitoring target completion dates for each task. The project manager should also be sure that the installation of additional hardware is on track or completed. The entire team should prepare for cutover and startup support. The materials and data accuracy teams should verify that the system is ready for master production schedule (MPS) implementation based on item master and BOM accuracy. Team members should finalize conversion plans and schedules and obtain steering committee authorization to cutover to the new system and processes. A process should be in place for verifying data completeness and accuracy after the data are converted. All team members should monitor new system performance, and the project manager should review all open issues in preparation for the first audit. See Figure 13.1 for an illustration of the kinds of issues and tasks that are often uncovered during implementation readiness assessments. Implementation readiness assessments are performed at important project milestones. The final audit is the basis of the go/no-go decision. The implementation countdown begins with all remaining accepted items and the critical path defined.

Verifying System Integration

System integration is verified by completing a number of tasks that primarily involve the project manager, team leaders, and information systems team. A checklist for systems integration verification should include the following items:
- Identify additional hardware that might be needed.
- Prepare a detailed hardware installation schedule.
  Install additional hardware for testing prior to implementation.
  Verify that the system is ready to go live based on data accuracy.
- Evaluate information system personnel assignments.
- Identify manual tasks to run in parallel.
- Finalize conversion plans and schedules.
  Finalize cutover countdown.
  Confirm any tasks that must be maintained in parallel.
  Obtain steering committee authorization.

**Counting Down to Implementation**

Implementation countdown is the final component of the project workplan and includes all the tasks that must be completed before going live. The countdown must include all necessary tasks for going live, and the team must agree. All tasks must have the necessary resources available for on-time completion. Any task that appears on the final work plan that cannot be completed before going live must be investigated, and the consequences and implications of that uncompleted task should be communicated far and wide within the company, as no exceptions mean no surprises.

**Implementing Improved Processes**

Improved processes are implemented by area, process, or product line, depending on the Lean Performance management structure adopted. Data are converted, and completeness and accuracy are verified. The new system is cutover. Team update meetings are held to identify problems and answer questions, and audits are performed. The information team is notified of technical problems via the open issue procedure, in which system performance is monitored and the open issues are reviewed with the steering committee until the steering committee transitions into Lean Performance management.

**Providing Additional Training**

To provide additional training, project management must evaluate personnel assignments and revise them as necessary. New hires, transfers, and stragglers often must be rounded up and brought into the training cycle. Be sure to use process workflow and work instruction standards and real data to demonstrate new processes. Generally, the last item included in training is specifying the workaround tasks to be performed when the
new system and processes go live. Any manual tasks to be maintained are determined, and those people who need to be trained in the tasks are identified.

**Providing Production Startup Support**

To provide production startup support, in addition to auditing the system performance, the project manager or lean coordinator should continue to identify and correct open issues and to review and formalize month-end close processes by assisting in the initial month-end close.
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Defining and Initiating Lean Performance Measurements

As we have seen, project objectives drive project performance, and measurable business objectives drive continuous Lean Performance, with a concentration in process quality, process cost and process throughput and speed measurements. Team members incorporate the Lean Performance analysis into the deployment and reporting of performance measurements. An example is provided as Figure 14.1. The three traditional reasons for measurements are:

- History
- Baseline
- Focus goal setting

The first law of performance measurements is "All humans hate to be measured," the second law of performance measurements is “If I’m going to be measured on something, I want to pick how the measurement works,” and the third law of performance measurements is “When the measurement shows that I’m improving, and especially if I get rewarded for improving, I like being measured.” The second corollary of the third law of performance measurement? is "Performance measurements tend to be used to make the organization look good, not to help the organization look for ways in which to improve."
While the current performance measurements utilized to manage the business are probably going to remain in place after the project concludes, if bean Performance is going to avoid the usual self-serving but not very useful performance measurements and also abide by the empowerment principles of the lean culture, principles lor establishing new performance measurements are going to have to be established; for example:

Performance measurements must be process oriented or based.
Performance measurements must be visual.
Performance measurements must be meaningful.

One important characteristic of processes is that process-cycle-focused or process-time-focused measurements tend to be more useful for continuous improvement efforts than other measurements. Reducing cycle time is generally an indicator that other measurable items are improving and usually means that non-value-add is decreasing or quality of output is increasing. In some cases, reduced cycle time can be an indicator that customer service is improving and it usually means that batches and queues are shrinking. One other benefit of focusing on cycle time is that it usually is easy to determine a measurement for it.

A Lean Performance measurements definition includes three types of measurements, as can be seen by the examples illustrated in Figure 14.2:

- Financial
- Operational
- Process
A Lean Performance measurement definition should include a review of management decision processes such as business planning to verify traditional management measurements. In most cases, these measurements will tend to be for financial performance, such as financial performance to plan. They will also include traditional operations measurements, such as...
### Figure 14.2 Policy Deployment and Measurements Summary — Performance Measurement Identified (cont.)

as customer results reporting and performance to schedule. We are not suggesting eliminating these measurements; rather, we are proposing only that any new performance measurements that are incorporated in the company management scheme adhere to the principles of process performance measurements illustrated above, concentrating on process
### MANAGEMENT POLICY DEPLOYMENT AND MEASUREMENTS SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GAP CONTROL</th>
<th>LEAN BUSINESS POLICY</th>
<th>LEAN PROJECT STRATEGY</th>
<th>DEPLOYED PROJECT OBJECTIVE</th>
<th>TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT</th>
<th>PROCESS IDENTIFICATION</th>
<th>LEAN PERFORMANCE TEAM</th>
<th>PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>017</td>
<td>Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Financial Processes</td>
<td>Implement Centralized Integrated Data Support, Processing and Monitoring of the Business Plan</td>
<td>Develop global standard reporting formats</td>
<td>Refer to Steering Committee for design of reports</td>
<td>Business Plan Performance Status</td>
<td>Finance Team</td>
<td># of Nonstandard Reports Issued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>018</td>
<td>Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Financial Processes</td>
<td>Implement Centralized Integrated Data Support, Processing and Monitoring of the Business Plan</td>
<td>Identify, evaluate and report producting and manufacturing site profitability</td>
<td>Refer to Steering Committee for design of reports</td>
<td>Business Plan Performance Status</td>
<td>Finance Team</td>
<td># of Nonstandard Reports Issued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>019</td>
<td>Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Financial Processes</td>
<td>Implement Centralized Integrated Data Support, Processing and Monitoring of the Business Plan</td>
<td>Draw up Periodic To-Date reporting, including Regional Sales, Margins and Trends</td>
<td>Refer to Steering Committee for design of reports</td>
<td>Business Plan Performance Status</td>
<td>Finance Team</td>
<td># of Nonstandard Reports Issued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>020</td>
<td>Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Information Systems Management</td>
<td>Implement Global Standard Hardware and Software</td>
<td>Implement unchanged software packages</td>
<td>Modify Open Issue approvals</td>
<td>Change Management Process</td>
<td>Information Team</td>
<td>% Modifications to Approvals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>021</td>
<td>Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Information Systems Management</td>
<td>Implement Global Standard Hardware and Software</td>
<td>Leverage vendor supplied software updates</td>
<td>Maintain simulation database to apply upgrades and am</td>
<td>Change Management Process</td>
<td>Information Team</td>
<td>Access to Request Cycle Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>022</td>
<td>Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Information Systems Management</td>
<td>Implement Global Information Technology Processes and Organization</td>
<td>Implement secure data A operational process in a manner that is seamless to the users</td>
<td>Utilize a systems management tool for all operations changes</td>
<td>Change Management Process</td>
<td>Information Team</td>
<td># of Failures Verified Per Period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>023</td>
<td>Support Lean Thinking in the Global Standardization of Information Systems Management</td>
<td>Implement Global Information Technology Processes and Organization</td>
<td>Implement standards for system uptime and reliability and monitor and report performance</td>
<td>Identify all data and systems operational processes for measurement</td>
<td>Systems Operations Processes</td>
<td>Information Team</td>
<td># of Incidents Worked Per Period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>024</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 14.2** Policy Deployment and Measurements Summary — Performance Measurement Identified (cont.)

throughput speed, throughput quality, and throughput cost. Other Lean Performance measurements might include:

Setup time
Lead time
Process workflows are the standards and the basis of process measurement, so it stands to reason that all improved processes are reviewed by the Lean Performance teams for appropriate measurements. Standards, goals, data sources, and ownership are also determined for each measurement. Performance report cards, data collection sheets, and graph formats for steering committee and Lean Performance management presentations are designed, or existing performance scorecards are utilized. Measurements are reviewed with Lean Performance management and revised as required. A Lean Performance analysis is performed on suggestions for improvement. Implementation of the Lean Performance measurement program is planned, and procedures are prepared.

After system cutover, Lean Performance measurements are initiated by monitoring ongoing performance on data collection sheets and a Lean Performance report card. Performance measurements are presented to the Lean Performance management committee each month, and actions to be taken for improvement are suggested. A Lean Performance scorecard is used to identify the key process performance measurements proposed by the disbanding Lean Performance project team. Daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, and yearly reporting scorecards or grids are prepared for measurement presentations.

**Continuously Improving Lean Performance**

Continuous improvement is not just for production processes; continuous improvement is focused on the efforts of people to accomplish processes, not on the machines or computers that support them. As we have demonstrated in the project, continuous improvement is people based. People develop the processes and are part of them; improved processes improve results. Machines, including computers, are not processes. Discrete processes are not found inside the machine, either. A computer performs a data process just as another kind of machine performs a grinding process. Machines, including computers, provide process support and may be processors of machine processes, but they are not themselves processes.
Information and management decision process standards are the foundation for management and measurement of information/support and management decision processes and their continuous Lean Performance improvement. Speaking with process performance measurements data about office processes, especially from a central database, confirms that management and supervisory work is not above process evaluation and improvement. Establishing, maintaining, and continually improving these processes is management’s primary role in a workplace focused on computer-enabled processes and systems.

Continuous improvement is not simply a manufacturing/operations activity. Completion of Lean Performance planning and Lean Performance improvement activities have documented the process workflow standards for management and office processes. Lean Performance is the management process that enables an organization to continuously improve all its processes. Management's role of providing top-down leadership includes policy deployment, establishment of work standards (including process workflows and work instructions), and most importantly a demonstration of active support for Lean Performance, especially when the chips are down.

The role of staff and supervisory personnel in Lean Performance is to solve problems and assist the team members, who do the work that creates the value. The team member's role in Lean Performance is to be recognized as the process expert trained to recognize and eliminate non-value-added activities using process standards, to measure processes, to develop improvements, and to communicate ideas cross-functionally and across the enterprise.

In an unmodified implementation, process performance improvements are generally accomplished based on software capability. The new software has more capability than the software it replaced and is being used more effectively because process owners and customers have applied this new capability in a lean way. By using the software in an unmodified form, system users and process owners and customers will derive additional benefit by becoming more familiar with the features of the software over time. However, some processes may be less efficient or effective now than the previous software, perhaps because the old software had additional features that the new software lacks or because the old software had custom programmed features or interfaces that the new software lacks.

Changing customer requirements are another reason for evaluating the performance of processes and considering improvement activities. While some modifications based on these realities may be necessary, the system as implemented should initially be frozen as is to ensure system stability during the startup period. No additional modifications should be allowed
in the production environment for at least 90 days following the implementation approval date. Development will continue for modifications approved by the steering committee prior to the cut-over approval date, according to a change management procedure and program testing. After appropriate testing, process changes should be implemented only when the system operations stabilize. The purpose of the change management procedure is to manage changes to the software system. The change management procedure applies to three categories of changes:

- **Fixes**
- **Enhancements**
- Design improvements

Fixes are software changes that are necessary to provide data functionality as originally planned in the system design for a particular existing screen, report, or file update. Fixes include providing proper cursor movement, consistent or standard cursor and key stroke mapping or functionality, and proper error trapping and messaging. Fixes may also be needed to ensure that a key is used in a uniform manner throughout the system or to ensure that transactions update only to design. All fixes must have issues written and submitted before they will be considered for assignment of resources. Unit tests for fixes will be performed prior to loading program changes live.

Enhancements are software changes that are necessary to provide additional functionality for data that already reside in the system, such as when these data are required to perform a necessary business process task and the needed functionality is not present in the system as originally designed. Enhancements are limited to existing screens, reports, and files or new screens and reports. Enhancements include changes necessary to provide for the viewing of data that already reside in the system, updating the data, or reporting of the data. The category of enhancement applies to the need to view, update, or present data in the proper format, sequence, or time frame. All enhancements must have issues written and submitted before they will be considered for assignment of resources. Unit tests for enhancements will be performed prior to loading program changes live.

Design improvements are software changes that are desired to provide additional functionality for the purpose of improving the performance of a business process. These changes may apply to data that may or may not already reside in the system and any functionality that is not present in the system as originally designed. Design improvements are not limited to existing screens, reports, or files. Design improvements include changes necessary to provide for the viewing of data that already reside in the
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system. updating the data, or reporting the data. The category of design improvement also applies to any change desired to calculate, interface, upload, download, view, update, or present data in a new format, sequence, or time frame. All design improvements must have open issues written and submitted before they will be considered for assignment of resources. All design improvements should be developed through the formal design process, including the process standards (process workflows and work instructions) and the conceptual, external, internal, and detail design specifications. It should go without saying that unit tests, volume tests, and process tests should be performed prior to loading program changes live. In all of these cases, the process workflows are the tool for measuring and determining how a process and the process input/output support should be improved.

The six steps for continuously improving management decision and information/support processes and their linkages to physical processes are:

- **Deploy management policy**: The annual business plan now includes the identification and deployment of lean business policies and strategies. Any process team member can leverage the deployment by completing a Lean Performance analysis master and distributing it for information technology deployment, whether process and team identified or not. This procedure can also be initiated by any process team member to respond to a business policy or strategy deployed for any process opportunity, be it a physical, information/support, or management decision process.
- **Deploy information technology**: The deployment of information technology initiates the response of information technologists to the opportunity or need communicated by a process team member. This action can also be initiated by an information technologist to respond to a deployed management policy or strategy or for any technology deployment for any process opportunity, be it a physical, information/support or management decision process.
- **Identify process and team**: Process team members assume the responsibility of utilizing a technology deployed or seeking a solution to any GAP they have identified.

**Complete Lean Performance analysis**: As we have seen in the project, new opportunities result from process owner input defined and communicated through the Lean Performance analysis. Here is a summary checklist to follow in the ongoing use of the Lean Performance analysis:

- Determine the adequacy and accuracy of the process workflow:
  - Does it adequately depict the process? Does it accurately depict the input and output supports?
When the process workflow is correct, demonstrate a compelling reason to proceed; rely on process results data, not opinions.

- Confirm the understanding of process purpose with process owners and customers.

Measure the current process results at a task level to determine current process results in cost measurements, quality measurements, and speed and/or delivery measurements.

Check for the following: Are any non-value-added tasks still in evidence? Are they necessary? Are any tasks unsupported? Are the input/output supports stable? Is any information or data missing? Can any process support deficits be found?

- Gather analysis results and utilize the 3MU (muda, mura, muri) and 5W–1H (who, what, where, when, why: and how) checklists to confirm.

**Build new information system supports:** Develop a new process workflow. Resequence tasks and process input/output support where necessary. Complete prototype layouts of new information systems screens and reports demonstrating field placement. Obtain process owner and customer approval of preliminary designs. Estimate measurements for process cost, quality, and speed or delivery at a task level. Be sure to simulate process execution wherever possible. Update process workflow standards and repeat demonstrations to process owners and customers. Achieve consensus that process performance is improved. In regard to program improvements, do not modify vendor source codes. Pilot the results to reconfirm acceptance and measure results. Compare the new measurements with the baseline (before) measurements. Has the process been improved? Have all GAPS been closed? Repeat and refine until measurable improvement has been achieved, and finalize the performance measurements. If no measurable improvement can be achieved, abandon the effort. Do not alter the system for no resulting benefit.

**Complete updated process standards:** Refine the process workflows until they adequately and accurately depict the process tasks and input/output support. Complete process work instructions for any referenced screen or report in the process.

The lean transformation is never complete; it is a process, not a destination. From this point on, the challenge for the Lean Performance management team is to work together with the process teams deploying advanced management policies on a regular basis, seeking new opportunities to further improve those processes already improved in the Lean Performance project.
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